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6

The following essay (with the nom cle plume

TWT^: ) was offered in competition for the Yishwanath
Karajan Mandlik Gold Medal of the University of Bombay.
It was approved by the Julges with the remark : It deserves

to be printed, as it collects together a great deal of interest-

ing, historical information. It is now accordingly published

with the kind permission of the University of Bombay.

In preparing the essay I have utilised the labours of

most of the previous workers in the field, to whose writings

I have given constant references in the foot-notes. I also

enjoyed the exceptional advantage of having at my disposal

the entire Government Manuscripts Library at the Deccan

College, Poona, and was in foot, at the time of writing this

essay, actually engaged in preparing a Descriptive Catalogue

of the grammatical works in that Library.

As the title indicates, it is an essay—a mere tentative

attempt—and not a profound treatise ; and I have thought

it worth while printing it merely because, as far as I know,

no work of the kind, covering exactly the field of this essay,

has so far appeared* In the ‘Grundriss der Inio-Ariscben.

Philologie’ there was to appear a work which would have

made the writing of this essay superfluous, but apparently

nothing has come of it so far.

I have made a few necessary changes in the essay as it

was originally submitted, especially in the light of some

kind suggestions received from Professor Hari Mahadeva

Bhadkamkar of the Wils.on College, Bombay, and from

Professor Yaijanath Kashinath Rajavade of the Fergusson

College, Poona, who were appointed judges for the essay*

My old and honoured teacher, Professor K. B. Pathak, had

also the goodness to read the essay through and point out

certain inaccuracies of fact and statement, for which I am
deeply grateful to him. For the most part, however, the
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essay remains just as it was written in 1909 with, the excep-

tion of the Chronological Conspectus and the General Index,

without which no published work of this nature could be

regarded as complete.

I do not, of course, expect that the essay wonld be

entirely free from mistakes both of omission and of com-

mission. New facts are coming to light every day ; and even

of tacts that have been already known, it is too much to

hope—so numerous are the workers in the field and so scat-

tered their writings—that I have taken into consideration

all, or even the most important all. I would most thank-

fully receive, therefore, any corrections or suggestions for

improvement. I only hope that the essay contains enough

to justify its publication in this present form.

Poona,

November 1914>
S. K. Belvalkak.

Postscript : Little did I expect, when I wrote the

above in November last, that one of the judges for the

essay—Professor H. M. Bhadkamkar of the Wilson College,

Bombay—would not live to see it in print. But it is the

unexpected that has happened. Professor Bhadkamkar took

a genuine interest in me and my work, and by writing this

postscript I wish to keep his name permanently associated

with what is—though not the first—yet one of the earliest

limits of my literary activity.

1

Peccan College, Poona,

15th July 1915.
S. K. Belvalkak.
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SYSTEMS ©F SANSKRIT ©RHMMHR

I - Grammatical speculations in India : Their extent and value.

—

It would be hardly an exaggeration to say that in

no other country has the science o£ grammar been

studied with such a zeal and carried to such a perfection

as it has been in India. Even a bare catalogue of the

names of grammarians ancient and modern and of such of

their works as are still preserved to us can amply bear

out the truth of this assertion. On the lowest calulation

there are yet current in various parts of India nearly a

dozen different schools of Sanskrit grammar, at least

three hundred writers in the field including those that

are known to us only from quotations, and more than a

thousand separate treatises original as well as explana-

tory. And it is not merely the quantity—for that need

not be a source of unalloyed pride to any people—but

the quality of the work produced that has won for it

a recognition and an honorable mention even at the

hands of the rigorously scientific philologists of our own

day, who are not ashamed to own their obligations to

works and authors of over twenty-five hundred years

old.

Early grammatical speculations

2. Grammatical speculations In the Vedas.—The earliest spe-

culations of a grammatical nature are to be met with

in the later portions of the Rigveda itself
;

for, even

if we condemn Patahjali’s explanation ( Mahibhashya

:

Kielhorn, Vol. x, p. 3 ) of tjjfT by rwtfoiq rarr:

or his explanation (Ibid. p. 4 ;
Higveda viii. 69. 12) of

by as being too subtle for the Vedic

1 [
Sk. Gr. ]
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bards, 1 still passages, such as Rigveda x. 125 or Taitti-

rlya SamhitS vi, 4. 7. 3, already evince the conscious-

ness that the study of the forms of speech is of sufficient

importance to be pursued by itself independently of the

dealings between men and men which are rendered

possible by them. It is not, however, necessary for our

purpose to put together all the Vedic passages that have

or can be made to have a grammatical significance.

Suffice it to say that the available data do not warrant

the supposition that the ‘ Seers of the Mantras ’ had made

any considerable advance in the science of grammar.

Indeed, it was not their business to do that. To observe

the silent or violent workings of Nature and to record in

fitting verse the feelings and thoughts awakened by their

contemplation was enough to employ all their leisure

hours. Philosophy arises only when the harmony of life

is disturbed from within (or from without) so that the

old child-like faith in the world and its laws becomes no

longer possible ; and grammar is a species of philosophy.

The study of grammar receives a sudden impetus

when one form of speech comes into close contact with

another and a different form. Thus, for example, the

discovery of Sanskrit by modern Europe has created

a revolution in the science of philology, just as, in an-

cient times, the Roman conquest of Greece and, later, the

discovery of Greek after the fall of Constantinople led to

equally momentous consequences in the development of

thought.— The same result is also produced when in

;

course of time there arise inevitable dialectical peculiari-

ties within a language. These are either a consequence

of the impact of the different races one of which con-

quers and dominates over the rest,
2 or they may be due

1 Compare Tantra-vSrtika, Bena- their language to the Komatis,

res edition, p* 216, Greek grammar mad© little pro*

2 Until the Greeks began to teach gross*
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to a change in the climatic conditions—to the people

having migrated from one place to another and modified

their expressions and articulations in the course of

their journey. Something of this sort must have happen-

ed when the ancient Sanskrit diverged into the different

forms of Prakrit, and we are probably to explain in the

same way the considerable difference that is observable

in the language of the Brahmanas when contrasted with

1 that of the ancient Samhitas. 1

3. Grammatical speculations in the Brahmanas.

—

When we

come to the Brahmanic speculations on the nature and

meaning of the utterances of the ancient sages, we find

that they have already lost any living touch with the old

form of the language. Old forms and old words as also

old ideas had grown obsolete giving place to newer, less

poetic and more practical ones. 2 Since, however, the

Sacred Scriptures (the Vedas) were composed in the

older form of the language, and since, for various reasons,

it was deemed necessary to preserve intact from genera-

tion to generation the inherited stock of Vedic poetry,

attention came naturally to be focussed upon the pecu-

liarities of that form of the language, and this was the

beginning of grammar proper.

The main interest of the Brahmanas, however, was

sacerdotal. They busied themselves with the details of

the ritual and tried to discover—or invent—a rational,

that is to say, a mythological justification for every act

of the priest and every element of the sacrifice. If they

discussed questions of grammar or phoneties at all, they

1 Dr. Burnell -in Ms essay on the

Aindra school of Grammarians

notes, “ without some contact

with foreign peoples, and

bitter disputes among religi-

ous sects at home, such high-

ly developed enquiry into

language as PSnini’s treatise

displays is contrary to all ex-

perience. ”

2 Compare the Arctic home in the

Vedas, p. 230.
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came in mainly by way of illustration, or because no

other equally cogent explanation of the Samhita passage

in question was at hand. We cannot make much capital

out of their stray and half poetic utterances.

4. Grammatical speculations In allied works.

—

It was in the

next period that the study of grammar as a science was

taken in earnest. This was the period when the scatter-

ed hymns of the Vedas came to be collected into family-

books and elaborate rules were framed for the regulation

of the narishads or charanas .
1 To help students in their

task there also came into being about the same time

various manuals on phonetics ,

2 which dealt with letters,

accents, quantity, pronunciation, and euphonic rules.

In course of time the retentive faculty came to be culti-

vated to an extent which is without any parallel in the

history of the world. A further advance was made by

the constitution of the Padapatha , commonly ascribed to

Sakalya, which resolved the euphonic combinations and

gave each word, each member of a compound, each prefix

of the verb, as also each suffix or termination of the noun

separately. The stock of grammatical notions familiar to

this stage of development, though not very large, is

already sufficient to indicate the earnestness of the search

for truth.

S. The predecessors of Yaska.—We are not yet certain

when the art of writing came to be invented—or intro-

duced—in Ancient India. It was certainly much earlier

than what Max Muller once believed it to be .
3 What-

ever that period might be, it must have been prior to the

production of the Pratisakhya literature; and by this we

1 See Max Muller’s History of

Ancient Indian literature, 2nd

edition pp. 128, 187, &c.

2 Op. Taittirlya Aranyaka, vii. 1.

3 History of Ancient Indian Lite-

rature, p. 520- Compare on the

subject Buhler’s contribution

to the Grundriss der Indo-

Arischen Philologie, especially

page IB,
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mean not the Pratisakhyas in their present form—which

are post-Panimya and pre-suppose much of his termino-

logy—but in some earlier form, and under whatever other

names they may have been then known. 1 The contribu-

tions which these prototypes of our present Pratisakhyas

made to the science of grammar can now, in the absence

of any really representative works of that class,, be

merely guessed at. If the nature and contents of our

existing Pratisakhya literature can safely be made the

basis of any inference, we may suppose that these earlier

treatises i. classified the Vedic texts into the four forms

of speech known to Yaska
; 2. framed and carefully de-

fined some of the primitive 2 sanjnas or technical terms ;

and 3. possibly also made some more or less crude at-

tempts to reduce the words to their elements and explain

the mode of their grammatical formation. The really

creative period of this science is just this. Had there been

for this period any works extant, they would have

shown us Yaska in the making, as Yaska himself, to

some extent, shows us Panini in the making. It is a

great pity, therefore, that the period should be all blank

to us. Since, however, these tentative sallies of the

earlier authors were not probably definite enough to

constitute a system, and since we have here to treat of

systems of Sanskrit grammar,.we must next pass on to

Yaska 3
,
who, although a philologist and not a gramma-

rian as such, can for our purpose be regarded as forming

the link between the primitive Pratisakhya type of spe-

1 Goldstiicker, Panini 5 hi3 place Burnell would .call these the

in Sanskrit literature, pp. 1S3 terms of the Aindra School of

and ff.
;
Eeprint of the same Grammarians.

by Panini office, pp. 141 and fL 3 Yaska calls his own work a

2 Primitive; those namely that complement to grammar:
Panini pre-supposes and uses j

without explaining them. Dr,
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culation on the one hand, and the later Paniniya mode of

thought on the other,

6. Yaska’s Nirukta ; its date.—In a memorable passage

Yaska himself roughly indicates the course of the deve-

lopment of Vedic studies before his time, and, reflecting

the achievements made upto his days in the sciences of

grammar and philology, contributes his own quota to the

same. The passage has been variously interpreted, but

the explanation given below may be found perhaps as

acceptable as any other. 1 It mentions three distinct

periods of intellectual development corresponding rough-

ly to sections 2-5 above. Unfortunately the time of

Yaska is by no means yet certain. It depends for the

most part, on the date that is to be assigned to Panini,

between whom and this great writer at least a century,

if not more, must be supposed to have elapsed in order

to account properly for all the advances 2 in the matter

1 OTSTrewswifrar stmt snjj:
1 j

tv- J

wpsrra;
1

j

a-q%rrv faentr?-
j

cnr^n jrfsi :.i

^rffrr^’srii (

These are the original “Seers of
Mantras

These correspond to the authors of
the BrShmanic speculations; possib-

ly also to the compilers of the

family-books.

These are the authors of the Pada-
pStha, the Nighantu,and other allied

works, including possibly the proto-

types of our modern Pratisakhyas,

2 Thus, for— Yaska uses—

Causal

Frequentative 'sis&Snr

Desiderative
—‘T^—gy_.

r^r^rRtf

Attribute rsssr
Weak termination hi _ -

Denominative
|

termination f

Similarly Yaska defines (ra-

ther derives ) as

ft * \ It it?

while Panini uses—

f&RRr

WSFcT

(No one term exists

1 for these.

often used by bim otherwise

than as a technical term of

grammar. Compare vL G. 8,

vi|. 1. 2, vii. 1. 5, &c. Again,
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and wording of the rules of grammar that are to be met

with in the Ashtadhyayi. We have dealt with the ques-

tion of Panini’s date in another part of this essay, and if

that result be accepted, Yaska must be placed about 800

to 700 before Christ.

There are, however, a few facts which seem to mili-

tate against the view that Yaska flourished before Paniin.

The Sutras of Panini nowhere make any provision for the
' formation of words like srTTO, which occurs in Nirukta (Bib.

Ind. edition, Vol. iv. page 258 &c.). Nor did Panini appar-

ently know Yaska’s explanation of ( Rigveda x. 85.20)

by ’Tfjft. Panini must, therefore, have preceded Yaska;

else how can we account for such omissions in a gram-

marian of the calibre of Panini ? The utter uselessness of

these and similar negative arguments can be seen on a closer

examination of the instances adduced. To obviate the last

of these defects Katyayana 1 gives wrar as a

vartika to sutra iv.i. 48. Katyayna must, therefore, have

come after Yaska whose work he here presumably utilises.

On the contrary, the first omission is not rectified even by

Katyayana who gives two vartikas (no. 7 and 8 to vi. 1.89)

to explain forms like uro and sR'unur but not smC This

would necessitate the supposition that Yaska came after

Katyayana. A mode of argumentation which leads to

such contradictory conclusions is no safe foundation for

there is a great distance bet- 1 In Kielhorn’s edition vol. ii. p.

ween YSska’s definition of 220, this is given not as a

Pftmrs as WTTRcT vartika of Katyayana hut as

and his giving the meanings a part of the MahSbhSshya*

for each individually, and In that case Yaska's explana-

Panini’s classification of them tion of as

into when joined to tfcsfr and his non-acquaintance

verbs, irfa* if the root develops with vartika 1 to Sutra iv. 1.

into a noun, and 49 may be adduced to prove

Many more similar illuBtra- the point at issue,

tions could be found.
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any chronological edifice, especially when the evidence

for Yaska’s priority to Panin i is so overwhelming.

7. Nature of YSska’s work.—In form Yaska’s work is a

irunning commentrary upon a list of words in five

jadhySyas, known as the Nighantu. The words are all taken

from the Veda
;
the first three adhyayas arrange them as

synonyms, the fourth is a collection of certain difficult

words occurring in the Veda, while the last is a list of the

names of Vedic deities. Yaska takes these words one by

one (in the case of the first three adhyayas only the more

important ones), quotes Vedic passages wherein they are

used, and tries to connect them with radical stems and

launches into various interesting social and historical dis-

cussions in his attempts to trace the later history of these

words, always giving references to any conflicting views

that may have been held on the subject. Certain general

reflections as to the nature and utility of the study of the

Vedas, the cosmological functions of the Vedic Gods, and

so forth also find their proper place in the work.

That grammatical speculations had sufficiently advanc-

ed in the days of Yaska is evidenced even by the list of

schools and individual teachers quoted or referred to in

the Nirukta, 1 none of whose works have been preserved

to us. Yaska already knew, what it required an Aristotle

to discover subsequently, viz : the fourfold classification

of words, as also the distinction between personal termi-

nations and tense affixes on the one hand, and the primary

and secondary nominal affixes on the other. Nay, he
' definitely formulates the theory that every noun is deriv-

i These arc: srrenm:, sntmwn, vferrsrairrs, *55:, vr-

sTr^T?rr:,'?%, gf^§TftsfiT:,3Tl|?r- %si»r:, vrifresT:, vmrawn,
rrvw., arfrnrwrar:, srrufenr., | tw?rere°ir:, OTqrarqw:, sir?r-

sfrmtw-, slrfrar:,
"

sffrn,
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ed from a verbal root and meets the various objections

raised against it,—a theory on which the whole system

of Panini is based, and which is, in fact, the postulate of

modern Philology. 1

8. Yaska’s successors.—Many valuable works on gram-

mar subsequent to Yaska’s Nirukta but anterior to Panini’s

AshtSdhySyl have been irrevocably lost to us ; for, "it

cannot be maintained with cogency that the extremely

artificial and algebraic style of the Ashtadhyayl could

have been completely evolved by Panini himself in the

absence of similar tentative works preceding his. We
have got for this the evidence of Panini’s own satras,

which use many technical words and formulas without

having previously explained them 2—an omission which,

as indicated by Panini at i.2. 53-57, is to be accounted

for on the supposition that they were too well-known or

already sufficiently dealt with in other works to need any

exposition at his hands.

Some of these works must certainly have been in

existence long after the time of the Mahabhashya, since

we find many quotations from them in later writers. The

chief founders of grammatical schools prior to Panini

are, Apisali and Kaeakritsna ( compare Panini vi. 1. 92 ).

A rule of Apisali 3
is given by the Kasika on vii. 3. 95,

1 Compare Max Muller’s History

of Ancient Sk. Literature, pp.

161-168.

2 Such as TOT, f^cftvr,

=sra*5f, 'rs'snfr,

WET#r, *r«mr> 3panfh?nr,

srgatt%, 5n%sr, &e., occur-

ring respectively in i. 1. 69,

ii. 3. 46, ii. 3. 2, ii. 3. 18, ii.

3. 13, ii. 3. 28, ii. 3. 50, ii. 3.

36, ii. 1. 3, ii. 1. 22, ii. 1. 5,

ii. 2. 23, iii. 1. 93, iv. 1, 76,

a [ Sk. Gr. ]

and elsewhere. These could

not all have been taken from

the Pratisakhya works anterior

to Yaska, since some of them

appear to be unknown to that

author and must have come in-

to vogue since his day.Compare

also Panini i. 3. 120, ampf

TrrsrcSraTu; i where Bhattoji

says, srrnlrpT emfrr vrgnr

'

3
• fiTluTStBt -
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while elsewhere it gives us the information that the

grammar of Kasakritsna consisted of sntras thrown into

three Adhyayas. 1 Kaiyyata on v. x. 21 actually gives

portions of the text of both these grammarians 2—and this

is about all the information that we possess regarding

these two ancient grammarians. To later writers like

Bopadeva 3 they are probably little more than mere

names.

9. The so-called Alndra treatises —The case stands a little

different with Indra or Indragomin. Panini nowhere

mentions this name except under the general appelation

of ‘ the easterners ’. An oft-quoted passage from the

fourth taranga of the Kathasaritsagara informs us that

the school which Panini supplanted was known as the

Aindra school, and numbered among its adherents Katya-

yana alias Vararuchi, Vyadi, and Indradatta. Hiuen Tsang
the Chinese pilgrim, and Taranatha the Tibetian historian,

both relate a similar story, the latter adding that the

Chandra vyakarana agrees with Panini, and the Kalapa

vyakarana with the Aindra. Taranatha also states that

God Karttikeya revealed the Aindra vyakarana to Sapta-

(not Sarva-)varman (compare section 64, below). Further

corroborative evidence is furnished by a passage 4 from
the Taittirlya-samhita (vii. 4. 7), which speaks of Indra

as the first of grammarians. To all this Dr. Burnell

1 Compare the KSsika on v. 1, 58,

andiv. 2.65

:

f^rafinr* » Another bit

of information about srrfa-

which I owe to Profes-*

sor Pathak, is that he changed

the root ‘to be’ to ^r. Com-
pare in the

MahSbbSshya on i. 3. 22.

Jinendr&buddbi and $akatayana

{ i. 4. 38 ) supply as

the subject of 3Trf%TO i

3 Compare,

3Ttfr ?rr^2T?r5=r: i qrffrrenrd|gr*

Bopadeva’s Mugdhabodha.

4 grrsrr | i ^ %err

1 ?n^cfrs^5f>^f

mzmtt i
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further adds that the Tolkappiyam, one of the oldest

Tamil grammars, represents itself to be full of the

Aindra system, and was read in the Pandya King’s

assembly and there met with approval. This Tolkappi-

yam is closely related to Katantra, to Kachchayana’s Pali

grammar, and to the Pratisakhyas, all of which are to be

regarded as treatises belonging to the Aindra school of

.

grammarians. The conclusion 1 which Dr. Burnell reaches

is that the ' Aindra was the oldest school of Sanskrit

grammar, and that Aindra treatises were actually known
to and quoted by Panini and others, and that Aindra

treatises still exist in the Pratisakhyas, in the Katantra,

and in similar works, though they have been partly recast

or corrected.’ And again, ‘ the Aindra treatises belong

to a system older than Panini’s, though- there is perhaps

reason to believe that not one of them is, as a whole,

older than the grammar of the last.’

That the technical terms used by the so-called

Aindra treatises are connected with one another and are,

further, simpler and more primitive than those of Panini

is quite evident ; and on this ground it is not unlikely

that they represent a school of grammarians prior to

Panini’s. But since, besides the Aindra, we have at least

two other schools also older than Panini, it will not do to

put down every one of these sanjfias as belonging to the

Aindra school, seeing that we have no information re-

garding the saiijfias of the other two. In the present

state of our knowledge, the fact that the Aindra school

is nowhere quoted by name either in Panini or Maha-

bhashya or Kasika should point to the conclusion—also

endorsed by Keilhorn—that the Aindra school is post-

Paniniya in date, though pre-Paninlya in substance.

Possibly it may -be no other than the Katantra school

X Compare his Essay on the Aindra school of grammarians,
j
passim*
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which belongs to the early centuries of the Christian

era.

Any further details regarding the grammatical efforts

earlier than Panini it is not possible to give. All that we

can do is, following Yaska and on the basis of references

occurring in Panini, Katyayana, Patanjali, and the earlier

Pratisakhyas and Brahmanas, to frame a tabular statement

of the schools and teachers with the tenets peculiar tp

each. A beginning towards one is made in Dr. Burnell’s

essay quoted before, where only the names of the teachers

—some of them -later than Panini—are given. 1

The School of Panini

10 . The School of Panin! The work which brought to a

focus these tentative efforts of the early grammarians 2

and by its accuracy and thoroughness eclipsed all its pre-

decessors, dominating the thoughts of generations of thin-

kers even to present times, is the Ashtadhyayx of Panini.

It stands—and it will always stand as long as Sanskrit

continues to be studied—as a monument at once of ency-

clopedic research and technical perfection. The work
is also interesting in that it is probably the oldest surviv-

1 A few instances are also collect-

ed in Indisehe Studien, iv,

p. 76. Compare also History

of Ancient Sanskrit Litera-

ture, p. 160.

2 In his stStras Panini refers to

the Northern and the Eastern

schools of grammarians and

to the following ten indivi-

dual authors:

mm, mrgrzr,
swtmvw, $rrm&r, and

rftenR* It would not be far

from the truth to assume that

in one way or another Psnini’s

work was an improvement

upon those of his predecessors.

Some of them may have con-

fined their attention merely to

the Vedic and some to the

post-Vedic Literature, or, treat-

ing of both, must have given

less attention to current speech

and more to the scriptures. The
VedSnga spoken of by Fliska

,

must be such a treatise and
not the AshtadhySyT*
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ing specimen of that type of literary activity which
found expression in the aphoristic style. 1

11. Panini's date —The question about the age of this

greatest of grammarians is by no means yet settled, or
even on the way of being settled. The late Dr. Peterson
was inclined to identify him with his namesake, Panini
the poet, quoted in Vallabhadeva’s Subhashitavali and
^elsewhere, and to place him ‘ at a date much later than
that ordinarily accepted,’ that is, about the beginning of
the Christian era. 2 The identification of Panini the gram-
marian with Panini the poet was also accepted by Pischel,

who however assigned to him the date cir. 500 before
Christ. The question * how far Panini will eventually
have to be brought down from the date now accepted for
him, or how far it may be, on the contrafy, advisable to

push into remoter antiquity the lyrical poetry of Northern
India’ is finally left undetermined by Dr. Peterson. 3

According to this view it would appear that the two
well-known references to the akhyayika called Vasa-
vadatta occurring in the Mahabhashya (vol. ii, p. 284) are

to be taken as chronologically in touch with the celebrat-

ed romance of Subandhu, a writer of the seventh century.

This will leave not even a century between Patanjali and
Bhartrihari the author of the Vakyapadiya. How in that

case we are to account for the vicissitudes in the text of

the Mahabhashya as recorded in the latter work* and in

the Rajataranginl 5 one is at a loss to say. Since the

recent discovery of Bhasa’s Svapna-Vasavadattam, which
probably was based upon an earlier epic or akhyanaka,

1 That the sutra-form was not new 3 Introduction to the SubhSahitS-

in PSnini’s days is evident vali, p. 58.

from the sutra v. 1.58 t 4 Towards the end of KSpda ii.

*fts I l 5 Compare 1.176
;
See also Indian

2 See his Eeport oh the search of Antiquary, vol. iv. p. 107.

Sfe. Mss. for 1882-83, pp. 39ff,
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we are no longer required to connect Patanjali with

Subandhu.

Weber and after him Max Miiller put Panini down to

about 350 B. C., thereby making Panini almost the con-

temporary of Katyayana the author of the vartikas to

Panini’s sutras ;

1 and this opinion obtained for a time,
'

4ntil it was assailed by Drs. Goldstiicker and Bhandarkar

«who have succeeded in proving that Panini cannot

have flourished later than B. C. 500. Goldstiicker went

much farther : he maintained that ‘ within the whole

range of Sanskrit literature, so far as it is known to us,

only the Saihhitas of the E.ik, Sama, and Krishna-Yajus,

and among individual authors only the exegete Yaska pre-

ceded Panini, and that the whole bulk of the remaining

known literature is posterior to him.’
2

This position in

an exaggerated form has been stated at length by Pandit

Satyavrata Samasrami, in the introduction to his Nirukta,

making Yaska also a successor of Panini. The date he

assigns to Panini is cir. 2400 before Christ.

Conclusions of this kind it was once the fashion to

brush aside as carrying the starting point of Vedic chro-

nology much farther than there was any warrant for it.

Since, however, recent researches into the antiquity of

1 Histoy of Ancient Sanskrit Litera-

ture, as quoted by Goldstiicker

in %is note 91, p- 80 (Reprint,

p. 60) of Panini, His place &c.

2 Goldstiicker, loc. cii . , p. 243

(Reprint, p. 187), This view

of Goldstiicker, however, is

not strictly accurate. Panini

must have known some form

of the Grihya and the Dharma

sutras. In his Sutra iv. 4. 71

Panini mentions prohibited

places or times for study :

in the Mab&bhasbya (vol. ii,

p. 386) explains what prohibit-

ed places (^STlvr) or times

( or ) are

meant. These prohibitions are.

embodied in works of the

Grihya or Dharma sutra type,

and Panini must be thinking

of some such works existing

in his days. I owe this note

to Professor Pathak 0
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the Vedas have done much to throw a doubt over the

starting point for Ancient Indian Literature accepted by
Professor Max Miiller and other writers, the best thing,

in the absence of any positive evidence, is a suspension

of judgment. In another place (pp. 6-7) we have given

reasons for agreeing with Goldstiicker in accepting the

priority of Yaska over Panini. Perhaps 700 to 600 B. C.

^wpuld be as near an approximation to Panini’s time

as, in our presnt state of knowledge, or rather want of

knowledge, we are likely to get.

12. The view that Panini cannot he placed before B. C. 350
examined.—The fact that Panini in iv. 1.49

1$ <$!<* 1 <u orrery) mentions Yavanas (and
the female formation Yavanani from the stem) has led

most western scholars to put down Panini to a date not
earlier than B.C. 350. The underlying assumptions are:
i. that 'Yavanas ’ can designate none but the Ionian Greeks,
and ii. that India did not have her knowledge of 'Yavanas’

prior to Alexander’s invasion, B. C. 327. Now regarding
point i. the late Dr. Rajendralal Mitra in his 'Indo-

Aryans’ gave ample evidence to prove that for no .period

of Indian history could we be quite. certain that the word
Yavana necessarily designated the Ionian Greeks. But
even if we agree to wave this consideration for the pre-

sent, point ii. is by no means a settled fact. The 'v’ sound
in the word ' Yavana ’ represents an original digamma
(T) in Greek

; and as the digamma was lost as early as

B. C. 800, the Sanskrit word ' Yavana ’ must be at least

as old as the ninth century before Christ. The Ionians

appear in history long before B. C. 1,000 and it is not at all

improbable that the Indians knew- them, as well as their

neighbouring races,—such as Assyrians ( )

Skythians ( ), Medes ( ), Persians

(<rnrerte?), Parthians (***), etc.—perhaps centuries before

Alexander’s invasion. At any rate if Indian troops are
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known to have formed part of the army of Darius in the

battle of Platasse (B. C. 479), India’s knowledge of the

Greeks can go back to the middle of the fifth century

before Christ. The fact is—and scholars are just begin-

ing to recognise it—that we have been too hasty in con

demning the Pauranic accounts of the frontier tribes and

races (e. g. those in the Vishnupurftaa. or in the Maha-

bharata, Bhlshmaparvan, Chap, xi) as purely imaginative

fabrications. We have so far altogether ignored the

extensive commerce and interchange of ideas that went

on between the Indian Aryans and their brethren beyond

the frontiers as far as the Mediterranean—and this long

before B. C. 400. So much so that when other indepen-

dent proofs vouch for the antiquity of an author (in the

case of Panini we shall discuss these proofs presently) the

burden of proof rests with the person who maintains that

some specific reference in that author belongs to a later

and not to an earlier time, when, so far as facts go, the

reference might just as well be to an earlier period.

Nay, more. In this particular case Panini’s reference

must certainly belong to the earlier period. Compared
with Katyayana’s knowledge about the Yavanas that of

Paiiini is very slight. Panini did not know that the

Yavanas had a script of their own ( comp. tnrq TQmm,
,

Katyayana’s vartika 3 to iv. 1.49), or at least in his time
there was no current Sanskrit word for that script. Nor
was the fact that the Yavanas had a native-place and a
kingdom of their own sufficiently known to Sanskrit

literature, as is evidenced by Katyayana’s vartika

to iv. 1. 175—supposing of course that ^n*> .and form
a genuine part of the Such slight acquain-
tance with the Yavanas, therefore, as Panini betrays
cannot have belonged to a time subsequent to Alexander’s
invasion.
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But there is also independent evidence to prove that

Panini lived before Alexander’s invasion. The internal

evidence which compels us to presuppose at least a couple

of hundred years between Patanjali and Katyayana, and

Katyayana and Panini—an evidence which even Vincent

Smith finds himself compelled to accept(Early Hist. 3rd.

ed., p. 451, note 4)—has been indicated in note 1, page 28

below. The most important of external evidence that has

Seen lately brought forward (by Mr. Vishvanath Kashinath

Rajavade in the ‘Kesarl’ for 30th August 1910) is Panini's

mention of the town Sangala (Gr. Sangala, Sk. Sankala) in

the sutra *rf5rrfcwT*r (iv. 2. 75). Panini derives the name
of the town from the proper name Sankala. Sankala is a

city completed by (Prince?) Sankala. This city Alexander

razed to the ground as a punishment for the stout resist-

ance of its defenders (Vincent Smith, loc. cit., page 7 5),

and Panini could not have thereafter spoken of it in the

manner in which he does. Panini, therefore, must have

lived before Alexander’s invasion.

Another independent evidence is furnished by the

sutra (v. 3.117). Here the Parsus or

the Persians (and the Asuras or the Assyrians) are men-

tioned as an 3TT3pr3fTft#=r or an organization of mercenary

fighters, similar to the Greeks of the fourth century B.C.,

or the Germans of the seventeenth century. The Persians

were blotted out as a political power in B. C. 329, and the

Assyrians in B. C. 538. Panini’s references to these

people belong, therefore, probably to a time anterior to

these dates.

Lastly^reverting once more to Katyayana’s vartika to

iv. 1.175, ^ the word forms a genuine part of the

it will be necessary to suppose that Panini

did not know that the Sakas or Skythians had a country

or a kingdom of their own. Now the first King of the

3 [ Sk. Gr.

}
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Skythians was Deioces (frfr^fr) whose date is cir. 700.

B. C., and Panini must have lived before B. C. 700 or at

least not long after that date.

It is of course conceded that none of these arguments
are decisive taken singly. Alternative suppositions could
be made to explain away some of these facts. Thus Panini

may conceivably mention the city of Sangala even after

its destruction by Alexander. The Persians and the
Assyrians might have turned into mercenary soldiers after

the loss of their independence. And in the case of the

sutra, since Patanjali in his gloss on Katyaya-
na’s vartika docs not mention the Sakas or the Yavanas,
the two words may not possibly form a genuine part of
Katyayana s addition, and consequently no cogent argu-
ment could be based on that circumstance,—waving the
alternative possibility of Panini having at times made
mistakes. Finally, it is not altogether impossible that

the sutras on which our arguments for Panini’s antiquity

are based, were taken over b3r Panini bodily from some of

his predecessors, just as, contrariwise, the sutras from
which his modernity is inferred (especially the word tjw-r

in sutra iv. 1.149) were later interpolations. But in that
way anything is possible and we would be reduced to
speechlessness.

|

The upshot of all this is that there is nothing in
jpaiiini’s Ashfcadhyayl that is inconsistent with his having
flourished in the seventh century B. C., and this negative
conclusion is all that I am content to reach for the pre-
sent, leaving the burden of proof with those who wish to
maintain the contrary.

13. Known facts about Panini’s life.—As differing from
himself Panini mentions (v. 3. 80, vi. 2

. 74, etc.) a school
of Eastern grammarians^ and in later literature he is also
known by the name Salaturlya 1 which is probably derived

I &c, from stanza 2.
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from his native place. Cunningham has identified $alatura
with the present Lahaur in the Yusufzai valley. In the
days of Hiuen Tsang the valley was known as Udvana
and Salatura was a prosperous town. To-day it is an obs-
cure deserted village in the North-western Frontier Pro-
vince, near Attock. In his Mahabhashva 1 Patanjali gives
another bit of biographical information about Panini
whom he calles ?l^fr5sr. Dakslii then was Panini’s mother.
The Kathasaritsagara (taranga 4) makes Panini a contem-
porary of Katyayana and Vyacli and Indradatta, along
with whom lie studied at the house of OTT^rrsr gfi-. Not
succeeding in his studies Panini practised penance and
received from God Siva the fourteen pralyahBra sntras.

The story about his death from a tiger 2 as recorded in

Pahchatantra, if based on fact, may or may not refer to

our Panini. And this is about all that we know of

Panini’s personality.

14. Character of Panini’s work.—.Panini’s work consists of
nearly four thousand sntras thrown into eight adhvayas
of four padas each : hence its name AshtadhyayT. The text

of the sntras has come down to us almost intact. A doubt
exists as to the genuineness of only five

3
of these sntras,

and that is because they are given in the Mahabhasliya as

vartikas to the sntras just preceding them. ' When we say
that the text has been preserved intact, it is not meant
that it is exactly as we find it in any of our current

editions. The late Dr. Kielhorn drew attention 4 to the

tendency to regard as antra

wbat Is given as vartikn, ami

pice versa, has created some

confusion in the exact enumera-

tion of the sntras. The whole

matter ne*»ds to lie critically

studied. Compare Goldstucker

page 29 (Reprint, p. 21), note

28 .

4 Indian Antiquary, volume rn 5

page 179-

Kielhorn ’s ed. vol. i. p. 75.

2 f##r srrsmra:

l Tantra ii, stanza

33 ,

3 Namely, two between iv. 3.131

and 132 and v. 1 .36, vi. 1.62,

and vi. 1.100,—the last three

being given in the Mahabha-

shyaaa vErtikasto the sntras

Immediately preceding. The
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fact that the text of the sutras has not received from the

editors all the care that is necessary. All that we mean

is that with sufficient pains we can restore from the

vartikas and the Mahabhashya the exact words as they

were used by Panini himself. Changes have been sug-

gested in more than one place by more than one writer,

but they were not actually made until after the times of

Chandragomin, the Kasikakaras, and subsequent writers.,.

Panini has discussed his entire subject in a manner

which is very simple in outline, could we but once grasp

it, but which has proved very complex in execution. We
may conceive of it in some such way as the following.

Analysing language—and this is what vyakarana

literally means—the first element we reach is a sentence,

which again consists of a verb in the various tenses and

moods, and a number of substantives in case-relations to

each other. [The indeclinables we do not count for the

present
;
they are put in towards the end of 1.4.] Now

the forms of verbs that we meet in sentences seem to be

made up of an original root-stem and a number of pratya-

yas or .endings, and it is these endings that give the verbs

their several modal and temporal significances. These
endings, we further notice, group themselves into two
sets, and some roots take invariably only one of them,

others both, while a number of others change from one to

the other under certain circumstances. At the outset

then, and to get rid of extra complexity, we dispose of

these so-called Atmane-pada and Parasmai-pada prakriyas

( i- 3 )-

Turning pari passu to the other element of the sen-
tence, having defined a case-relation (i. 4), we notice that
there are often in a sentence sustantives without any
case termination at all. We explain these as the members
of a whole which we technically call a samasa or a com-
pound. The formation and the varieties of these must
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first be explained (ii. 1 and 2), before we actually treat of

the karakas or case-relations (ii. 3).

Taking up the verbs where we left them, we next,

after a few preliminary definitions and other cognate
matters (ii. 4 end), deal at length with the formation and
the uses of the various tenses and moods; and, while we
are still on the subject, we explain what are usually known
as verbal derivatives, that is to say, those elements of sen-

tences which, although by reason of their case-endings

they may seem to belong to the category of substantives,

do yet bear a very close affinity in meaning and formation
to the root stems from which they are derived (iii. 1-4).

Now we are free to concentrate ourselves on the noun-
element of the sentence. The Nairuktas or Etymologists

seem to assert that all these nouns are" derived from the

root-stems, which were the ultimate factors that we
reached in our examination of the verb-element of the

sentence. Let us examine this theory.

To simplify matters we must, in the first place, dis-

pose of a large number of nouns wffiich are derived from
other nouns by the addition of the so-called taddhita affix-

es (iv.1.76—v.4). Then it is that we reach the substan-

tive divested of all external wrappings. But may not

there be some changes in the very body of the nouns which

we can explain ? It is only when we have done that

(vi.4—vii.4) that we are at liberty to style the residual as

—unless, of course, we intend to

step outside the r61e of a mere grammarian, as distin-

guished from a philologist, and try to trace even these

back to some more primitive verb-stems. Panini has made
his contribution to philology in the form of the Unadi-

sutras(see below, § 16).

This gives us the complete programme of the Ashta-

dhyayi, and if Panini seems to depart from this in places
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it is more for convenience of treatment than for anything
else.

.

He begins, as was quite appropriate, with a few
definitions and canons of interpretation (i. 1 and 2), and
he always takes care to introduce such definitions where-
ever they are required. Some minor topics usually found
included in systematic treatises on grammar, such as the
Svara-prakarana (vi. 2) or the Stri-pratyayas, Panini has
attempted to put into the places where they would most
fit in, the only prominent exception to the above rule'
being the Sandhi-prakarana, which may conceivably have
as well been placed elsewhere than where it occurs (vi, 1

and viii. 2-4), and which in any case need not have been
cut into two halves separated from one another by the
whole matter of nearly two chapters. His system of
pratyaharas and his anxiety to secure a maximum of
brevity are perhaps responsible for this lapse iu recmlar
logical, sequence. But barring these paltry exceptions
there is no doubt that Panini has succeeded remarkably
well in welding the whole incongruous mass of gram-
matical matter into a regular and a consistent whole. 1

1 5. Technical devices used by Paninl.-The difficulty in un-
derstanding Panini comes from the very circumstance
which Panini himself perhaps considered as his real ad-
vance over all his predecessors, namely his attempt to
economise expression where conceivably he could do so

1 I do not wish to conceal the fact

that the above topical scheme

for the whole of the Ashtit-

dhyayl will be found wanting,

if tried in details. It would

seem as if Pan ini was work-

ing alternately upon the two
main aspects of his problem:

the nouns and the verbs
;
and

the present arrangement of the

sutras in the AshtadhySyi is the

result of attempting to dove-
tail the two into a coherent
whole, involving in the process

many an addition and omission
and transposition, ft jnay
even be that some sections of
the sutras an* post -Paninlya

interpolations, just as, con*

trariwise, other sections of the
sntraa Panini may have bodily

taken over from some earlier
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without being misunderstood. Why Panini should have

elected to strain all his nerves to bring about a result

which a student of grammar is often likely to regard as

the curse of his lot is more than what we can say. His

object may have been to give his students aids to memo-

ry, or the sutra-style may have arisen, as suggested by

Goldstiicker, in the scarcity of the material for writing.

I.u any case we have reasons to assume that the sutras

from the earliest times were accompanied by a traditional

explanation of them.

Let us for a moment dwell a little longer on this

point and note the various means whereby Panini attemp-

ted to secure terseness and brevity of expression. The

foremost amongst the devices used was of course that of

the pratvabaras or elliptical statements', and of the anu-

bandhas or significant endings. The first was effected by

means of the fourteen Siva-sutras, which, according to

tradition, were revealed to him by God Siva himself by

sounding his tabor. As to the second, although the anu-

bandhas used by Panini are peculiar to himself, the de-

vice does not appear to have been his invention. The
practice already existed, and Panini only utilised it to its

utmost limits.'

The formation of ganas, by which are meant lists of

words which undergo similar grammatical changes, also

tended towards the same result. Some of these ganas are

complete and some akriti-ganas, that is to say, ganas

which do not exhaustively enumerate all the words of a

grammars. But for the intrin- have it now,—here would be a

sic difficulty of the task and splendid problem in textual

for the fact that we have no criticism.

extant authority earlier than 1 Compare Mahabhashya on vii, 1.

the Mahabhashya, which knows 18 : srersrr 1

the Ashtudhyayl in practically

the same fom* in which we
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class, but rather give merely a few leading types. Panini

in his sutras gives only the first word of a gana and they

have hence been considerably tampered with since his

times. So, although we cannot be certain whether any one

word now found in the Ganapatha existed in Panini’s day,

still the bulk of our present Ganapatha may safely be

considered as coming from the hands of the grammarian

himself.

The next device to secure brevity was the invention

of peculiar technical symbols such as ^r, t?, gfi,

&c. Some of these may have been known to Panini

from his predecessors, while others were probably of his

own creation'. Patanjali distinctly tells us that r%, f and M
were known to him already.

1

In the framing of the sutras Panini always scrupu-

lously omitted all such words as may be conveniently

supplied from sense or from preceding sutras. The
technical name for this process is anuvritti, and to secure

it he has made some of his sntras adhikara-sntras,
2

that

is to say, sutras which have to be repeated, wholly or in

part, each time any of the sutras dominated by it are to

be interpreted. Lastly, in portions of the Ashtadhyayi he

has so arranged the sutras that where two sutras appear
equally applicable, that which comes earlier in the order

of the Ashtadhyayi must obtain precedence over the

one which comes later.3

1 Mahabhashya on i. 2. 53, and

Kaiyyata in the same place.

2 Panini shows that a particular

sTItra is an adhikara sfitra by

i. the word irrsg followed by a

word in the ablative case

occurring in a subsequent sBtra

to which the adhik&ra is to

continue
;

as in i. 4, 56 ;
2.

e. g. i. 2.48, where r%
has it

; 3. giving a numerical

value to some mute letter addl-

ed to the sutra • e. g. sjr (=2)
is supposed to be added to

v. 1.30 to show the extent of

the adhikara
;
and 4.

it I

3 Pami via. 2,1—
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There is yet one more device serving the same end

which remains to be mentioned and o£ which so much was

made in later grammatical speculations: namely, the use of

the paribhashas or canons of interpretation. Some of

them are enunciated by Panini himself, but a larger num-

ber he found already current in his day, and so used them

tacitly, and the task reserved for later grammarians was

to discover what facts in Panini’s sutras imply the use of

what particular paribhashas. 1

16. Treatises accessory to PanJai's Ashtadhyayl.— In addi-

tion to the Ashtadhyayl, Panini put together a Dhatupatha

or list of roots, a Ganapatha or list of words which behave

alike grammatically, and Unadi-sutras in some form or

other. Regarding the first, Panini mentions in the sutras

themselves all the ten classes and even some of their

sub-divisions just as they occur in the Dhatupatha. 2 The
anubandhas of the Dhatupatha, further, have the same

significance
3 as those of the Ashtadhyayl. These facts

tend to establish Panini’s authorship of the Dhatupatha.

We have already spoken (p. 23 above) about the Gana-

patha, which also in the main belongs to Panini.

The question as to the authorship of the Unadi-sutras

cannot be so easily settled. They are commonly supposed

to be the work of Sakatayana on the basis of statements

found in the Nirukta4 and the Mahabhashya, 5 according to

which Sakatayana agreed with the in deriving

1 For the distinction between the ?ii. 1. 59
;
vii. 2, 45 ;&c-

VWVmW anc* 3 Westergaard’s Badices Linguas

and the whole question of Sanscritas, pp. 342, 343.

Panini’s use of paribhashas 4 Nirukta i. 4. 1 :

see Goldstiicker, pp. 106-318 ^rrmrer i

(Beprint, pp. 81-90J. 5 Kielhorn, voi. ii. p. 131 : s=rm ^

r

2 Compare i. 3. 1 ;
ii. 4. 72 and

75 ;
iii. 1. 25, 55, 69, 73, 77, ^ cTT^r; i

78, 79, 81; iii* 3. 104; vi. 1,15 5

4 l Sk. Gr«
J
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all nouns from roots. Since, however, no work of &akata-

yana has come down to us, and since the Sabdanusasana

which now passes under his name is a comparatively late

production (see below, § 52), we cannot say whether

this ancient Sakatayana left behind him any work in justi-

fication of the views which he doubtless held.

On the other hand the Unadi-sBtras exhibit unmistak-

able marks of Panini’s system. They use sanjnas such as

tNt, cgtT, ^p-rr, syrr, and stkiw in the same

sense in which Panini uses them. The anu'bandhas of

the Unadis are also similar to Panini’s. This raises a strong

presumption that the Unadi-sutras are the work of Panini

himself ;
and it is further corroborated by the fact that

Katyayana in more than one place takes objection to the

technical application of a rule in the Ashtadhyayl urging

that it does not hold good in the case of particular Unadi-
sutras—an objection which could not have been urged un-

less Katyayana regarded Panini to be the author of the

Unadis
;
for, Panini was not to be expected to frame

rules that would hold good in other people’s works. 1 There
is no reason why we should not accept this conclusion.

We cannot, however, assign all the Unadi-sutras to

Panini’s authorship, seeing that in some places their

teaching runs counter to the Ashtadhyayl.2 The probable
view, as suggested by Goldstiicker,3

is that the Unadi list

was first drawn up by Panini, but that it was afterwards
modified or corrected by Katyayana. The extent of the
changes introduced by the author of the Vartikas must

t Example* are vii, 3. 50, vii. 4. 13, 6d on the fact that g-orn^fts
vm. 2. 78, and viii, 3. 59. In sgfq-smSf snf^erf|^n# 1

most of these cases KstySyana 2 Thus, Unsdi-sutra iv. 226 goes
has the remark jun^lsrf q#- against Panini vi. 2. 139.
Wt or words to this 3 Panini, his place &c., pp. 170
effect.. Patanj all’s defence of (Reprint, 130) and 181 (Re-
Pspini is throughout ground- print, 139).
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have been so great as to credit him, in popular tradition,

with their sole authorship. Thus Vimalasarasvati
,

1 a

writer not later than the fourteenth century A. D., and

Durgasimha2 who belongs to the early centuries of the

Christian era, both assign the authorship of the Unadi-

sntras to Vararuchi alias Katyayana. The poet Magha,

however, seems to look upon the Unadis as belonging to

Panini
,

3 though his words are not quite explicit.

The other works appended to Panini’s system pro-

bably do not come from him. The Phit-sntras are, by

unanimous testimony, the work of Santanavacharya, a
1

writer much later than Panini .
4 The Siksha bears on the

face of it the stamp of modernness, notwithstanding the

fact that a verse from it has found its way into the Maha-

bhashya
;

3 and the same is true of the Linganusasana.

Regarding the Paribhashas, in addition to those given by

Panini in his Ashtadhyayl there may have been others

current in Panini's time and tacitly employed by him

;

but no ancient collection of them has come down to us.

The Paribliashas are usually assigned to the authorship of

Vyadi who comes between Paxiini and Patahjali.

1 In the the India Office

Ms. of which is dated 1381

A. D., we find 1

gfiftornr ^yrrftr

srofrcTTR 1 1 &c.

2 He begins his com. on the ^
section of the Katantra with

the versa :

st sprr. fpxt 1

if « The

krits in this school also in-

clude the Upadis, as will be

seen later,

3 &i4upllavadba xix. 75, and Mai-

iinStha’s commentary upon

the same.

4 Compare on

ii. 21, where he remarks—^r
ry^rnSr

5 Mahabhashya, vol. i. p. 2—<pr:

^r^-: &c, = f§T$rr, stanza 52—

n^r &c. This stanza,

however, forms a genuine

part of the Mahabhashya, see-

ing that it is commented upon

by Wffft in his ffynTlWrair?

Kielhorn, vol. ii, preface, p.

13, and Is quoted by «prrft*£

in the Tantrav^rtika, Benares

ed,, p. 233.
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Between Panini and the next great grammarian, Kat-

yayaua, came many authors, who attempted, more or less

successfully, to emend or justify Panini’s rules, and some
of the metrical vartikas found in the Mahabhashya pro-

bably belong to these predecessors of Katyayana. We must
needs assume this, unless we are ready to suppose that the

considerable interval of time 1 that exists between Panini

and Katyayana was altogether barren of grammatical spe-

culations. Whoever these predecessors were, as our
knowledge about their works is next to nothing, we must
now pass on to Katyayana himself.

17. Katyayana : His date.—The Kathasaritsagara makes
Katyayana the contemporary of Panini, or more accurate-
ly, the senior of the two

; and had not this tradition been
to this extent accepted by so great an authority as Max
Muller, we might have explained this on the analogy of
a row of columns seen in perspective, where the columns
which are farthest from us look nearest to each other, for
the simple reason that we cannot discern any marks in
the interspaces. We must be prepared however to give
up this view and presuppose between Panini and Katya-
yana that much time which the nature of the changes in the
forms of language above indicated will reasonably require;
and unless we assume that- language and customs were in
an extraordinarily volatile condition in ancient times,

1 Goldstiicker proves this by show-

ing that 1. grammatical forms

current in Fan ini's time are

obsohite in that of KaiySyana.

2. So also - the meanings of

words. 3. Words acquire in

Kutyayana’s time significances

which they had not in Psnini’s.

4. Literature known to Ksiylt-

yana was unknown to PspinL
5’ Writers contemporary with

or little separated in time from
Panini are looked upon by
Katyayana as very ancient,

e.g, Yfrjfiyavalkya
;
on his last

point the Kuiiks remarks :

^TST* For fuller

particulars see Goldstiicker

on Pffnini, pp. 122-157 (Be-
Print, pp. 94-120).
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about two to three centuries would not by any means be

too great an interval that we can suppose to have elapsed

between them. In the present state o£ our knowledge

we cannot therefore, unfortunately, arrive at a greater

approximation than 500-350 B. C., nearer to the latter

limit if the relation of Katyayana with the Nandas men- .1-

tioned in Kathasaritsagara has any basis in fact.

t .18. Nature of Katyayans’s work— Katyayana’s work, the

vartikas, are meant to correct, modify, or supplement the

rules of Panini wherever they were or had become par-

tially or totally inapplicable. There are two works 1 of

iila.which aim at this object. The earlier 2 is the Vajasa-nfivi q
Etatiaakhya, a work dealing with the grammar and ortho-

graphy of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita. Being limited by the

nature of his subject to Vedic forms of. language only,

Katyayana has herein given his criticisms on such of the

sutras of Panini as fell within his province. Taking up
the suggestion which dawned upon him probably in the
course of his Pratisakhya, Katyayana next subjected
Panini’s Ashtadhyayi to a searching criticism. Since here
his object was not to explain Panini but find faults in his

grammar, he has left unnoticed many sutras that to him
appeared valid. Of the nearly 4,000 sutras Katyayana

1 Kstyayam is credited with the

authorship of a third work in

sutra style, the Katyayana

Sranta* sutras (published in

the Ciraukhamba Sanskrit

series), but it has nothing to

do with grammar. It might

have given Katyayana prac-

tice in writing sutras, but

that is all

.

2 That the Vajasaneyi-PrEti^ikhya

is posterior to and based upon

Panini is clear from the fact

L that many of the sutras

tnere given are indentical with

those of Panini. ii. The pra-

tyaharas and anubandhas are

in most cases those of Pacini,

iii. Where there are changes

they are improvements upon
Panini, such improvements as

Katyayana later embodied

with occasional changes for

the better in his vartikas. gee

Goldstiicker, Panini, pp. 199

(Reprint, pp. 153) and the fol-

lowing.
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noticed over 1,500 in about 4,000 vartikas. We must add

to these the considerable number of cases where Katya-

yana has criticised Panini’s rules in his Pratisakhya. Some

of these criticisms he repeats as vartikas, generally

saying there what he had to say in a more correct form. 1

Katyayana has not merely stated his doubts and

objections in regard to some of Panini’s rules, but in most

cases has shown how they can be solved or removed.

2

At the same time he always takes care to prove his pro-

positions, and when suggesting an alternative course, he

always tells us that he does so. Notwithstanding this

there are, according to Patanjali’s showing, a good many
; cases -where his criticisms are misplaced, or are the result

;

of misunderstanding Panini.

Some of the vartikas are written in prose, while

others are thrown into a metrical form. In a vast number
of cases Katyayana has clearly indicated the rules of

Panini to which his remarks refer by repeating the sntras

verbatim/ or with slight changes/ or by taking its most
important 5 or introductory 6 word. - Cross references to

his own vartikas he gives by 3# 37, or 3t£ gfcrr.
T

Katyayana, in that he meant to write a criticism on
Panini was compelled to adhere to the latter’s termino-

logy. Notwithstanding this fact he has used^ for 3^,

1

For Psnini’s— Katyayana in the Prati^skhya has-

cito: 9-m

2 Usually by phrases such as

srr*. Compare Indian. Anti-

quary,. volume v, Note 2 on

the Mah&bkaskya
?
where Kiel-

horn discusses the whole sub-

ject,

3 Vsrtika 1 to HQtra ii. 1* S3
j

4 Vartika 1 to sutra iii. 1, 84
;

5 Vartika 1 to sutra v. 2. 47
;

G Vartika 1 to sutra yi. 4. 14

;

7 Vartika 2 to sutra iii 4 4. 79 ;

—to give but on© instance of

each.
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SgaSgPT for ^TfTT^T for 3T^, sr^ifr and 5W?T^r fox 5^ and

This fact, together with the statement in the Katha-

saritsagara 1 to the effect that he was a follower of the

Aindra school, makes it probable that he belonged to a

school, of grammar different from Panini’s. Patanjali dis-

tinctly calls him a ‘ Southerner’.2

19. Vartikakaras before and; after Katyayana—As observed

before (p. 28), Katyayana had several predecessors from

Vliose works he may have taken many suggestions. In his

Pratisakhya he refers to Sakatayana

3

and Sakalya,1 names

alreadyquoted by Panini ;
while in the vartikas he refers

by name to Vajapyayana,

5

Vyadi, 0 and Paushkarasadi, 7 and

designates a number of others under the general appela-

tion of %r%*. and so forth. 8 Some of these latter

must have been scholars who, like Katyayana himself,

subjected the wording of the sutras of PiSnini to a critical

examination. Vyadi we know, was the author of an ex-

tensive work called Sangraha, referred to in the Mahabha-

shya 9 which is in fact based upon it.

Katyayana was followed in his task by a vast number

of writers. The names of some of these are preserved for

us by Patanjali.
1

0

To that list we must add the author or

authors of the metrical vartikas(over 250) that are quoted in

the Mahabashya. Some of these belong to Patanjali him-

self, others probably to Katyayana, while still others, to

either the predecessors or successors of Katyayana. 1

1

That

1 Taranga iv. and elsewhere : £rr

2 MahabhSshya, vol. 1, p 8, line 2:

yrermvrr '

3 iii. 8 : sreinrostf Sr? streraTW 1

4 iii. 9 : sstftqnT I

5 VSrtika 35 to i. 2. 64.

6 VSrtika 45 to i. 2. 64.

7 Vartika 3 to viii. 4. 48.

8 Vsrtika 4 to ii. 1. 1, &c-

9 Vol, i. p. 6, line 2 ; The Vskya-

padlya describes the Maha-

10 Namely, wrrgT'sfN’i «taPT, §T-

onm?^) *rr?*r, and

jJLlEhe..queation .as.ta^theL^anthor-
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some o£ them at least presuppose Katyayana is proved

by karika i on Panini iii. 2.118, which quotes one of. his

vartikas. Unfortunately none of these successors of

Katyayana are known to us otherwise than through quo-

tations made by Patahjali in his Mahabhashya. We must

therefore next pass on to Patanjali, with whom ends the

first period in the history of the Paninlya school.

20. Patanjali: His date and personal history.—The date -of.

Patanjali the author of the Mahabhashya is not subject to

as vague a guess-work as that of Katyayana or Panini.

At one time scholars were inclined to make him a con-

temporary of Christ, but Dr. Bhandarkar has fought

through the pages of the Indian Antiquary for an earlier

date ;
and it has been now accepted by scholars all round,

and formed, in 'fact, until the recent discovery of the

Kautiliya, the one definite landmark in the history of

ancient Indian Literature, by a reference to which the

dates of Patanjali’s predecessors and successors could be

approximately determined. The main arguments for

assigning him to 150 B. C. are these: i. The instance ff

in such a context that the event must have

occurred within the lifetime of Patanjali. ii. Similarly the

instances and which re-

fer to a siege by Menander, iii. As a collateral evidence,

the mention of a financial expedient of the Mauryas. 1

Regarding the personal history of Patanjali very little

is known. He was a contemporary of Pushpamitra and
probably much honoured by him for his learning. It is

usual to suppose that the epithets Gonardiya and Gonika-
putra used in the Mahaohashya'* are his own other names

1 The references are : Indian An- Goldstiicker, pp. 228-38 (Be-
tiquary i. 299-302

;
ii. 57, 69, print, pp. 175-183).

94, 2C6-10, 238, and 362
;
xv. 2 Yol. i. pp. 78, 91, 336, &c,

80-84
;

xvi. 156, 178 ;
and
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derived from his native place and the name of his mother,
but it has been shown by Rajendralal Mitra 1 and Dr.
Kielhorn2 that they are distinct authors, and as such they
are quoted by so early a writer as Vatsyayana the author
of the Kama-satra.3 The best account of Patanjali's time,
if not of his person, is to be found in the Mahabhashya
itself

; and a detailed exposition of the religious, histori-

cal, geographical, social, and literary data as resulting from
the contents of that work is to be found in the Indische

Studien, xiii. pp. 293-502.

We have stated that Patanjali was not the first to

deal with Katyayana in the same way in which the latter,

dealt with Panini. Patanjali was perhaps the most success-;

ful if not also the last of the number. Besides giving

his ishtis (desiderata) on Panini’s sutras, Wherever Katya-
yana had omitted to give vartikas, his chief aim was to

vindicate Panini against the often unmerited attacks of;

Katyayana
; and in this he has achieved a remarkable

success, although in some places he overdoes his defence ,

and becomes decidedly unfair to Katyayana. The style

of his work is unparalleled in the whole range of Sans-

krit Literature, only the Sarlra-bhashya of Sankara being
worthy of a mention by its side.

Regarding the text of the Mahabhashya the traditions

recorded in the Rajatarangini * and in the Vakyapadiyas

state that it had become so hopelessly corrupt in the time ;

of king Abhimanyu of Kasmir that only one authentic
:

Ms. of it existed throughout India, from which all sub-

sequent copies of it have been derived. The work, like

1 Journal of the Asiatic Society of vided into four classes, while

Bengal, vol. idi. p. 269. divides them into

2 Indian Antiquary xiv, p. 40- eight,

3 See Kama-sutra, p* 67 (ffavya- 4 Vide note 5 on p, 13 above,

malS edition)*—According to 5 Kanda ii, stanzas 484-90-

the mffers are di-

5 [ Sk* Gr. }
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Panini’s AshtadhyayT, is divided into eight adhyayas of four

pfuiao eieh, eadi niH:i being further subdivided into from

one to nine al'iniicus. The .\i\thsbhashya does not notice

all the sbtrus of Tumid, hut only such as were noticed by

Katya vana, as also such others as Tulufijuli himself con-

sidered incomplete and capable of improvement. Whether

the remaining were likewise commented upon by Patarl-

jali or not is more than what we can say. 1

.
,

21. PalaSr'-i’s Mrtif.bhsshya fs marking the end of the first

period iutiie hisiory c£ the P3£!n?yn school.—Pauini, Katyayana,

and Pata.ljali are traditionally known as the “three sages,”

muui-trayam, who gave the law to the science of grammar.

Each took for his study the whole field of the living lan-

guage, and the contribution made by each to the stock of

inherited knowledge and ideas is quite considerable.

Patanjali’s Malvabhashya for a time marked the highest

point in the development of the science of grammar. So

far as grammatical speculations go, the next three or four

centuries—which coincided with the bloom of the classi-

cal Prakrit literature and which also witnessed the Scythi-

an invasions on a large scale—-are a perfect blank to us ;

and our next leap from Patanjali should be to Chandrago-

min, the founder of the Chandra school.

22. Ghandragoaitn asid his work—Chandragomin 2 was a

close student of Panini, Katyayana, and Patanjali, and for

his work he utilized all their labours, trying in several

places, in the light of the changes that had come over

A fandful explanation of the

fact that seme of Pilniofs

slims are not to bo found in

tho M ihabk&shya -*s given in

the Pate F: j ohveh c ri ta (KTvya-

xnalS, No. 51), whore it is said

that some of the leaves of the

originally complete erpy of

tho Mahabhashya were blown

away by the wind and others

got disarranged. Another ac-

count makes a monkey

responsible for

the accident.

2 For a more detailed account o F

km see §§ 42 and following.
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to improve upon them in the form as well as the matter

of their sutras and vartikas and islitis. Ghandragomin

was a Bauddha, and one of his objects in writing a new

grammar must have been to supply, for the benefit of

members of his Church, a grammar that would be free

from the traditional Brahmanical element. The more

orthodox grammarians, however, were not willing to

accept his innovations. They accordingly tried to invent

new maxims of interpretation, tending to show, after a

very diligent analysis of the works of the three great

sages, that such defects as Ghandragomin and others

tried to find in the Pauimya grammar were in it already

implicitly provided for. This procedure was no doubt

unhistorical, but so was that of Katyayana or of Patafi-

jali. As yet we cannot fix upon any great leading names, 1

but the traditional elaboration of the system of jfiapakas

and Paribliashas must be referred to the time somewhere

between 470 (the date of Ghandragomin) and 650 (the

date of one of the authors of the Kasika).

23. The KjJsJIiS of Jayaditya End —Itsing, the

Chinese pilgrim, speaks of Jayaditya of Kasmlr as the

author of a grammatical work called vritti-satra, which it

is usual to identify with the IvSsika, a joint work of

Jayaditya and Vamana. Itsing tells us that Jayaditya

died about A. D. 660 ; and if the above identification is

correct, 2 this gives us the date of the Kasika.

1 Unless it be thoie of |f%,

and Mentioned in the

VakyJipiu’i'y;!, Ka'in’la, second,

etaniia 487.

2 Using's account of tide fr%tv=F

by uiay not after all

refer to the He
speaks of a com. on the

by PatuCjali and writes as if

STOffifeV completed the 51%
l'in,3"lf. I'jS'vruio, however, we
cannot bring ilm Kasika any

earlier than G50 A.D., seeing'

that on iv. 3. 88 it mentions

the Vti’cyapi.riTya by nauri.

Jayaditya then appears to be
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The Kasika was once believed to be the work o£ one

author variously called Vamana, Jayaditya, or Varnana-

Jayaditva. It has now been found out that they are two

distinct persons. Bhattoji Dlkshita clearly distinguishes

between their views, 1 and the concurrent testimony of

Mss. from all parts of India assigns to Jayaditya the

authorship of the first five chapters of it, while the last

three belong to Vamana, who probably came soon after

Jayaditya and certainly before the time of Jinendra-

buddhi, who comments upon the whole work.2

Regarding the personality of the authors of the

Kasika little definite is known. Neither of them begins

his work with any mangala, both exhibit an unorthodox

tendency to introduce changes into the wording of the

sutras, and Jayaditya at any rate refers on i. 1. 36, with

evident satisfaction, to the -work of the Lokayatikas.3

These reasons tend to show that the author or authors

were Bauddhas. It is supposed that Jayaditya is to be

identified with king Jayapiia of Kasmlr, whose mini-

ster, as mentioned by Kalhana, was a person named
Vamana.1 This may not be strictly accurate. Dr. Biihler

believed that the author was a native of Kasmir.

at least a contemporary o£ Panini v. 4. 42; ^ sprrnf''

BImrtrilmri the author cf the

Yakyapadiya. Yamana who 2 On the question of the different

probably wrote the last three authorship of the Kasika see

chapters of the Kasika came Dr. Bhandarkar’s Report for

soon after Jayaditya, and 1883-84, p. 58.

Jinendrabuddbi, the author of 3 See Bala Sastri’s edition of the

the Kyasa on the Kasika came Kasika, p. 62—

l

probably before 750, seeing
i *T

that he is quoted by so early STrir \

an author as Bhamaba. Com-

pare also J. B. £. R. A. S. for i sgfwnr; totctoftp
1909, p* 94 ; Indian Antiquary, fj%srr »

3£Li, pp. 232-237 and xui, pp. 4 Dr, Btibler’a llcpoit for ISTo-^G,

253-264, p, 73.

1 Compare the on
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The Kasika is a running commentary on Panini’s

Ashtadliyayi, and its merit consists in the lucid manner

in which it has explained the sutras of Paniui, clearly

indicating all the anuvrittis and giving numerous illustra-

tions for each rule. Sometimes the Kasika gives us

information which we could not possibly have obtained

from any other source. Thus on sutra vii.3.95 it gives

us a rule of Apisali, 1 the grammarian who preceded

*Panini and whose work must consequently have been

known to the authors of the Kasika. On sutra vii. 2. 17

it gives us a vartika of the Saunagas other than those

quoted in the Mahabhashya. These facts, however

scanty by themselves, corroborate the tradition of the

existence of a vast number of grammarians prior and

subsequent to the time of Katyayana.

24. The indebtedness of the Kasika to Chandragomin.—The

object of the Kasika was to embody in the Paniniya system

all the improvements that were made by Chandragomin.

As the result of an exhaustive analysis of the text of

Panini’s sutras as given in the Kasika-vritti Dr. Kielhorn2

sums up his conclusions thus :
“ The text of the Ashta-

dhyayi as given in the Kasika differs in the case of 58

rules from the text known to Katyayana and Patahjali.

Ten of these 58 rules are altogether fresh additions;

nine are a result of separating (by yoga-vibhaga) the

original 8 sutras into 17. In 19 cases new words have

been inserted into the original sutras, while in the rest

there are other changes in the wording &c. of the

sutras.”

Some of these changes had been already suggested by

Katyayana or Patanjali, especially in the matter of yoga-

vibhaga. The additional words also were mostly taken

1 See above, page 9 note 3.

2 See Indian Antiquary Vol. xvi, pp. 179 and following.
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from the vartikas or from the notes in the Mahabhashya,

as well as from some of the added rules. Most of the new

matter found in. the Kasika can, however, be traced to

Chandragomin, from whose work he diligently draws his

material without anywhere acknowledging his sources. 1

This fact, as before pointed out, settles 470 A. D. as the

upper limit for the date of the Kasika.

25, Jinerulrabuddhl’s Nyasa on the Kasika.—An excellent

commentary on the Kasika called Kasika-vivarana-panjika

or Kasika-nyasa is the work of Jinendrabuddhi,2 who styles

himself This informs us about his re-

ligion
;

as to his date he cannot be later than 750 A. D.,

seeing that he is referred to by Bhamaha, who says that a

poet should never employ a compound in which a verbal

derivative in is compounded with a noun in the gene-

tive case, and adds that he should not support such usage

by the authority of the Nyasa, which presumably is the

same as this work.3

The Nyasa follows closely on the lines of the Kasika

and tries to incorporate into itself whatever new was

produced upto its time.1 It is a pity that we as yet

I Thus on iv. 2.138 Kli^ika gives

the vlirtika *^3^
qijfwqfi * which is Chandra

sTItra iii. 2,61 : the karika on

v, 4.77 in the Kasika embodies

sTttras iv. 4. 72 and 73, of

Chandra, the Kasika further

remarking ar|c^r

HTWFci ;
Panini’s sYLtra

viii. 3. 118, f&X$,

Gbandra changes into ^rrq^-

(vi. 4.98), following

herein a varfcika of Katvayana

i
while Kteiks reads

the sutra itself in conformity

with the Chandra vyakarana.

Many more similar instances

are given by Liebieh in his
j,

edition of the Chandia vyaka-

ran a.

2 Govt. Or. Mss, Library, Madras,

Ms. no. 941 gives the name
as •

3 See, however,the references cited

at the end of page 35. note 2

above.

4 Compare— F*T

^ir i fnr^f^rr wp
frf%r fmn trrlNsfrr mx w
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possess not a single edition o£ this ancient commentary.

There is no complete Ms. of it in any hitherto known

collection, but the several fragments may yield a toler-

ably complete text. And the commentary is well worth

the labours of a critical editor, to judge from such frag-

ments of it as were available to me at the Deccan

College Mss. Library.

26. Haradatta's Padamanjarl on the Kasika.—There is an-

other valuable commentary on the Kasika called the

Padamanjarl by Haradatta. Haradatta was, as he himself

informs us, the son of Padma-(or Rudra-)kumara, and

younger brother of Agnikumara; while his preceptor was

one Aparajita. He was probably a native of the Tamili

country and may subsequently have acquainted himself
j

with the Telugu literature, as the instance of a vernacu- t

lar word (®T%?T#) given by him seems to indicate .
2

•

The Padamanjarl is quoted in the Madhavlya Dhatuvritti

and by Mallinatha, and itself quotes Magha .
3 According

to a portion of the Bhavishyottara Purana giving the

history of Haradatta (who is considered as an incarna-

1 Professor K. B. Pathak tells me shortly (1912). Maitreyarak-

that the Ms. in the Jain shita is reported to have writ-

Matha at feravana Belgola, ten a commentary on the

which is put down in the lists Nyftsa, but I have not been able

as a Nyasa on the 6akatayana~ to verify the statement.

4abdanu£asana, is really a Ms. 2 These and the following details

of the above work, and goes are taken from Sheskagiri

as far as viii. 3. 11, I under- Shastri’s Report on the search

stand that Prof. Srish Chandra of Sanskrit and Tamil Mss.

Chakravarti of Rajshahi Col- for 1893-94, Madras, No. 2.

lege, Bengal, has been able 3 Benares edition ( Reprint from

to put together a tolerably the Pandit) pages 657, 715

complete copy of the test line 2 (=Magha iii. 74), &c.

from Mss. collected from all Kirata ii. 35 is quoted on

corners of India. He is page 237 line 8 ;
and Bhatth

also going to publish the work kavya on page 541 line 16.
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tion of God Siva,) wo learn that he died 3979 years -after

the beginning of Kali, which corresponds to 878 A. D.

This account of the Bhavishyottara Purana pro-

bably does not refer to our Haradatta, seeing that it

gives Vasudeva as the name of Haradatta’s father. 1 More-

over, Haradatta’s Padarnanjarl seems to be later than and

partly based upon Kaiyyata’s Mahabhashya-Pradipa,2

and we cannot assign to Kaiyyata so early a date as cir._

800 A. D,, which would be necessary if Haradatta is to be

put at 878. Probably, therefore, Haradatta belongs

to somewhere about 1100 A. D.

27. BhartrlharPs Vakyapadlya.—From Padarnanjarl, the

commentary on the Kasika, we go back to the writer who
according to Itsing was a contemporary of Jayaditya,

one of the authors of the Kasika; and this is no other than

Bhartrihari, the celebrated poet and grammarian whose

date of death, according to the Chinese pilgrim, is 650

A. D. It is not necessary for us to consider in this place

the different problems suggested by his name. He may
or may not have been a king, a brother of a king or the

author of the Satakas. Itsing’s account unmistakably

1 Mr. Sheshagiri Sfaustri suggests, genions but not convincing,

loc.cit.,that Haradatta’s father and it must yield to tbe chrono-

raay have been a Vaishnava to logical evidence given below,

begin with and may have 2 Compare Padarnanjarl on ii. 1.66

later changed his name and (Benares ed. p 384 11. 5 ff.) with

become a Sai va, just as Hara- Pradlpa on the same place
datta himself changed his ori- (Nir. Sag. ed. of the Maha-
ginal name of Sndardana into bhushya, part ii. p. 405). So
the one which is more general- also compare Padarnanjarl on
ly known. Some such change ii. 1. 70 (p. 385) with PradTpa
of name may appear to have on the same place (ibid, p. 414).
been hinted at in the iutro- Many more instances can be
ductoty stanea-rr^-nr likewise adduced to show the

ffss I indebtedness of Padamanjart

to the Pradlpa.

a
All this is in-
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refers to Bhartrihari the author of the Vakyapadiya and

consequently also to the author of a commentary on the

Mahabhashya. Regarding the latter work all that we

can say is that it was probably never completed by the

author. The Ganaratna-mahodadhi states that the com-

mentary extends only to the first three padas. 1 According

to Dr. Biililer fragments of Bhartrihari’s comment exist

in the Royal Library at Berlin2 and in tire Deccan. If

they exist in the Deccan, they have not so far come to

light.

The Vakyapadiya is a metrical discourse on the phi-

losophy of grammar, distributed into three chapters : the

Brahma or Agama-kanda, the Vakya-kanda, and the Padaj

or Prakirna-kanda. The chief historical interest of the

work attaches itself to the account given - in about seven

stanzas, towards the end of the second kanda, confirming

the statement of the RajatarnginT about the fate of the

Mahabhashya.3 The passage also contains the earliest

reference to the Chandra school, and mentions Barji,

Saubhava, and Haryaksha as grammarians who went

before Chandracharya or Chandragomin, and who by their

uncritical methods of study contributed not a little to the

neglect of the Mahabhashya during the early centuries of

the Christian era.

28. Kalyyata’s Pradipa as marking the end of the second

period In the history of the Panlnlya school.—Between Bhartri-

hari (650 A. D.) and Kaiyyata (the next great writer of

the Paniniya school whom we notice and who probably

belongs to the eleventh century) we have no names of any

consequence to mention. The period was indeed marked

by a more or less general grammatical activity, but that

1 Compare com. on Ganaratna- the Maliabhsshya, voi. ii.

mahodadhi, st.3,—sr^rR: HIT- 8 India : what can it teach us ?

v?rsvfSrvrar wmwnrr 1 p. 352 ;
Indian Antiquary for

2 See preface to Kielhorn’s ed. of 1876, p.245.

6 [
Sk. Gr.

]
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was confined to the systems o£ grammar outside the

Paniniya school. These we shall notice in another place.

For Panini’s school Kaiyyata’s Pradipa marks the end o£

the second period of development.

Kaiyyata was probably, as his name indicates, a native

o£ Kasmlr. His father was Jaiyyata surnamed Upadhya-

ya, and his preceptor was one Mahesvara. In a commen-
tary on Mammata’s Kavyaprakasa written by Bhimasena

(Sariivat 1779 = 1722 A. D.) Kaiyyata along with Auvata

has been spoken of as the disciple and even the younger

brother of Mammata. 1 This statement is inaccurate if by
Auvata is meant the author of the Bhashya on the Yajur-

veda-Sarhhita, whose father was Vajrata
; and since

Bhimasena is a late writer we need not likewise attach

much importance to the chronological relation between

Mammata and Kaiyyata as suggested by him. Mammata
was, we know, a great grammarian as well as a rhetori-

cian who lived cir. 1100, and there is nothing improbable

in his being a teacher to even Kaiyyata. Kaiyyata’s

lower limit is;given by the circumstance that he is quoted

in the Sarva-darsana-sangraha (cir. 1300}.
2

Regarding the nature of Kaiyyata’s performance it

is not necessary in this place to say much. He tells us

in his introduction that he followed on the lines of Hari,

that is, Bhartrihari,3 and he may be pronounced to

have been fairly successful on the whole in the task

of interpreting the Mahabhashya. His work has been,

1 strsir KmVt n~,sr- bhashya before him ? In that

sfcTTsmTcTt vrrssfffssj fsbra znzr- case the ‘Tripadf alluded to

sHwrgwiwrv *i?r: 11 in the Gaparatna-mahodadhi

2 Aufieeht’s Oxford Catalogue, (above, p. 41) must be either

p. 247 a. a distinct work, or may be no

S Are we to suppose, therefore, other than the Vakyapadiya

that Kaiyyata had a complete itself, which is in three chap-

.

manuscript of Bhartrihari's ters,

commentary on the Mahff-
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in turn, commented upon by Nagojibhatta the author .

o£ the Pradlpodyota, by Narayana who has written a

Vivarana upon it, and by Isvarananda the pupil of Satya-

nanda who has composed another similarly named com-

mentary. None of these writers seems to be earlier than

A. D. 1600. We have already spoken of Haradatta’s

Padamarrjarl, which is based upon Kaiyyata’s work.

For most of these writers who followed Ivaiyyata

there was very little original work in the Paniniya school

that was left to be done. Sanskrit had long been estab-j

lished as a classical language ; it ceased to be influenced

by current speech in any vital manner. Hence in grammaij

there was no occasion for any creative work ;
and even the

work of critical elaboration had well-nigh run its course.

This was also the period of the early Muhammedan in-

cursions, which necessarily preceded their permanent occu-

pation of India ;
and it was, as was to be expected, mark-

ed by a general decadence of literature, reflecting a

corresponding ebb in the tide of social and political acti-

vities. The study of grammar, accordingly, succumbed

to the operation of the usual laws of demand and supply.

In the next century or two there may have been petty

commentators here and there, and, possibly, some really

great writers, but none of their names even have survived

the ravages of time. Later when the clouds cleared a

little and literature began to flourish, the demand—feeble

at first—which some of the enlightened Muhammedan

rulers created was adequately met by popular schools of

grammar, like the Sarasvata, which now sprang into

existence.

29. Recasts of the Ashtadhyayi : The RnpemalS.—It was

clear now that if the Paniniya grammar was to keep

abreast of the spirit of the times, it should have been re-

moulded and presented in easier and less repellent style.
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The earliest and on that ground the simplest of these

recasts of the Ashtadhyayl that has come down to us is

the Rapamala of Vimalasarasvati, a writer who, if the

date given in a Ms. of the work be true, 1 must be placed

not later than A. D. 1350.

The arrangement of the work is in the style of later

Kaumudls. After treating of rrcqrST*, tffr> and Tf^rnrr the

author deals with in four sections :

strewn and ;
then follows declension in six parts:

i 3f3T?cT»rr55T, ii. iii- iv. towr, v. irre-

gular words like ^i%' NR &c., and vi. Vedic irregularities.

After these come <%<TTrTS, their meanings and grammatical

peculiarities, #tar?sr<rs, and sctrt relations. The longest

section deals with the snwTcTs, the peculiarities of each

oTcPTT being arranged under separate headings
; and as an

appendix we have ^^rn:rarri3>T and crsrf^^mrTrr, the last

giving the circumstances under which verbs change their

TSfs. The^ and the rri^r occupy the next two sections,

the work concluding with a chapter on ww.

It has been thought worth while giving the above

details as they help us to show in what respects the later

Kaumudls are an improvement on this their prototype.

Vimalasarasvati’s manner of presenting his whole subject

is quite simple and attractive, if it cannot also claim to

be exhaustive. The merit of later works consists mainly

in a more systematic arrangement and a somewhat more
detailed treatment. All the same, the credit for having

conceived the idea of such a recast and carried it into exe-

1 India office Ms. No. 612, winch

ie stated to have been written

in Samvat 1487 = 1379a. d.

The same Ms. gives Sam. 1467

as another date. A Ma. de-

posited at the Deccan College

( No. 209 of 1879-80) is dated

Sarhvat 1607. Vimalasarasvati

is quoted by Amritabharati, a

writer of the Sarasvata school,

a manuscript of whose work

bearsJhe date a. d. 1496,
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cution must ungrudgingly be given to the author of the

Rnpamala. 1

30. Ramachaodra’s PrskriySkaumudI and Its commentaries.

—

Next in chronological order comes- the Prakriyakaumud!

of Ramachandra, a writer who probably belongs to the

first half of the fifteenth century. He was a Dakshini

Brahman, the son of a Krishnacharya, and was eminently

versed in grammar and Vedanta and astronomy, in all of

which he has written original works of his own. 2 The

Prakriyakaumud! is supposed to have been the model for

Bhattoji’s Siddhantakaumudi.

There are several commentaries extant on Ram-
cliandra’s Prakriyakaumud! of which the most famous is

the Prasada of Vitthalacharya. The earliest Ms. of the

Prasada is dated Samvat 1605-6 = A. D. 1548-9 ; hence

Vitthalacharya cannot be later than 1525 A. D. As a

grammarian Vitthala is disparaged byBhattoji, who often

refers to him. Vitthala, in his turn, quotes from, among
others, Kaiyyata, Trilochanadasa, Kshlrasvamin, Durga-

simha, Jinendrabuddhi, Bhartrihari, Vamana, Haradatta,

and Bopadeva.3 Vitthala tells us that he was the son of

Nrisimhacharya and grandson of Ramakrishnacharya,

while his own son was named Lakshmidharacharya.

Another commentary on the Prakriyakaumud! that

demands a passing notice is the Prakriyaprakasa of Sesha-

Krishna the son of Seslia-Nrisimhasuri. As he tells us in

the introduction to his commentary, which extends to 46

stanzas, he composed this comment for the benefit of

Prince Kalyana, the son of a (petty) king of Patrapufija,

1 Bhatfoji Dlkshita acknowledges details* for which see BendalPs

his indebtedness to him in Cat. of Mss. in the Durbar

that he quotes him in the Library of Nepal
? p. vii.

Praudha-ManoramlL 3 Aufreeht’s Oxford Catalogue

2 The information comes from giv©3 these and other names.

Vitthala who also gives other
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a small place in the Duab formed by the Ganges and the

Yamuna. Scsha-Krishna, as we shall presently see, was

the preceptor of Bhattoji Dikshita, and must accordingly

be placed cir. 1600 A. D.

1

31. BhattojTs Slddhantakaumudl add other works.—We
fhext pass on to the deservedly famous Siddhantakaumudi

of Bhattoji Dikshita,—a work which is remarkable not

'} only by, reason of the host of commentaries and sub-com-

mgntaries that it c;.lled into being, nor again because it is

at present practically the only popular introduction -to

Pjnini’s grammar, but also owing to the fact—strange as

it may appear—that it has eventually ousted Panini him-

self and most of the other, ancient authors of grammar,

as also the numerous new schools that had lately sprung

into existence. The work is too well known to need any

detailed exposition. From the list of previous authors

quoted by Bhattoji in this and his other works5 we can

gather that he freely availed himself of such help as he

could possibly get. His indebtedness to one work, how-

ever, we learn, only from Meghavijaya, the author of

Haima-Kaumudi, who tells us that Bhattoji’s Kaumudi was
largely modelled upon Hemachandra’s Sabdanusasana.3

Bhattoji was the son of Lakshmidhara and the bro-

ther of Rangoji Dikshita, while his son was variously

known as Bhanu-dikshita, Yiresvara-dikshita or Rama-
srama. Regarding the other details of Bhattoji’s life

Jagannatha, the court pandit of the Emperor Shahajahan,

informs us in his ManoramakuchamardinI that Bhattoji

was the pupil of Sesha-Krishna, to whose memory he does

1 Other commentaries on sr(%?r-

are by tRTSrfaw,

3Tfcrgft by ^^orrfir5ran%!3|;,

wrgfS by &e.

2 An exhaust!we list is given in

Aufreeht’s Oxford Catalogue,

p. 162.

3

Peterson’s report iii, p. 291. I

am not sure about the truth of

this statement.
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very scant justice in his Praudha-Manorama. As Jagan-

natha himself was the pupil of the son of this Sesha-

Krishna, this gives us Bhattoji’s date, which must be

about A. D. 1630. This is also confirmed by the fact

that a pupil of Bhattoji wrote a work in Samvat 1693.
2

Bhattoji himself wrote a commentary on his Sid-

dhanta-kaumudi, called Pranclha-Ma^nraina. f-n distinguish

. it from an abridgment of the same called Bala.Mannrama

also by the same author. Besides shorter works such as

commentaries on the Pauiniya Dhatupatha, Linganusasana,

&c, [Bhattoji wrote the Sabda-kaustubha which is a volu-

minous commentary on Panini's Ashtadhyayi similar

in plan to the Kasikaj This was left, probably, incom-

plete
; though he must have written as far at least as the

fourth ahnika of adhyaya iii, and not only the first pada

of the first adhyaya, as is usually supposed.3

jr Besides Jagannatha’s commentary on the Praudha-

Manorama, there is another written by Nagesa, but as-

cribed by him to his teacher Hari-dikshita, just as

Nagesa ascribed another work, a commentary on the

Adhyatma-Raraayana, to his partem. Sabda-kaustubha

similarly is commented upon by Nagesa and by Nagesa’s

pupil Vaidyanatha Payagunda. To commentaries ancient

and modern on the Siddhantakaumudi there is no limit.

Those most famous are the TattvabodhinI by Jnanendra-

sarasvati, pupil of Vamanendra-sarasvati, which treats

1 Compare y* rtTfa 3stWrftr»T-

filrwemi sfr^rsartrfSg^rrsrr.. 2 Deccan College Sis. No. 183 of

A.1882-83. the author of which

=* if urSf irf^nrar- is sfrairo ipra-,

ifrarfhris'cP Sli 3 Got. Or. Mss. Library, Madras,

fimerrir wfircJTrvrrfrsfjviirr!j : i Ms. no, 1328 goes upto tbe

*rr irSTfW' fifth ahnika of adbyitya iii.
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of the classical language only and omits the svara and

vaidikl prakriya. It is mostly modelled on Bhattoji’s

own commentary and is very useful for beginners. Jaya-

krishlja, son of Raghunathabhatta of the Mauni family

has written a commentary on the svara and vaidikl pra-

kriySjmly of the Siddhanta-kaumudT, thus completing that

of Jfianendra-sarasvati. Both these writers probably be-

long to the first half of the eighteenth century. Regarding _

the abridgments of the Siddhanta-kaumudI and other

shorter manuals based upon it we shall speak presently.

The family of Bhattoji Dikshita seems to have

been a family of great writers and grammarians up and

down. Bhattoji’s nephew Kondabhatta wrote an original

work on syntax and philosophy of grammar modelled on

the lines of his illustrous uncle and being in fact a dis-

cursive gloss on some 74 karikas of Bhattoji. Bhattoj’s son

Bhanuji taught several pupils, as also his grandson Hari-

dikshita. Among the pupils of the latter is ranked no

less an illustrious name than that of Nagojibhatta or

Nagesa. 1

1 These relations would ba ulear from the following

genealogical table

—

1

sons

1
_

r
-

| |
disciple

Author of

son

son
|

son disciple

SrNPTSr Author of
;

= X*\\*Z*= *r*TW?T qficr
the^rur

j I 1 (1650 A. I),)

;
SOU

I

, j

disciple disciple disciple

*$*&?*% sr*? or

^vrote in 1635 A, D. wrote in 1641 A. D.
disciple
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32. The works of Nagesa and of Valdyanatha Payagunda.

—

Nagesa or Nagojibhatta was a very prolific writer. Be-

sides fourteen great works on Dharma, one on Yoga,

three on Alankara, and about a dozen on Vyakarana-sastra,

he has been credited with the authorship of extensive

commentaries on Valmlki-Ramayana and Adhyatma-

Ramayana as also on Saptasati, Gitagovinda, Sudhalahari,

and other works. We are here concerned with his gram-

matical treatises, and prominent amongst these is the

Udyota on Kaiyyafca’s Mahabhashya-pradipa ;
Paribha-

shendusekhara, a collection of Paribhashas handed down

in connection with Panini’s grammar and followed by a

concise explanatory commentary on them called the Sab-

dendusekhara (in two editions a major and a minor)*
|
a

commentary on the Siddhanta-kaumudi and intended as a .

companion to the Manorama ;
Sabdaratna, a commentary

on the Prau-lha-Manorama, ascribed by him honoris causa

to his teacher Hari-dlkshita
;
VishamI a commentary on

Bhattoji’s Sabda-kaustubha ; and finally the Vaiyakarana-

siddhantamanjusha (in three editions) on the philosophy

of grammar.

The geneological tree given above exhibits Nagoji-

bhatta’s spiritual descent from his illustrious predeces-

sors ;
it also helps us roughly to determine his time. In

addition we have a tradition current at Jeypur, and

mentioned by the learned editor of the Kavyamala in his

introduction to Rasagangadhara, which refers to an invita-

tion for a horse sacrifice received in 1714 A. D. by

Nagesabhatta from Savai Jeysirhha, ruler of Jeypur (1688

to 1728 A.D), an invitation which Nagesa courteously de-

clined on the ground that he had taken kshctra-sannyasa

and could not, therefore, leave Benares to attend the

ceremony. Regarding himself he informs us that he was

a Mahratta Brahman surnamed Kale, the son
.
of Siva-

bhatta and Satl, a resident- of Benares and a protegee of

7 [
Sk. Gr. ]
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Ramasimha, a local prince of Srmgaverapura (now Singa-

rour) a few miles north of Allahabad.

Vaidyanatha or Balambhatta Payagunda, a direct

disciple of Nagesabhatta, wrote like his teacher several

works on Dharma and Vyakarana-satra. He was the son

of Mahadeva and Veni, and Lakshmldevl the wife of king

' Chandrasimha of Mithila was probably his patroness, in

whose honour he is reported to have composed a com-

mentary on the Vyavahara-kanda of the Mitakshara,

which is usually known as Balambhatch His grammatical

labours are mainly confined to writing comments on the

works of his predecessors. Thus he has written a Gada

on the Paribhashendusekhara, a Chhaya. on the Maha-

bhashya-pradipodyota, a Kala on Vaiyakaranasiddhanta-

marrjusha, a Prabha on the Sabdakaustubha, a Bhava-

prakasika on the Sabdaratna, Chidasthimala on the Sab-

dendusekhara, and a host of others.

33. Grammatical works outsids the Dtkshita school.—Inde-

pendently of the Dikshita school there are very few

notable names of grammarians belonging to the seven-

teenth century. We may perhaps mention, as belonging

to the early decades of the century, Annambhatta the

author of the Tarkasangraha, who has written an inden-

' pendent commentary 1 on the Ashtadhyayi, called Mita-

kshara. The school of profound grammarians which is

now almost dying out was already on the decline since

the middle of the eighteenth century, as is evidenced by
the numerous easy manuals that have come into existence

during the last two centuries. Some of these popular

epitomes ally themselves to no particular school, and these

will be dealt with in another part of the essay. We now
confine our attention to those belonging to the PaninTya

school.

1 Published in tbs Benares Sanskrit Series.
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34. Abridgements and Manuals.—Prominent among these

are the abridgements o£ the Siddhanta-Kaumud! itself

by Varadaraja. There are three editions of them—

a

madhya-, a laghu-, and a sara-Siddhantakaumudi,—the

difference consisting only in the more or less thorough

eschewing of unnecessary details. Strange as it may

seem, even these epitomes stood in need of commentaries

for their further simplification, or rather the reverse of it.

The major abridgment was commented upon by Rama-

sarrnan at the request of one Sivananda ; the middle one

by a Jayakrishna, son of Raghunathabhatta and grandson

of Govardhanabhatta of the Mauni family. 1 There are a few

other easy texts framed independently of the Siddhanta-

kaumudl, but they hardly deserve special mention. The

last stage of this progressive simplification is perhaps

reached when we come to works such as Rupavali,

Samasachakra, etc.

35. Later history of treatises accessory to Panlni’s grammar

.

—
It only remains now, finally, to speak of the further

history of the treatises accessory to Panini’s grammar

mentioned by us on pages 25 and following of this essay.

These works, although originally framed for a particular

system,had so much in common with other schools of

grammar that they have been transferred with very little

modifications from one school to another. The successive

stages of this process deserve to be made the subject of

an independent study ;
we cannot in this place afford to

dwell on them at any length. We shall only allude to a

few notable works in each line.

36. Dhatupatha The Dhatupatha as we find it embodi-

ed in the Paninlya system was commented upon by

1 The sj#rvr has a similar
'

' the author, snnw, and written

abridgment calId artpgvg,
the in a. d. 1631 (?).

work of one of the pupils of
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Kshirasvamin, A Kasmirian tradition makes him teacher to

king Jayaplda, which brings him into the eighth century.

This conflicts with the fact that Kshirasvamin quotes

Bhoja,and in so far as he is quoted by Vardhamana in the

Ganaratnamahodadhi, this settles his date, which is roughly

io5o A. D.
1

Besides the Dhatuvritti Kshirasvamin wrote

five other works : i. commentary on the Amarakosha, ii.

iii. s^cmrrfufr referred to in the

Dhatuvritti (which is more usually known as

iv. mentioned by Devaraja in his Niruktanirva-

chana, and v. Ganavritti referred to by Vardhamana in his

Ganaratnamahodadhi, a work presently to be mentioned.

In the introduction to the Dhatuvritti Kshirasvamin

notes that several people, including the great Chandra,

had essayed before him to write about the roots, but

not always successfully.2 The Chandra here referred to

must be Chandragomin, the founder of the Chandra school,

whose Dhatupatha was subsequently incorporated by

Durgasixhha with the Katantra grammar. About the

nature of the contents of the Dhatuvritti Kshirasvamin

tells us that one can find therein :

sTOTWTOt % rw'Trrurrrr vrr#rsn<ftff%Hr^r f^frrra; 11

Of other works of Kshirasvamin it is not necessary to

say much in this place.

We next turn our attention to the Madhvlya-Dhatu-

vritti, which deals with the same subject and which was

written by Madhava or Sayana, the great Vedic Bhashya-

kara (1350 A.D). Sayana also mentions numerous workers

in the same field whose labours he partly utilised. Among

1 See Introduction to Mr. Oka’s 3TPT ^ ^TST fit

•

I

edition of Kshlrasvarain’s

com. on Amara. %clT? it

% Compare— wsrp
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these may be mentioned, as belonging to the Paniniya

school, Bhlmasena and Maitreyarakshita.

1

0£ Sayana's

successors we need only specify Bhattoji and Nagesa.

The Dhatupathas belonging to the other grammatical

schools will be found in their proper places elsewhere.

37. Ganapstha.—The Paniniya Ganapatha has not re-

ceived from commentators the attention that it merits.

Different portions of it, such as nipalas, azyayas, and

upasargas have been individually explained by various

writers, and Kshirasvamin, as we saw, is reported to have

written a Ganavritti, which is no longer extant. The

only complete work on the Ganapatha is the Ganaratna-

mahodadhi, which is a metrical arrangement of the Ganas

followed by a lucid commentary, both composed by Var-

dhamana in A. D. 1140.

38. Linganusasana.—Besides Ramachandra and Bhattoji,

who have embodied the Linganusasana in their Kaumudis

and written commentaries upon it, we find mentioned in

connection with the Paniniya treatises on genders the

names of Harshavardhana, Sabarasvamin and Vararuchi.

Of these the first is probably not the same as the cele-

brated patron of Bana, while the second may or may not

be identical with the great Mimansakara. Vararuchi is

another name for Katyayana, and even if these be consi-

dered as different, so many late and spurious works are

assigned to this great name that it is well-nigh difficult to

determine the genuineness of any one of them. A palm-

leaf Ms. at Cambay, dated Sarhvat 1287 contains a Lihga-

nusasana by Vamanacharya, which mentions among its

predecessors the works of Vyadi, Vararuchi, Chandra, and

Jinendra.
3 This would at least decide for the existence of

1 See note 1 on page 39, above.

2 Cambay, No. 266 ;
Evrrtvw'iewsr

&o. See also Dr. Peterson’s
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these works prior to 1200 A. D., and, if Dr. Peterson’s

identification of Vamanacharya with the author of the

Kasika be correct, prior also to 800 A. D.

39 , Uaadfpstha —The question as to the authorship of

the Paniniya Unadi- sutras has been already dealt with

(p. 25, above). These Unadis have been very readily

absorbed—with only slight modifications—by the various

non-Paniruya schools such as Ivatantra, Haima, Jaumara,

,

Saupadxna, &c. In the school of Panini the future de-

velopment of the Unadis has been only by way of com-

mentaries, the best known being Ujjvaladatta’s Vritti,

which, as pointed out by Aufrecht in his introduction to

his edition of that work, must be assigned to cir. 1250.

Ujjvaladatta quotes the Vrittis of Kshapanaka, Govar-

dhana, Purushottamadeva, and the Satl-vritti,—all of which

preceded his own commentary. Later than Ujjvaladatta

come Manikyadeva, Bhattoji, and others.

40. Paribhashas.—Already we have more than once

alluded to the Paniniva paribhashas. Panini himself gave

a few of these as his sutras, but he can be proved to have

tacitly employed a still larger number. 1 Katyayana

quotes one, according to Patanjali’s showing, in his

vartika 3 to sntra i. x. 65, while Vyadi, who according to

some was a near relation of Panini, is credited with the

authorship of almost all the paribhashas now current. The
doctrine of the paribhashas was, however, fully elabo-

rated by Patanjali and the writers who came after him. 2

-So much ingenuity and energy has been spent on the

Report iii. p. 41. The Jinen- 2 For the distinction between trft-

dra here mentioned must be and and the

the founder of the Jainendra- whole theory of paribhashas

VySkarana. see ibidem, pp. 115 (Reprint,

1 Goldstiicker : Panini, page 114 p. 89) and the following.

(Reprint, p, 87).
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paribhashas that eventually it has become, for the Pani-

niya student, the hardest nut to crack. This feat has

usually been attempted in the body of the commentaries
themselves. Regular treatises specially dealing with

paribhashas come much later. Perhaps the earliest known
is that of Slradeva, who is quoted in the Madhavlya-Dhatu-
vritti. Nagesa’s Paribhashendusekhara contains the most
popular exposition of the paribhashas, and it has been
commented upon by Payagunda, Bhairavamisra, Seshasar-

man, Bhimabhatta, and many others. Non-Paniniya schools

copied most of their paribhashas from Panini, the earliest

of them being the Katantra for which Durgasirhlia put

together a list of paribhashas and wrote a commmentary
on the same.

This is also. the place-where..we can introduce a host

of treatises.om^idiejMlo^imJiv.m£-gmmmar—dealing with

questions such as the nature of sound, the connection

between word and its meaning or of sentence and its com-

ponent parts, and so forth. The issues have been raised

and dealt with in the Mahabhashya itself, and later writers

have derived most of the material for their lucubra-

tions from that source. The earliest of such treatises is

the Yg]yyajj>adTg|i of Bhartrihari and the latest deserving a

special mention is the Vaiyakaranasiddhantabhnshana of

Kondabhatta, a commentary on which was written by
Nagesa. A multitude of smaller and larger lights

came in between. The works are mainly special mono-
grams on particular topics, the karaka relations alone

having engaged over forty writers of different schools

and opinions.

41. Rs'suma of the history of the Pani.ilya schooi —Piere per-

haps we may draw a deep breath and, before proceeding

with the history of the non-Paniniya schools of grammar,
cast a hurried glance over the field that we have already

travelled.
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Beginning with the dim and half poetic speculations

of the Brahmanic exegetes, we saw how the science of

grammar flowed onward broadening down from, precedent

to precedent until we reach the age of Yaska who sums

up the results achieved by his predecessors and makes his

own contribution to the stream. The leap from Yaska to

Panini is probably a very great one, but the course of

development is, to a large extent, hidden from us—is

underground as it were---until it issues in a perfect form

in the Aslitadhyayl of Panini.

The subsequent history of the science is marked by

three well-defined stages. The first which ends with the

Mahabhashya busies itself with the perfection of Panini’s

work, adding a rule here, restricting the application of

another there, and so on. This period may be charac-

terised as the creative stage of the science.

This is followed by a period of critical elaboration,

the chief work of which consists in giving a precise point

to these rules, changing the wording of some for the sake

of brevity, of others for including in it a word or two in-

advertently left out by the earlier grammarians, or not in

vogue in their time ; but for the main part in writing

vast commentaries on the works of their predecessors so

as to explain their intention. This was also the stage

when the theory of the paribhashas and jnapakas wras

worked out in details. The branching off from the main

stem of a separate school, the Chandra, which belongs to

this period, is to be explained as due rather to the neces-

sities of the times, than to any real split in the domain

of the science itself. This period extends roughly to

about 1000 A. D.

The last stage marks a progressive deterioration in

the study of grammar. We Have in the first place the

rise of a number of new and popular schools of grammar

intended to simplify the science for the enlightenment of
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the laity. Following the wake of the times we have,

side by side, numerous recasts of the Ashtadhyayl tend-

ing towards the same object. The lowest stage is reach-

ed when we come to the popular handbooks of the

eighteenth century. How far this decline is to be attri-

buted to the political aspects of the time is more curious

than profitable to inquire. Certain it is that they could not

have failed to produce their influence, though it is easy

*to exaggerate it. Nor, finally, should it be forgotten that

broad characterisations of long periods in the history of

any country or science have always to be accepted with

limitations. The periods often overlap, and in this pre-

sent case they are tentative only and may have to be re-

vised in the light of later researches.

It is time now that we turned to the non-Paninlya

schools of grammar. 1

The ©handra School

42. The Chandra School The earliest reference to the

Chandra school of grammarians occurs in Bhartrihari's

Vakyapadlya (see p. 41 above), while one of the latest is

perhaps that of Mallinatha, who quotes a rule of his in his

commentary on Kalidasa’s Meghaduta, stanza 25

TPPf funmhw )-

2

Mallinatha, however, does not appear to

1 The order in which schools

are here presented is not strict-

ly chronological, the allied

schools being taken together.

2 In the passage cited Mallinatha

says that while Panini allows

only the form Chandra

allows r^nrr a*so * ^-s a

matter of fact Chandra allows

only one form (Chandra sutra

vi. 1.42); it is &akatayana

and Hemachandra who .allow

8 [
Sk. Gr. ]

both the forms, which are in-

discriminately used in classi-

cal Sanskrit. Presumably,

therefore, Mallinatha either

had access to a work of the

Chandra school not known to

us, or more probably he meant

by Chandra Hema-chandra,

unless the whole is a posStiye

mistake. I owe this note to

Mr. Krishnaji Govinda Oka,

editor of the KshTrataranginl.
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have had a direct access to the Chandra vyakarana, seeing

that Mss. o£ the work have been extremely rare, none of

the various ' Searches for Sanskrit manuscripts ’ instituted

by Government having been able to bring to light any

works of the school except a fragment brought by Dr.

Biihler from Kasmir in 1S75, and a complete copy of the

Chandra vyakarana written in the Nepalese year 476

(i. e. 1356 A. D.) brought by Haraprasada Shastri from

Nepal. 1 However, by the labours of Dr. Bruno Liebich,

the whole system has now been recovered in the original

or Tibetan translation. The same scholar has also pub-

lished the Chandra vyakarana (Leipzig 1902). The ac-

count of the system given below is mostly based on his

writings.

43 . The date of Chandragomin —Chandra, or more accu-

rately, Chandragomin must have lived at least some time

before the authors of the Kasika, which has borrowed,

always without acknowledgment, such sutras of Chandra

as have no parallel either in Panini or in Katyayana.

This gives us 650 A. D. as the lowrer limit for Chandra-

gomin. The upper limit is supplied by a vritti on the

Chandra sutras, most probably the work of Chandragomin

himself,2 which gives the sentence 3fsr?igvft(? Ms. snrf or

war) gyrR[ as an illustration of the use of the imperfect

to express an event which occurred within the life-

time of the speaker. This victory over the Hunas can

refer either to their temporary defeat by Skandagupta

soon after 465 A.D., or (less likely) to their final expul-

sion by Yasodharma3 in 544 A. D. This gives us 470 as

the approximate date for Chandragomin. This result is

further confirmed by the fact that Vasurata the preceptor

1 See N&ehrichten der Goettinger Datum Chandragomin’s und
Qeselischaft 1895, pp. 2751-321 . KaKdasaV 7

, p. 3.

2 See Dr. Iaebiclrs paper ‘ 4 Das 3 Who, however, was not a Gupta.
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o£ Bhartrihari acknowledged Chandracharya (Chandra-

gomin) as his master. 1 Chandragomin must have lived

therefore at least two generations before the author of

the Vakyapadlya. All accounts agree in stating that

Chandragomin was a Bauddha. He was one of the laity,

and is not to be confused with Chandradasa who belong-

ed to the order.2

44 . Nature of Chandragomin’s work,—Chandragomin’s
grammar was meant as an improvement on that of Panini,

Katyayana, and Patanjali, mainly in the way of greater

brevity and precision. Accordingly he has omitted, for

obvious reasons, the Paninlya rules about Vedic accent

and grammar, although he includes some Vedic roots in

his Dhatupatha. He has lessened the number of pratya-

hara-sutras by one (fusing tprareg; and i?ysn; into

omitted some of the Paninlya pratyaharas and coined

others. In many cases, the rules of Panini are recast

simply for the sake of securing facility of pronuncia-

tion.3 The really original contributions of Chandragomin

amount to about 35 sutras and these have been incorpo-

rated in the Kasika. In all these cases Kaiyyata has the

remark amforsfra
-

: trnr: . The total number of the

Chandra sutras is about 3100 as against 4000 of Panini.

The work consists of six chapters of four padas each, the

matter of Panini’s first two chapters being scattered all

through.

The object of Chandragomin was to ‘ rearrange the

grammatical material with the object of bringing to-

gether all the rules that deal with the same phonetic or

grammatical operations as well as the same part of

1 See Vakyapadlya Kamla ii, 130; also lud. Ant, xv. pp.

stanzas 489-90 and com. 183-184.

thereon. 3 For Panini’s 3T*tnm5 &3C W&V
2 LioUch, ibidem, p. 10-11; Kem: (i. 1. 55 ) Chandra reads f$pf-

Manual of Buddhism, pp. 129, 0- 1.12).
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speech.’ The Chandra terminology with slight changes

is that of Panini. The mode of presenting the subject

is also artificial, after the fashion of Panini. The gra-

max goes by the nickname of 3T#5r=J>, perhaps because the

#5TTs are not here treated of separately, but probably be-

cause wherever in his sntra Panini has used the word ^tt

Chandragomin uses the word rrrmr.

1

45. Accessory treatises of the Chandra grammar.

—

In addi-

tion to the sutras in six adhyayas Chandragomin has put

together an Unadi list in three parts, a Dhatupatha in ten

sections (both published by Dr. Liebich), as also Lingaka-

rikas or Linganusasana, Ganapatha, Upasargavritti, and

Varna sutras. The Unadis differ from those belonging to

the Paninlya school principally in their mode of present-

ation, the suffixes being here arranged according to their

final letter. In a few cases Chandra also derives the words

differently. The Dhatupatha, as we saw (p. 52, above),

is referred to by Kshlrasvamin and was subsequently in-

corporated in the Katantra system. The Linganusasana

is referred to by Vamanacharya, Ujjaladatta, and Raya-

mukuta (see above, p. 53). As to the Ganapatha no

separate work of the kind has yet been discovered, but

we must assume the existence of such a work as we find it

embodied in the sutra-vritti, just as the Kasika has done

with regard to the Paninlya Ganapatha. The Upasarga-

vritti is found in Tibetan version only, and explains the

meaning and use of about twenty upasargas. Finally,

the Varnasatra (Ms. no. 289 of 1875-76 in the Deccan

College collection) is a very short treatise3 correspond-

ing to the Paninlya Siksha and gives in about 40 sutras

1 Compare Chandra sutras i. 2.30, Chandra permits the use of

i. 3. 77, ii. 2.14, &e, with the word: e. g. Chandra i. 1.

Panini’s iii. 2. 46, iii. 3. 174, 123=Panini iii. 1. 112.

ii. 1. 21 &c. A few cases 2 I tako this occasion to publish

do occur, however, where the work entire on the basis
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the and SPEr?«T of =hj?s. No work on Paribhashas in

connection with the Chandra school has come down to

us.

Besides the above grammatical works Chandragomin

is credited with the authorship of a religious poem called

Sishyalekha, and a drama called Lokananda, neither pro-

bably of much consequence.

* 46. Later history of the Chandra schooJ.—We have already

alluded to Chandragomin’ s own vritti on his grammar.

Fragments from it extending from about v. i. 13 to

v. 1. 176 are still extant. This vritti was later incoporat-

ed in a commentary by Dharmadasa, a complete Ms. of

which exists in the Library of the Maharaja of Nepal.
#

It is undoubted that there must have been written

numerous commentaries on the Chandra Vyakarana

during the palmy days of Buddhistic literature; and they

must have been very popular, seeing that a good many of

them have been translated and freely circulated in Tibet

at least since 1000 A. D., if not earlier, when Sthiramati,

one of the translators of most of the Chandra texts in the

Tibetan language, probably lived. Some of these works

had also gone to Ceylon along with other Buddhistic

texts. However, at present, in addition to the works

above mentioned, only a few more—about fifteen—are

known to exist, mostly in Tibetan translations. 1 Such

of the Sanskrit Mss. as we know of, come all from Nepal.

Having once enjoyed such a vast circulation, the

almost total disappearance of the system from India re-

quires explanation. We can account for this fact, firstly,

on the ground of its want of originality, such of the

original matter as there was—and it was not much—be-

of the only Ms. of the work 1 For a list of these see Ind. Ant,

known to exist. See Appen- xxv, pp. 103 and following,

dlx 1.
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ing already incorporated in the Panimya school through

the Kasika. Mainly however we must look to the cause

of its disappearance in its non-secular character. Being

the work of a Buddhist for the Buddhistic community, it

shared the fate of Buddhism, and having obtained vogue

for a few centuries it gradually ceased to be cared for,

its aid being invoked in later times only for the sake of

justifying an otherwise unjustifiable word, or for point-

ing out and rejecting such of its rules as went counter to

the established system of grammar. The Grammar, we

are told, is still extensively studied in Tibet.

In Ceylon its fate was different. Being a Buddhistic

country we expect the Chandra system to be diligently

studied there. As a matter of fact, the current Sanskrit

grammar in Ceylon belongs to the Chandra school, but

we shall look in vain for any original Mss. either of the

Chandra-satras or of commentaries thereon.

The reason is that about 1200 A. D. a Ceylonese

Buddhistic priest, Kasyapa by name, wrote a popular

recast of the Chandra grammar called Balavabodha. It

corresponds to Varadaraja’s Laghu-kaumudl in treatment

and subject-matter. The work was so popular in Ceylon

that it quite superseded the original Chandra text, with

the result that all other Chandra works have disappeared

in course of time, just as the works of the pre-Paniniya

grammarians did after the advent 'of Panini.

Under these circumstances, it is quite impossible to

pursue any farther the history of the Chandra school of

grammarians in India.

The Jainendra School

47. The Jainsndra School.—The traditional author of the

aphorisms of grammar which go under this name is Jina

or Mahavlra, the last of the Tlrthankaras. The tradition
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o£ the Digambara

1

Jains as embodied in several of their

works such as Samayasundarasnri’s commentary on the

Kalpasutras or Lakshmival labha’s Upadesamalakarnika

is, that Indra asked ' certain questions to Jina when of

eight years, and had the science of grammar revealed to

him by way of answers
; the grammar in consequence

came to be known by their joint name. 8 A Ms. (no. 1223)

belonging to Professor Kathavate’s collection for 1891-

1895 launches, in its marginal notes, into a detailed veri-

fication of this tradition, trying to answer all the objec-

tions raised aganist it.

The chief objection, of course, is the concurrent testi-

mony of the colophons of all the Mss., which invariably

ascribe the work to Devanandi. This is also confirmed by
the introductory stanza

—

which is given by all Mss.,3 wherein the first' word of

the second line, obscure in meaning as it is, appears to be

purposely used to indicate the name of the author. Fur-

ther, works like Dhananjaya-kosa or Jaina-Harivarhsa 4

(A. D. 783) and writers like Bopadeva or Hemachandra re-

fer to Devanandi as the author of this grammar. The
point then may be regarded as fairly settled. This

Devanandi is otherwise known as Pnjyapada.

1 The Jainendra-sutrapatha be' 8 Except the one above quoted,

longs to the Digambaras from which gives a different man-

whom the &vctambaras have gala.

borrowed it wholesale. The 4 In the opening prakasit of the

tradition, therefore, belongs work th« re is a reference to

more strictly to the &vetam- the Jainendra-vyakarana. Aka-

haras. lahkadeva also quotes a Jain-

2 ^r^lRr stftrrftrq ?W- endra sutra in the

q*3r ^^mf%crcsrrf: rihr i* 5.1.
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Dr. Kielhorn once believed that Pnjyapada was a

nom de plume assumed by a late writer, with the view all

the more readily to make the work pass under the name

o£ the last Tirthankara. The historical existence of

the founder of this school thus doubted by Dr. Kielhorn

has been conclusively established by Professor Pathak, 1

who quotes a verse from the Nandisangha Pattavali 2 and

gives other references to prove that Devanandi was no

other personage than Pnjyapada himself.

48. Date of the Jaineadra-vyakarana.

—

The foundation of

this school dates from about the same time as that of the

Chandra. If anything, the Jainendra would come a little

before the Chandra. Professor Pathak in his paper on

the Jaina Sakatayana (Indian Antiquary, Oct. 1914) gives

evidence to assign the Jainendra-vyakarana to the latter

part of fifth century A. D. Among his arguments are:

x. the fact that the Kasika seems to betray a knowledge

of the Jainendra-vyakarana 3
;

2. the circumstance that the

Jainendra sutra 4 alludes to Isvarakrishna the author of

the Sankhya-karikas ( who is assigned by Dr. Takakusu

to A. D. 450) and to the twelve year cycle of Jupiter ac-

cording to the heliacal rising system 5 a system which was

in vogue in the time of the Early Kadamba kings and their

contemporaries, the Early Gupta kings; and 3. the col-

lateral evidence to be drived from later references to the

Jainendra from the ninth century on. Thus the Sakata-

1 Indian Antiquary xii, pp. 19 f£. 4 Sutra iii. 3 .134

—

1 |xg*
*ffw

-

2 v^gfrffrvsTnwqr jtst- rit^fffrsarwrr^; wspwnmrnr-
vfih I sftgvqq (tfmresvr SPIRIT gqrriiRrgPV’rntir I Contrast

W Panini, iv. 1.102. The Amo
3 Kasika iii. 3.40 ghavrltii of Sakatayana ex-

presupposes Jainendra plains srrfir^lTrWuft

sufcra ii, 3. 36 the latter being another name
if as Kasika could not fox Isvarakrishna.

have derived it from else- 5 Sfltra iii. 2.5

where.
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yana Sabdanusasana (which dates from 1025 A. D., as we

shall see) is largely indebted to the Jainendra. A
Digambara Darsanasastra of 853 A. D. mentions, as

stated by Dr. Peterson,

1

a pupil of a certain Pujyapada

as being the founder of a Dravida-sangha. Lastly, an

inscription from the Sankhabasti temple at Lakshmesvara

records a gift in Salta 652 (730 A. D.) of Sri-Pujyapaaa

to his house-pupil, although this last is not quite a trust-

Vorthy evidence, being not contemporaneous, and there

may have been more than one Pujyapada.

49. Character of the Jainendra-vySkarana.— 1 here are two

versions in which the Jainendra grammar has come down

to us. The shorter one which consists of about 3,000

Sutras is followed by Abhayanandi in his gloss on the

grammar, while the longer one which, besides other

minor differences in the wording and the arrangement of

the sutras, gives over 700 sutras not found in the shorter

version, is followed by Somadeva in his commentary

called Sabdarnavachandrika, which, as he himself tells us,

rvas composed in A. D. 1205. Professor Pathak has ac-

cumulated evidence tending to show that the longer

version followed by Somadeva is the truer one, while

that of Abhayanandi is much later.
5

The Jainendra grammar is altogether wanting in

originality. It is nothing but Panini and the vartikas

condensed as much as possible. The merit of the work

solely consists in the number of ingenuous shifts resorted

to for the purpose of securing the maximum economy of

words. Even the most trifling changes such as that of

f%*rm or srwiwtrr into wr, of into and the altera-

tion of the order of the words in the sutras0 so as to

1 Report for 1883-84, p. 74. subject.

2 Profeasor Pathak intends short- 6 Psyiui vii. 1-0 srrft f»ra is

jy to write a paper on the changed into rwAa if-;

'

9 [ Sk. Gr. ]
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produce by coalescence a syllable less are not disregard-

ed. The Pamniya pratyaharas are retained without a

change; though the fourteen Siva-sutras together with

the section on Yedic grammar, are omitted. In addition,

Devanandl has invented a large number of shorter techni-

cal terms 1 which bristle throughout his work and make

its study the most complex imaginable.

Devanandl alius Pajyapada has, as is the wont oi;

most Digambara writers, nowhere quoted by name or ac-

knowledged his obligations to authors and works not

belonging to his own religion. He has in his sntras

quoted six names.2 The Deccan College Ms. no. 1223 of

1891-95, which makes it its business to prove that the

author of this grammar is Jina himself, gives on this point

a rather incorrectly written note3 which tends to say that

since one of the above names, that of Prabliacliandra,

which occurs in the satran^r appears on the face

of it to be a fiction, we may presume the same for all

the rest. We can couple with this the statement of one

of the commentators on Hemac-handra’s Dvyasraya-

mahakavya to the effect that Siddbasersa, another of the

quoted names, was not a grammarian at all. Dr. Kielborn

similarly believed that all these names were fictitious and

thought that the practice of thus quoting names honoris

causa was not confined to the Jainendra school alone.

Unfortunately we cannot decide the matter now.

50. Later history of the Jainendra-vyakarana.—The absence

of any originality accounts for the paucity of works con-

nected with this school. Two commentaries only have

I Such as P5T for VfW, rr for tfnf- ?>
I trip

vrcv, *r for vrfitv?, m for smrererpreef 1 riff:

wn&msjr, and so on. srimsrarfir %ra; i j%trv *rwr
I i>meh% w, rrrinrg-, su%rr%. a>n<if,yn”
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been preserved, one by Abhayanandl whose date is probably

750 A. D., and another called Sabdarnava-chandrika by

Soraadeva. Somadeva represents’ himself as the con-

temporary of the Silahara King Bhojadeva (Bhoja II)

and an inhabitant of Ajurika (which is probably to be

identified with srrwt in the Kolhapur State). It is pro-

bable that in addition to these two commentaries that

have come down to us, some others were written, and

possibly the grammar was at one time made the object

of diligent study ;
but our information on this point is

extremely scanty.

There is also a recast of the Jainendra grammar

meant to facilitate its study for beginners. It is called

Panchavastu, and, as is to be expected, it follows the

shorter text of the sutras as given by Abhayanandl. The

work is said to be that of Devanand! ;
but this is clearly

a mistake founded on the fact that the sutras followed

are those of Devanand!. The introductory section of the

Panchavastu which deals with the pratyaharas seems to

be an interpolation. This section mentions a person

called Arya-Srutakirti 3 as the author of the whole work.

Is he then the author of this recast ? If so, the absence

of any other allusion to him in the body of the work be-

comes rather curious. Professor Pathak mentions a

isrutakirti as having flourished about Saka 1045.

About the history of the Jainendra grammar since

the thirteenth century very little definite is known. The

work probably shared the fate of all imitations and ceased

1 Compare the Colophon—

&c.

2 Indian Antiquary, x
? p* 75;

Dr. Peterson’s Beport for
*

1883~84, pp. G7 fF.
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to be attended to when the original on which it was based

came to be studied more and more. It was meant to

appeal to a sect and even there it was not without a

rival. To this day it draws a solitary student here and

there from amongst the Digambara Jains, especially of

Southern India.

The Saktayana School

Si. The Sakatayana School.—Separated from the Jainen-

dra school by some two centuries or so but much allied

to it in its object and the mode of treatment comes the
f f

Sakatayana Sabdanusasana, which, like its predecessor, was

meant to appeal to a limited body of co-religionists : the

Svetambara Jains. To judge from the number of regular

commentaries and other accessory treatises in connection

with this school and from the numerous references to it

in works like the Ganaratna-mahodadhi, Madhaviya-

Dhatuvritti and so forth, it would appear that at one time

the Sabdanusasana was largely studied among- members
of communities other than those to whom it was primarily

addressed. There is not much originality in the work
itself to deserve this popularity.

52' The founder of the Sakatayana Sabdanusasana not the

ancient Sakatayana but his modern namesake.—The name Saka-

tayana suggests, as we have seen, a very high antiquity

in that it is quoted in the Nirukta (i. 3) and in Panini’s

Ashtadhyayl (iii. 4. in, viii. 3.18, viii. 4.50). Here, how-
ever, we are dealing not with the ancient Sakatayana—
none of whose works have survived even in name but

with a modern or abhinava Sakatayana: with the person
who under this appeiation is quoted, for instance, in

Bopadeva’s Kamadhenu, 1 by Hemachandra, and other

later writers.

1 Colebrooke, Mis. Essays, ‘Vol. Catalogue is. 176 a.

IT. p. 44 ;
Anfreeht’s Oxford
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The late Dr. Kielhorn once expressed doubts as to

the historical existence of this modem Sakatayana. He
inclined to the view that it was some modern Jain writer

who has presented his own grammatical labours under

the auspicies of a revered name, carefully 1 trying to

follow the views attributed to him in ancient works and

possibly having for its basis some of the teachings of the

earlier Sakatayana. Professor Pathak’s paper on the

'Jaina Sakatayana (Indian Antiquary for October 1914)

has now conclusively established not only the historical

existence of the author of the Sabdanusasana but his

exact date. The Sakatayana who wrote the Sab-

danusasana also wrote the Amoghavritti, which was

written 2 in the time of Amoghavarsha I, the great

Rashtrakuta king whose known epigraphic dates range

from A. D. 8x7—877.

53. Character oi ths Sakatayana Sabdanusasana.

—

Besides

the older grammarians such as Panini, Katyayana, Patafi-

jali, and Chandragomin, Sakatayana has freely drawn

upon the work of Pajyapada the author of the Jainendra-

vyakarana. Many sntras of Sakatayana are identical

with those of Panini,3 and in cases where they differ the

object has been to say in shorter and fewer words what

this is the use of the instance

to illus-

trate the use of the imperfect

(sutra Iv. 3- 207) to describe

a well-known past event which

the writer might have per-

sonally witnessed but did not.

There is inscriptional evidence

to prove that the event in

question took place shortly

before &aka 789 or A, D< 867

(see Ep. Ind. vd. i, p. 54,

led. Ant. vol. xii, p. 181).

&Ekatffyana to have taught. 3 E. g. PaninPa i. 3, 11, ii. 1. 1,

2 The most conclusive proof for viii. 4. 40, &e.

1 Carefully but often inaccurately:

Thus in sufcras iii. 4. Ill and

112, Panini tells us that the

Imperf * 3rd pers. pin. of ?rr is

only according to &akata-

yana, but not so in his own

opinion. This establishes

^Ttqnr* Now the modern £foka-

tayana also makes the rule op-

tional and allows both forms in

his sutra t This

is what Panini teaches, and

not what Panini represents
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was already intended by Panini. 1 Most of the new

matter is taken, from Chandragomin2 (without acknow-

ledgment of course) and where he has improved upon

Chandragomin, the improvement was already suggested

by the Jainendra sutras," independently of which there is

hardly anything new that we can put to his credit.4 In

his satra i. 2.37 Sakatayana seems to quote Indra who pro-

bably is to be identified with Pajyapada, the founder of

the Jainendra school.

The Sakatayana Sabdanusasana consists of four

adhyayas of four padas each, the total number of sutras

being about 3,200. The arrangement of topics is similar

to that of later Kaumudls. He gives thirteen JTcsrTsm^s

and following the suggestion of Katyayana has omitted

from them the vowel <£ and assigned therein a place to

the 3nrt*PrTfs. HeMoes not, of course, treat of the Vedic

grammar. His ingenuity is mainly confined to economis-

ing the wording of the sutras. Except in three 3 cases,

he has invariably substituted the monosyllabic srr>

wherever Panini had used T^WTT, or or had

quoted the name of some ancient authority. The most

striking instance of this tendency is given perhaps by

1 E.g. for 3Tn%rf#sT

of Panini (i. 1. 71).

2 Instead of Psnini’s iv. 4. 29,

qrfTfp# Chandra gives qV
3

' and so also does

Sakatayana.

3 In giving Chandragomin 7
s im-

provement ir-

on PaninPs T* (v. 1 . 126)

fekatuySna economises one

syllable by giving th- sStra as

,
herein imitat-

ing Pujyapada,

4 For Panmi’s f^cTT^rnfl’ (v. 2.

133), Chandra gives

(iv, 2. 130), Jainendra

gives (iii 4.

143), ami so also doea ^akatit-

yamu The like holds true of

Panini ’s ii. 1. 18, ii. 3. 34,

&c.

5

Namely Sakatayana sutras ii. 1

.

229, 5. 2. 13. i. 2. 37 (corres-

ponding to Panini ’a v. 4. 154,

vii. 1. 79, and vii. 2. 101

respectively), where Sakata

yana quotes

and Whether, these three

names are merely iprpq or

tl^re were before him gram-

marians of that name cannot

be determined.
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Panini’s sntra v. 2.128, which runs tw 1

Chandra changed this into =5mf( =£$) fftr( =3wq-)»rf|m-
csrrmwr^Tr^n%I^

: ,
where the substantial change is the

addition of the qualifying clause srenfnr. Sakatayana

says just what Chandra said, but instead of Vmnffff puts

a form which is shorter by full two syllables—wf^r. In

his technical terminology also he has often taken up

Chandra words in preference to Panini’s wherever the

former were shorter. Thus he has used ^rf^, erf;

and 3T<n£ instead oE frprrrr, tr^frrmq;, and of

Panini.

54 . Other works of the Sakatayana school.

—

Besides the

Sabdanusasana and the Amoghavritti Sakatayana is credited

with the authorship of i. Paribhasha-satras, ii. Ganapatha

in sixteen padas, iii. Dhatupatba., iv. Unadi-sntras in four

padas, and v. Linganusasana in seventy arya stanzas.

Of these none is older than the corresponding Pariinlya

treatise. One expects to find in the Unadi-sntras at least

traces of the ancient Sakatayana and his works, but he

is sure to be disappointed in his expectations. The other

treatises also do not call for any special notice. Hems-
chandra based his own Linganusasana on that of Sakata-

yana, of which, in fact, it is only an enlarged edition.

55 . Later history Of the Sakatayana school.

—

The later

history of the Sakatayana school—as is the case with al-

most every grammatical school—is to be divided into two

parts: the period of commentaries and sub-commentaries,

and the period of digests and manuals. The periods

often overlap chronologically. Of commentaries on the

Sakatayana Sabdanusasana the most noted are i. a Nyasa

quoted in the Madhavlya Dhatuvritti. Probably this is

1 The Ms, in the Jain Matha at

Brava na Belgola is not, as re-

ported, a Ms- of the Sakatli-

}3ii? l > T'ja ; ii is *a Ms, e/

Jiuen :ii s bn cklhi o £ asiklH <- a

ranapahjika, and an almost

complete Ms- for that, written

in Canerese characters. Sec

bsfoie, not? 1 on p.igs r.P,
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no other than the Nvasa by Prabhachandracharya, which

is in the nature of a commentary on the Amoghavritti.'

And ii. a commentary called Chintamani by Yakshavar-

man. This was throughout based upon the Amoghavritti

and lays no claim to originality.2 Nevertheless it has been

honoured by many sub-commentaries such as the Mani-

prakasika by Ajitasenacharya, Chintamanipratipada by

Mangarasa, and a TippanI by Samantabhadra.

Besides regular commentaries there, have been pro-

duced at least two or three recasts of the Sakatayana

grammar. The best of them is the Prakriyasarigraha

by Abhayachandracharya, published at Kolhapur, 1907.

Abhayachandra’s date follows from that of his pupil

Kesavavarni who in Saka 1281 (=A. D. 1359) wrote a

Sanskrit commentary on Gomatasara, a philosophical

work in Prakrit. Abhayachandra thus flourished duriner

the first half of the fourteenth century. In his recast

Abhayachandra has omitted a large number of the origi-

nal sutras, which were unnecessary in a work for begin-

ners, and amplified a few others. His arrangement is

closely modelled upon works like the Prakriyakaumudi.

Another and a still shorter abridgment of the Sakata-

yana grammar is the Rnpasiddhi by Dayapala, pupil of

Matisagara and a fellow-student of Vadiraja alias Jaya-

simha II, the Chalukya emperor who was reigning in

Saka 937 (= A, D. 1025).
3 The work is somewhat similar

in scope to the Laghukaumudi.

1 Regarding the Amoghavritti, prove the dependence of this

felkatuyana’s own commentary commentary on the Amogha-
on his sUtras, see Professor vritti are given by Professor

Pathak’s paper (Ind. Ant. for Pathak, loc. cit.

October 1914). 3 For these facts I am indebted to

2 Compare— Professor Pathak’s paper inm i • the led. Ant. for Oct. 1914,

if# VOTffar « Extracts to
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In course of time the Sakatayana Sabdanusasana

came to be fairly ousted from the field by a powerful

rival in the shape of Hemachandra’s Sabdanusasana,

which like its predecessor 1 was addressed to the Svetam-

bara Jains, with the result that even Mss. of works be-

longing to the school are at present very rarely to be

met with outside of Southern India, which was once the

centre of its greatest influence.

Tli® Hemactiaadra School

56 . The Hemachandra School.—The last, but not on that

account the least, of these sectarian schools that we have

to notice is the one which is known under the name of

its founder, the Jain monk Hemachandra. About Hema-

chandra and his times we know a good deal more than

what we did regarding the founders of the other schools

hitherto described. The biographical material regarding

Hemachandra has been brought to a focus in Dr. Buhler’s

German pamphlet2 entitled ‘Ueber das Leben des Jaina

Monches Hemachandra,' Wien, 1889.

37. LHs of Hemachandra.—Hemachandra was born on the

full-moon night of the month of Karttika in the year of

Vikrama 1145 (corresponding to A. D. 1088 or 1089,

November-December) at a place called Dhunduka, now

in the British Collectorate of Ahmedabad. His parents

were humble banias, Chachiga and Pahini by name. He

was originally named Changadeva. The mother was a

1 That Ssk'itayana wa3 Svetam-

hara Jain Is proved by the

numerous refeienceo to the

A-'asyaka-Lut ;s.,Ckhed a-i’uc :a
:

N l iyuk iii
;

Ka iika-cStva
s

an i

other Svetambara wcriis foils I

la the AmoghavnttJ.

z Eosidea ike found :s

is l Ik, j

work Is based upon srarRSi-

by and

srarensj?: (1250 a, d.), st^j-

rCfsr.reiSr by

(1305-6 a. sr^r r̂ by

(1348-9 A- D : )j and

gprVIi by f^mrngfw

: a*
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good pious woman, and the birth and the greatness o£

her would-be son was conveyed to her in a dream which

was interpreted for her by a religious teacher named

Devachandra.

When Hemachandra was a boy of five, Devachandra

requested Pahini to surrender the son to the service of

religion, offering considerable money in compensation. The

money was refused, but the boy was given over, who, at

Cambay, on the 1 4th day of the light half of the month

of Magha, being Sunday, was solemnly received into the

order of the Jain Priesthood, taking on that occasion the

new name of Sorauchandra. During the twelve years

that followed his ordination, and of which our information

is very scanty, Somachandra probably devoted himself to

learning with great zeal. On the conclusion of his studies

he was consecrated as Suri or Acharya, once more,

and for the last time, changing his name to Hemachandra.

The next glimpse that we have of him is at Anahilla-

pattaka as the acknowledged head of the greatest of the

many Jain communities there. Javasirhha otherwise called

Siddharaja, was then on the throne, ruling from (Anhilvad-)

Patan an empire which extended from Abu to Girnar and

from, the western sea to the borders of Malva. He was

a munificent patron of learning and an earnest enquirer

into religious truth. He never abandoned the worship of

Siva which was traditional with his house, but it was his

delight to gather religious men from all quarters and to

set them discussing before him the truth of their systems.

Hemachandra early attracted his notice and he sought to

conciliate, if not actually to convert, his sovereign by the

use of clever parables inculcating suspense of judgment
and eclecticism. There are several stories current about

Jayasimha and Hemachandra displaying the latter’s

shrewdness in contending with his Brahman enemies at

court,
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After the death of Jayasimha (1143 A. D.) KumSra-

pala, his nephew, came to the throne. The first ten

years of his reign he spent in victorious warfare on the

northern frontiers of his kingdom. When he had nothing

to fear from his enemies, he settled down to a peaceful

and contemplative life. In this case there is no rea-

son to doubt that Hemaehandra’s exertions resulted

in the king's conversion. A drama called MoharSja-parS-

jaya is based upon this fact. It is the oldest of our

authorities for Hemachandra’s times, being written by

Yasahpala, minister to Ajayapala, Kumarapala’s successor.

According to the drama Kumarapala’s conversion took

place in Samvat 1216, the second day of the bright half

of the month of Margasirsha. It is at the request of

Kumarapala and in order to establish him in his new faith

that Hemachandra wrote the Yogasastra, just as, ere long,

he had written the §abdanusasana at the request of

Siddharaja or Jayasiihha.

During the closing years of Kumarapala’s reign he,

in company with Hemchandra, made many pilgrimages

to Jain sacred places in Western India. Hemachandra,

who was now an octogenarian, soon felt his end drawing

near, and he boldly set out to meet it by means of

He was 84 at the time of his death. Kumara-

pala died only six months after him. With their death

the glories of the Jain empire also came to an end, after

a brief existence of unparalleled brilliancy.

38. Nature of Heraachaudra’s iabdanusSaana.—Regarding

Hemachandra’s grammar (the full title of which is

1

) it consists, like Panini’s

-work, of eight adhyayas of four padas each, the total

number of stitras being about 4,500. Of these nearly a

l A tsin commentator explains Sfnrf^trwr<t

the first part of the title thus— t
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fourth part of sntras is given by the last adhyaya alone,

which deals exclusively with the Prakrit languages which

were now in their most flourishing condition. In the

remaining adhyayas the arrangement of subjects is natural,

only slightly differing from that of the Kaumudis.

Hemachandra’s object in writing a new grammar for

the benefit of his illustrious patron was to say in the short-

est possible manner not only all that his predecessors had

said upon the subject, but everything that could be said.

Accordingly he has drawn freely upon the works of all

the grammarians and commentators that had gone before

him : indeed in some cases—especially in regard to Saka-

tayana’s Sabdanusasana and the Araoghavritti—his de-

pendence is so close as to amount to almost slavish

imitation. 1

Hemachandra wrote a commentary on his own sntras

called Safedanusasana-BrifaadvrittL This commentary is

profuse and learned, quoting the views of many writers

—

always under the general appellation of msb qvq srwr,

etc,-- for approval in some cases and refuta-

tion in most others. A commentary called Nyasa on this

Brihadvritti identifies a large number of these quotations2

and if properly edited along with Hemachandra's Brihad-

1 Some typical instances will be 2 These are s

found collected by Professor

Pathak m the Indian Anti- mxmm,
qnary for October 1914. page

509. That Hemachandra do<s $T3Frrc* vrivTirWj (other-

now aa.i then ^dd a bp- of his wse or

own is proved by instances TOR, nrerrariTgrr-

like the sutra mv tHf 3T qr> ^rqra, and
(Panins is. 1. 18), which Saka- many others. The ^rcnrvrv is

tayana gives as q*r% ST^rs^tT? probably while

(?r)j while Hemachan- is probably the same person
dra gives as qft who Is quoted in the Amogha-
TOsnr ** 1 vritfci at iv. 1* 252-3.
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vritti it is very likely to shed considerable light on

many a dubious point in the history of Indian grammar.

At the end of each pads of the vritti Hemachandra, by

way of a prasasti, has added a stanza in praise of his

patron and his family. They are all given together in a

note to Dr. Biihler’s pamphlet above referred to, and are

written in the usual classical style of flattery.

An abridgment of the.'Brihadvritti for the first seven

chapters of the Sabdanusasana is also attributed to Hema-

chandra, and may probably have been written with his

concurrence. It is a mere patchwork, containing nothing

new or original. Mss. of it date as far back as cir. 1350

A. D,, and one old palm leaf Ms. calls it, instead of

Sabdanusasana, Laghuvritti-Sabdanusasana-Rahasya. To

illustrate the rules of his grammar, Hemachandra has

composed a poem, resembling the Bhattikavya, which is

known as Dvyasraya-raahakavya,

59. Treatises accessory to Hemachandra’s Sabdaaasasana.—It

is not necessary to describe in fuller details the treatises

accessory to Hemachandra’s Sabdanusasana. These are

:

i. Haima-Dhatupatha, which is arranged for the most

part like the corresponding treatise of Panini; ii.

Unadisutras, numbering a little over 960; iii. LinganusS-

sana, a metrical treatise, being an enlargement of the

§akatayana Linganusasana and divided into eight sec-

tions; 1 iv. Ganapatha ; v. A collection of ParibhSshas;

and some others. For the most part these treatises are

embodied in Hemachandra’s Brihadvritti, from which

they seem to have been subsequently extracted and pub-

lished in a separate form. It is doubtful whether the

vivaranas or vrittis which are given in Mss. of the Linga-

nusasana or of the Unadisutras do really come from

1 jjameiv— *

:

“ ^ “ il ^ <5 ii ii ii
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Hemachandra. Here, as in most of the commentaries on

the ^abdSnusasana, the colophons of the original work

are mistaken for those of the commentaries themselves.

60. Commentaries on Hemachandra's iabdSnusSsana.—The

most important and extensive of these commentaries or

rather sub-commentaries is the Brihadvritti-dhundhikS.

No complete Ms. of this work has been hitherto discover-

ed, the longest extending only upto the fifth adhyaya.

The Mss. indifferently call it stiw, and

jpffctpr. Its authorship also is equally uncertain. Many
Mss. and reports ascribe it to Hemachandra, which is

very probably a mistake. A Ms. 3 from the Deccan College

collection, which contains the commentary on adhySyas

vi. and vii, is stated to have been the work of Dhana-

chandra. Another2 Ms. of the Dhundhika purports to be

the work of Jinasagara, while a third which contains only

a fragment from the akhyata section gives Nandasundara

as its author. These conflicting statements it is very hard

to reconcile. The most probable view is that there were

two slightly varying versions of the Dhundhika and con-

sequently there may have been two separate authors.

Whether each wrote a commentary on all the seven

adhyayas or only on portions from them it is perhaps im-

possible to decide. The Dhundhika on the eighth or the

Prakrit chapter is the work of Udayasaubhagya, pupil of

Harshakula of the Laghutapagaehchha. It was written

in 1533 A. D. during the reign of Bahadur Shah of

Gujarat (1525-1537). The object of a Dhundhika is to

take the various stitras of the §abdanusasana in order,

explain them word by word, and in the majority of cases

to quote instances of its application, deriving the several

forms step by step by bringing in the necessary sntras.

Another very useful commentary on the Brihadvritti

is by Devendrasuri, pupil of Udayaehandra of the ChSn-

1 No. 10 of 1877-78. 2 No. 119 of 1869-70.
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dragachchha. It is called HaimalaghunySsa and purports

to be an abridgment o£ a larger Nyasa by Udayachandra,

the author’s preceptor. 1 This latter work has not come
down to us. The importance of this commentary mainly

consists in that it refers many of Hemachandras’s quotas

tions to their sources. A third anonymous commentary
calls itself SabdamahSrnavanyasa. There do not seem to

be existing any more commentaries worth the name.

61 . Digests and manuals and other miscellaneous works

—

Smaller manuals based on Hemachandra’s £abdanusasana

have also come down to us, the most famous by far being

the Haima-laghuprakriya by Vinayavijayagani, pupil of

Klrtivijayagani. It was composed in Sarhvat 17x0=1652

A. D.2 A commentary on it called Haima-prakasa was

also written by the author some twenty-five years later.
2

A second digest referred to above/ called Haimakaumudi
alias Chandraprabha, was put together in Samvat 1725

(=1669 A. D.) by Meghavijaya, one of the suris who “by

the command of the lord of the country (Desapati) were
provided with quarters for the rainy season in the palace

of Agaravara. 5 " This work is said to have been the model

for the Siddhantakaumudl. The facts may have been just

otherwise.

Of lesser lights we have i. Punyasundaragani who
arranged for the school the different Sanskrit roots in

their alphabetical order giving after each root its mean-

ing, gana, and other conjugational peculiarities; it.

Srivallabhavachanacharya who wrote in Samvat 1661,

1 Compare the following stanzae rft 1

from the Pradasti :— srfsftw HT%*JT II

. flriHT! 3 Compare:

Tctfgv: 1 irwiter

^mxr^srsnTT 11 f^qTfstwrr «

1 4 Bee before, page 46, note 3.

11 5 Fet^poc = R spoil iix- p“ge 19.

2 Ccmpje
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during the reign of Snrasimiia alias Siwairaj of Jodhapur,

1594-1619 A. D, a commentary called Durgapadaprabodha

on Hemachandra’s Linganusasana iii. Hemaharhsavijaya-

gani who put together a collection of about 140 Paribha-

shas or maxims of interpretation used in Hemachandra’s

.
grammar, and wrote a commentary on them called

NyayarthamanjBsha, in Sarhvat 15x5 2 or A. D. 1457 at

Ahmedabad; iv. Amarachandra, a pupil of JinadattasBri of

the Vayadagachchha, who lived about the middle of the

thirteenth century and wrote a work, called Syadisamuch-

chya, on declensions and their irregularities; and v.

GunaratnasBri who wrote a work, called Kriyaratnasa-

muchchaya, on the use and conjugational peculiarities of

the more important Sanskrit roots. He was the pupil of

Devasundarasnri and wrote this work in Sarhvat 1466

(=A. D. 1408).3 At the end of his work, in nearly 80

stanzas, he gives a succession of spiritual preceptors

which is of considerable historical importance.

62 . Conclusion of the Hesnachandra school.—Hemachandra
was a prolific writer. In nearly every branch of litera-

ture which he touched he has left one or more important

works behind him. The school of grammar which he

founded was not, however, destined to have a very long

and even career of popularity. After the age of com-

mentators which had its fullest swing in the fifteenth

century, the work fell more or less into neglect, perhaps

for lack of originality but more probably because of the

sectarian character of its founder and followers. Outside

its circle it has not exerted much influence, while in its

own circle it had to stand against two predecessors, Jainen-

dra and Sakatayana, and at least one successor, Malayagiri

* ( ? 5* &c 1

1 Jft3*m
,

s*rr§w srarssr- 2 &o

s 3 &c.
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who wrote a Sabdanusasana of his own and composed a com-

mentary on it during the life-time of Hemachandra him-

self, if we are to trust the evidence furnished by the in-

stance given in the commentary. 3 This

would make Malayagiri flourish between A. D. 1143 and

-i 1 74. Malayagiri, unlike Hemachandra, used pratyahSras

and followed on the lines of the Katantra as well as

Sakatayana. Unfortunately, the only Ms. of this work

that has so far come to light is incomplete, and nothing

further could be said of this work here.

Regarding the Prakrit chapter of Hamchandra's Sab-

danusasana and its subsequent history—for, it had an

independent development of its own—we need not discuss

it in this place as it is beyond the proper province of our

essay, which is limited only to the Sanskrit schools of

grammar.

From these sectarian schools of grammar we shall

now turn to schools which are rather cosmopolitan in

character, being designed mainly to appeal to the masses

—to schools whose object was to say just what is suffi-

cient for a proper understanding of the language, to

which grammar was considered, and justly considered, as

only ancillory—to schools, namely, which go by the

names of the Katantra, and the Sarasvata.

The Katantra School

63. TUo Kstantra school.

—

The name Katantra, according

to the commentators, means a short treatise, a handbook
in other words in which the niceties of Panini’s grammar
have been, dispensed with for the benefit of beginners.

This view gains plausibility from -a statement in the

1 Sue Dr. SLialhof&’t import for 1880-61; &£,.

U [ Of*- j
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'.’vak :vrz :v : 0 rakri v a“ which says that this grammar was

Dti t.i Tit r 1*531 ^ueu. tor cue ase o*.—

-

viT‘??r • cTiSoT % I

wcrr rwi ^wvrws’tv^ri T *
?<

~r .4 ^ , v '
1‘

':'vV a r,yi di s’^^T <"1 V * • $

TTT;
V

b>74* aTi.Wr^"^

—

\\Vm, !.; his h-storv chi Indian Literature p.227 notes

that th*s cr was meant for those who wished to

a-vTroaeh Amskwt through Prakrit, and that the Pali gram-

mar of Kaehchayana wns based upon the Kataritra. Vve.

have else where (page 10; spoken or the relation which Dr.

Burnell discovered between this and the Tamil grammar,

and of these again with the ancient Pratisakhyas and

other Aindra treatises. All accounts thus agree in stating

that the Katanr.ra grammar was not the creation of a

school, but wjiS rather meant to satisfy a real popular

need ; and looking to the intrinsic merits of the work

itself, as also to the host of commentators that have been

attracted towards it, it is clear that the work must have

served its purpose pretty well, at least for a time

54. TradUfo: c\ account about Serve v&rm£Of the founder of

tiie school.— T ho Katantra is otherwise known as Kaumara

or Kaiapa, and the traditional explanation of the genesis

of these two names is as follows : There once lived in

the Deccan a king called Satavahanah who, while one day

having jai:;~xeii with his queen, was requested by her

WcrwT meaning “Pray, do not sprinkle any more

1 M:\ No. 3*8 of 1875-76 from 3 !,-» Le to be identified with ibe

the Dr sea- College Library. Andhra King of that name
‘2 The tiadition is mentioned in mentioned on p„ 208 of V. A.

Dr. Biihler’a Report for 1875- Smiths Early History of

78, p, 74, and detailed in the India, third edition, published

by gvr- in 1914V In that case the

» Ms. of which is No. beginning of the Kst&ntra

50 of Notices, Second Bevies, will have to be put in the first

by Haraprasada ShwtrL century of the Christian «ra
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water on me." Thereupon the ignorant king offered her

some (iffspg&s) sweets. Subsequently, discovering his error

and being much ashamed of his ignorance or Sanskrit, he

requested his Pandit named Sarrararmuud to devise a

speedy method or kaming grammar. The Pandit in his

difficulty besouget God Siva who ordered his son Kartti-

keya or Kumara to accede to his wishes. Accordingly?

Kumara revealed the soiras of the Kauinava grammar. As

the God's vehicle, the bird Kalapin (peacock\ v as the in-

strument of communication, the sutras also obtained their

other name. This tradition—like most others cf its kind

—has probably a germ or truth. The date of the rise of

this school as given by the tradition is not at all incon-

sistent with other ascertained facts. Thus Durgasimha

the earliest known commentator on this grammar cannot

as we shall presently see, be later than 800 A. D., and

when we consider that lie may not have been the first

commentator on the Ratuntra, and that, at any rate, the*

Sutrapatha known ;o him cannot be necessarily identical

with that which was original, seeing that considerable

differences are ob. ervable between his Sutrapatha and

that current, for instance, in Kasmir since 1100 A, D.,—

we may for the present accept the first century after

Christ as the century which witnessed the rise of this

grammar.

65 . Evlusoce for fater interpofetions in the K&toataa 5ntra-

pLiha —Coming now to the work itself we notice that the

Sutrapatha which now goes under the name of Sarvavar-

man is divided into four parts :

1. n sisting of ^TTqr?*

aad [fiftnreT?].

I adopt this i ®rm of the mm*9 *' Tbs atoned names are derb?$6

in pw&<mnm ta Sarvevarman. from the first words of the
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ii. ?TTCT'1?T3T—Consisting ^TTTTcT (f^f
7*) 'TTf :

4Tf- BT%<Tr?*> 5E1T^TTf ; *miW3f,

[#ra‘?WiTIfJ.

iii, sn~j?Vfd'g4vygl

'—Consisting of rry?*frlTfV SfSWfS
^-TrmrorqT?, ?swr?, sr^rf^,
and ^qif.

i V. Consisting of TSTifTi?*,

S5?;3*m
#

, [Tarrrt<rr^]- and

In this connection the first question to be raised is :

Does the fourth part—the ®?st4vm—belong to the author-

ship of Sarvavannan himself, or was it only tacked on to

his work by a iater hand ? Most commentators, includ-

ing Durgasimha, note that the word %r% which begins

the first section of this prakarana is srfSSTsf. A mangala

it is true, may come at the beginning of the work as a

whole or in the body of it : before commencing the

various subdivisions of it. In this particular case Durga-

simha tells us mspripii' fW$$^TOTp3T^. He elsewhere

tells us that the friiw is the work of Katyayana. 1 Joga-

raja the author of a work called the Padaprakarnasangati*

and probably the same person who is alluded to by

Maukha (circa 1x35-45 A. D.) in his Srikantha-charita,

agrees in not assigning the to the authorship of

Sarvavarman 1 only he makes Sakatayana their author.

Lastly, Raghunandanasrroma ni, the author of a commen-

taiyJ on the Durgasimha-vritti, credits Vararuchi with the

authorship of the prakar^ia in question—3TO ^simm

sHtras commencing the various lysis of the Kstafifcm-suu"^-

sections. Alternative names* It is printed in Appendix % on

are enclosed within circular the basis of the Deccan College

brackets. Ms. 292 of 1875-76*

1 See note 2 on page 27 before* A Ms. of the woik is no. 353

2 Thui uork &K©r ana*- Secmid Sanaa-
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^ ar sff«rrt|frr: 1 ^rf%?rr ! st g^f sf?<rrf^cTT: 1 fit ftrerf^rrerrof

PTOTifWTf ! f2rn%s%rfrrl 1 Whoever be the real author, it

is clear that the is a later addition to the original

sutrapatha. *'

Another clear case of later interpolations in the

Katantra sutrapatha is furnished by the three sections in

rectangular brackets—mfnmf, WtaftmT?, and forrrfflf—

which are absent in Durgasimha’s commentary but

which are regularly found included in the Kasmlrian sntra-

patha.1 And even in the sections which are common to

both these there are so many variant readings1 that we are

probably justified in inferring that the Katantra satra-

patha was in a very unsettled and changeable form when
it reached Kasmir—probably long before it found an ex-

positor in Durgasimha.

Finally, the crtkfHfr? belonging to the second prakarana

seems likewise to be not of the authorship of Sarvavarman.

The satras in this section (like those in the as

given by the Kasmlrian tradition) naturally arrange them-

selves into anushtubh stanzas ; and although some satras

here and there from this section have been in Professor

Eggeling's edition of the Katantra printed as such stanzas,

still this general fact has not yet received sufficient atten-

tion. The inference is obvious. If Sarvavarman did not

think it necessary to teach the section to his Royal

1 Var&ruchi is often an alias of son as Durgasimha
;
and by

Kfttygyana0 The Iodi a office an UnSdipSfha put together

Ma.no. 855 purports to be by Durgasimha himself. This

Vararuchi’s com. on hie own latter work diSers consider-"

which are just thee# ably from the in-

sfitras, eluded in the regular K?^«

% Outside. K&^mir the place of mlxian sufcrapstha,

these flection® is taken up by S A few such ar© collected in Dr.

a LifigSnu^Ssana in 86 SrySs, Biihler’s report for 1875-76,

attributed to DurgStma, whe sssx^iv.

i» probably not tbe po®*-
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pupil, no more did he care to teach him the rrf%<r section

(or the #insr?w section). And as it cannot be urged that

t he7rf%(T section formed for the king a harder nut to

crack than, for instance, the ttiWrT section, there was no

apparent need for Sarvavarman’s running into poetry

and that for one or two sections only. The facts may

have been these : A manual which made the king pro-

ficient in grammar in a few months’ time must have

attracted the early notice of the courtiers and subjects of

the king. The omission of trffer?r and other sections may
then have been noticed and rectified—either by the origi-

nal author or some other scholar. And the impetus to

such additions being once given, the Katantra from being

a mere handbook issued forth into a full-blown system.

66. Nature of Sarvavai man’s work.—The nature of the im-

provements made by Sarvavarman on the current text-

books of grammar is evident even from that portion

of the Katantra which we have no hesitation in accepting

as his own genuine work. These consist in i. dispensing

with the artificial arrangement of the letters of the alpha-

bet introduced by Panini, and retaining in their stead

their natural arrangement such as is found in the Pratisa-

khyas.
1

ii. As a consquence the Paninlya pratyaharas, which

result in brevity as well as unintelligibility, are dispens-

ed with, their place being taken by the earlier and sim-

pler Sanjnas such as ptt- prarr etc. This has saved

the system the defining sntras, of which there is such a

number in Panini. iii. In the distribution of the subject

matter, in preference to the old artificial arrangement of

Panini there has been adopted one which is natural or

topical, similar to that of the later Kaumudls. iv. Last-

ly; as was essential in a work designed for beginners, the

1 The first *3tr=. of the Kstantra- token from Pr«t&¥khy*«

tUqft in fast
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whole of the Vnidik! prakriya of Panini and all the other

rules of an exceptional or difficult character have been

simply omitted. Thus instead of the nearly 4000 sutras of

Pan ini, Sarvavarman could finish his work in about 855

sntras, or including the section, 1400 sfitras only.

67. Si.rly ’alstr.-j of t5;& Katantra s,i;huo:.- -The intrinsic

merits of the work as also the fact that its author was

patronised by a powerful king of the Deccan ensured its

rapid circulation even in countries as remote as Kasmir

and Ceylon. The explanation of this popularity is also

partly to be round in the fact that there was an urgent

demand for such a work. The text-books in use prior to

the advent of this school were intended rather for Pandits

and monks than for the merchants and agriculturists, in

whom nevertheless the desire to learn the language of

the Scriptures and of refined society was not quite absent.

This led to the detection of inaccuracies and omissions in

the original version of the grammar, which came to be

rectified in the course of study, so that the original Satra-

patha of Sarvavarman experienced, in the course of the

next two or three centuries, the addition of the af%cT and

’rfcjs, and the substantial assimilation with Sakta-

yana’s or Vararuchi's During the period of its

ensuing extensive circulation other minor changes or

additions may have been made from time to time. The

text must in any case have been pretty fairly fixed in at

least two recensions, the northern and the southern,

before it found an able commentator in Durgasirhha.

68, Durgaslmhs and Ms vritt!.—Whether Durgasirflha had

any predecessors in the task of expounding the Katantra

cannot now be ascertained. His was probably the first

systematic attempt where necessary to explain and ampli-

fy 1 the Katantra grammar so as to make it as thorough-

by means, of giving- vartikaa, the original sfitras. Of. Kggei-

iOKio yf which later commen i tig’s edition, Notes, p. 574.

tators have incorporated wit 1
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going as possible, without running counter to its original

object of ease and simplicity. As Durgasiriiha is quoted

by Hemachandra, and as he knew the Chandra Dhatu-

patha, on the basis of which he put together another

Dhatupatha for the KStantra, Durgasiriiha probably is to

be assigned to the eighth century. As the verse introduce

tory 1 to his Unadisatras contains an invocation to God

Siva, Durgasiriiha probably was not a Bauddha, and if

so, he is distinct from another Durgasiriiha, the author of

a commentary on Durgasirhha's vritti, whose invocation5

points unmistakably to his faith. Durgasiriiha is also to

be distinguished from later writers such as Durga, Dur-

gatma, and Durgacharya. The last is the author of a

commentary on the Nirukta, and one of the first two,

if indeed they are two persons,3 wrote a Linganusasana

to the Katantra (see note 2 on page 85).

69. Commentaries on Durgasimha’s vritti.

—

Writers subse-

quent to Durgasiriiha have mainly confined themselves to

writing commentaries on his masterly vritti. The earli-

est of these is the Katantravistara by Vardhamana,’

whose patron was Karnadeva, who probably is the same

who ruled Gujarat in A. D. 1088. Vardhamana is often

quoted by Bopadeva in his Kavyakamadhenu. A writer

called Mahamahopadhyaya Prithvldhara wrote a sub-

commentary on. Vardhamana’s work.

apj; II It has a ring of that

faith about it. Ths other as

we saw was a Bauddha.

4 tiflds ticker relieved him u> b»

the same as the authoi 0 ' th«

G-anaratnamskodsdhi, .. voi-a

composed ( fresTOrfifc&dn?-

5TS SKtwnffof) in 1139-40

a. o.

fSrsfowrstw f^r arargf^ <

srarr f«for return

Thife Durtra st\ les Durgasimba

as *HTST̂ graqsrr - 1 Compaib

Sggeiing's St ies, p, 466.

One of them or y have been a

i compare the verse s

—

«njsr|?nr^»rfSp# sgtrwtp
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The next in succession comes Trilochanadasa,

1

who

is also cited by Bopadeva and by Vit'chala the commenta-

tor on the Sarasvata. He may have come very soon after

YardhamSna. His commentary is called Eatautravrittipau*

-jika, and from it wc learn that l he author was a Kayastha,

the son of alegha and lather to Cuiuadhara. 1 lilochanadasa

has been himself commented upon by jinaprabhasri'i alu-s

Jinaprabodha," by Kufiila, by Ramaciiandra, and by other

more modern wi iters.

Mahadeva, the author of a commentary called fcabda-

siddhij a Ms.3 of which bears the date Samvat 1340, is chro-

nologically the next writer whom we have to notice. As,

however, there is very little known about him either from

his own works or from those of others, we shall pass on

to later writers.

Of these we have already alluded to Durga or Dur-

gatrna, author of a commentary on Durgasmha's vritti,

who has often been confounded with Durgasirhha himself.

An anonymous writer has written a Dhundhika on the

Katantravritti, probably modelled upon a similarly named

commentary on Hemachandra’s Sabdanusasana. No other

commentaries on the Katantra that could be definitely

assigned to a period anterior to 1 500 A, D., are now

extant. See, however, §72.

70. Treatises accessory to tiie Katantra

—

We have already

incidentally spoken above of the treatises accessory to

Katantra. There are not many of them, and the majority

of them are much later productions. The earlier ones

are the Linganusasana in 88 aryas by Durga, and the

1 He is net to be identified with bodha see Peterson’s Report

the author of that name who for 1898-92, Index
;

and

wrote the Kaiaatroitaraparisi- Ifielhorn’h report for 1880-81,

slita to Srfpaiidatia's supple- Mss. nos. o3 and 06 .

me r.1> 3 M -a ia-. t‘.0 of Dr- Kidh

2 r or particular!: Akva Jiaapia^ collection for ioc9-81.

is Sk.. Gr- j
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Uiiadipatha and the Dhatupatha by Durgasimha the

author of the vritti. The Dhatupatha is modelled upon

that of Chandragomin, with only slight modifications. The

genuine Kalapa-Dhatusntra, which differs considerably

from the above, is now reported to exist only in a Tibe-

tian translation.

71. History of the Katantra school in Bengal—No definite

information exists as to when the Katantra was introduced

into Bengal. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there

arose in Bengal a host of commentators and writers of

supplements to the Katantra, and the grammar is there to

this day most assiduously studied. Some of the most

famous of these Bengali writers are : i. Ivaviraja who

quotes Trilochanadasa and is quoted by Harirama ; ii.

Kulachandra who is quoted by Raraadasa
; Goplnatha

Tarkacharya who is commented upon by Ramachandra

who also wrote a commentary on the Ivatantravrittipan-

jika ;
iii. Srlpati who wrote a supplement to the Katan-

tra which is honoured with commentaries written by

Gopinatha Tarkacharya, Ramachandra Chakravarti, Siva-

rama Chakravarti, and Pundarlkaksha
;

iv. Trilochana

(not the older Trilochanadasa) who wrote an Uttarapari-

sishta, giving therein such information on wrg, arr%cT, and

mfmr as had escaped Srlpati ; and several others. Most

of these writers came from the Vaidva community of

Bengal, and their object in all cases has been, by partial

or wholesale borrowing from all available sources, to

make the Katantra as complete and up-to-date as possi-

ble, so as to prevent its being neglected in the course of

the struggle for existence which began with the modern

revival of Panini under the auspices of the Kaumudikaras,

and the simultaneous springing into existence of a large

number of other modern schools of grammar. At present,

as before observed, the study of the Katantra is confined

to only a few districts of Bengal.
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72. History of the Katautra school iu KSsmlr.—Itt Kasmir

the school had a slightly varied development. The Sntra-

patha received there was, as we saw, considerably

different from that known to Durgasirhha ; and we can

hence conclude that the Kasmlriun Pandits got familiar

with the works of Durgasirhha much later. Until then

they busied themselves with writing original commen-

taries and digests on the Katautra which, as Dr. Bidder

observes, has been the grammar of the Kasmlrians from

the twelfth to the sixteenth century. Only a few of

their works in Mss. have so far been available. There

is among others a work called the Balabodhinl by

Bhatta Jagaddhara with a Nyasa upon it by a writer

called Ugrabhati, who, if identical with his name-sake

who was a teacher of grammar to Anandapala and whose

book (as AlberanT says) was made fashionable in Kasmir

by liberal donations from the royal pupil to the Pandits,

must be placed in the latter part of the tenth century. 1

Another rather well-known book is the Laghuvritti by

Chhichhubhatta, which perhaps belongs to about the

same time. 2 Of later and less important books there is

quite a number. The modern popular books of grammar

in Kasmir are based on the Katantra.

The Sarasvata School

73. The Sarasvata school : Its date.—The origin of tha

Sarasvata school of grammarians cannot be put down to a

date very much earlier than 1250 A. D., when Bopadeva

the author of the Mugdhabodha flourished, seeing that he

1 See Vincent Smith'* Early II id- in lH75-7ti c<>nidin* at the end

t«iiy of India, Third edition, the following «*nlophon :

j>. 382, note. *

The Deccan CMiege Ms, of the which perhaps stands

work brought over by Biihler f$r §&ka 1037 r= 1115 A* D,
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nowhere refers to the Sarasvata school. If the school

existed in his days—if it had attained a sufficient stand-

ing in the eyes of scholars—we should naturally expect

Bcpadeva to men fieri it, just as he does many other estab-

lished schools and authors* Nor does the school appear

to have been known to Hemachandra. Further, none of

the commentaries on the Sarasvat a belongs to a date

earlier than 1450 A. D., and the majority of them were

written in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Looking to the native places of the different commenta-

tors and the places where the Mss. were copied or dis-

covered, it has to he admitted that the influence or the

school, even in the most glorious period or its existence,

was mostly limited to Northern India : to Gujarat, Naga-

pur, Udepur, Bikaner, Delhi and Bengal The school

continued in vigour down to the modern revival of Panini

under the auspices of Bhawoji Dikshita and Ids ' pupils,

when most schools of grammar begun to decline and were

driven into the comers ot Berngal and other out-lying

districts: The Farasvuta school was probably the last to

g;c\ These tacts when taken in conjunction with the

extremely simple and brief manner in which the Sarasvata

treats its entire subject—700 sntras

1

as against the 4,000

1 Seven hundred sutr.is— e }
in

the original -Cn.i,prr l.a :,£

the school. TfnV ; s-’SsC
1 tion i
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of Pan ini— render plausible the inference that the Saras-

vata school, like the Katautra, arose in response to a defi-

nite demand. This time the demand probably came from

the Muhammadan rulers of India who felt it necessary to

promote the study of Sanskrit, were it only for the pur-

pose of criticising works written in that language. Thus

Gaisuddin Khilgi the peaceful and enlightened ruler of

Malva, Salemshah (1555 to 1556) the emperor who ruled

Delhi during Humayun’s wanderings, and Jahangir, the

Conqueror of the world—all these alike encouraged the

study of the Sarasvata grammar as being the one calcu-

lated to produce greatest results with the least effort.

Indian princes like Udayasing of Udepur (1679 A. D.)

also found it easier and less likely to interfere with their

usual enjoyments to study this grammar. We shall

presently consider the special features to which the

Sarasvata owed its popularity amongst the aristocracy
; in

the meanwhile it may be assumed as very probable that

the Muhammedan rule of India is' to be credited with

having produced the demand which eventually led to the

rise of the school of grammar with which we are at pre-

sent concerned. 5

74. Special features of the Sarasvata.—These special fea-

tures are not very far to seek ; and prominent amongst

them is brevity of treatment. When we remember that

schools like those of Jainendra and Bopadeva, whose

avowed object was to curtail and improve upon Panini as

far as practicable, could not conveniently treat of their

subject in less than 3000 and 1200 satras respectively;

or that the school which in current opinion was labelled

the short school—Katantra—has more than 1400 sutras,

1 It is necessary to emphasise

this in order to counteract the

tendency to lock upon the

Islam as a purely destructive

force. The instance before us

is only one cut of many.
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it was certainly an achievement for the Sarasvata gram-

mar to compass the whole subject in 700 aphorisms only.

More important than brevity is simplicity ; and in

this respect also the Sarasvata compares favourably with

its predecessors. The Sarasvata uses pratyaharas but

dispenses with the puzzling its so that in its terminology

the letters ^r. <r. ff.
'

4?- *r, for instance, are indicated by the

formula ^f«r. This method has the advantage of pointing

out at a gdance the letters included in the application of

a rule, which Panini’s^ fails to do, except to the initiate.

The other technicalities adopted by the Sarasvata are of

the simplest kind and are such that the meaning is evi-

dent from the.word itself tfanjrc etc.), or is estab-

lished by the concensus of grammarians (<n%r, srrwrer,

<ETEroiT0Tj etc.). Accordingly, the

Sarasvata very rarely goes out of its way to explain its

Sanjfias and thus, without sacrificing simplicity, gains

enormously in economy. The order followed is, of course,

the natural or the topical one. The language of the

sutras is easy, and in their interpretation we have not to

follow the guidance of any pariblrhashas. No book on

paribhashas has come down to us in connection with this

school.

This has been made possible, of course, by a studied

avoidance of all difficult and out-of-the-way forms, the

object being to learn grammar not for its own sake but

as a medium for the study of literature. The Vedic irre-

gularities and accents are left out, as also any detailed

consideration of the Unadis. Sometimes this process was

carried too far and then later it was found necessary to

insert vartikas such as <rr%wrra
L

tr*r or *m-
stvfrw: or again smut; wcrfr sirw

where it was discovered that even some of the commoner

forms of words remained nnnoti.ced.
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73. traditional founder of the Sarasvata school.—The person

who is credited with the authorship of these vartikas to

the Sarasvata is an ascetic called Anubhntisvarnpacharya.

Tradition goes further and makes liirn the direct recipient

of the revelation of the sutras from the Goddess Saras-

vati, after whom the school gets its name. This does

not seem to be, however, the right view. We know that

Anubhntisvarnpacharya gives in his Sarasvata-prakriya

some vartikas, aud this is incompatible with his being the

Sutrakara, as there was nothing to prevent him from turn-

ing his vartikas into so many sutras. Secondly, some of the

rules which Anubliutisvarupacharya gives in his commen-

tary are absent in other commentaries. Lastly, though

this has hardly much bearing on the question before us,

Anubutisvarupacharya is the spiritual name of a man about

whom we know nothing. On the contrary Kshemendra

at the end of his commentary on the Sarasvata-prakriya has

the colophon— wsnwn;—

thereby making Narendra the author of the Sarasvata.

Again, Amritabharati another commentator has the fol-

lowing :

cwrrwrw r%T%<r crarr%p srnsfi wit fwtrr 11

A grammarian Narendracharya is also quoted by Vittha-

lacharya in his Prakriyakaumudiprasada. Although as

a result, of these conflicting facts we are not justified

in throwing any doubt upon the historical existence of

Anubliutisvarupacharya, still we must admit that he is no

more than a name for us, and to set against him we
have another—Narendra or Narendracharya—who must

have written some original work on the Sarasvata, no

trace of which has, however, been hitherto discovered.

We may observe in passing that such a confusion of

names is more likely to occur in the case of modern

writers, especially obscure writers ; and such we might
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assume was the person who, in response to a felt

demamh p’odueed ike Sarnsvatasutrss, and thus made it

’possible e\en for the foreign rulers of India to get an

infight i-ue '.v a -.hi it literature.

y*j. } }i : 5 ~m \ ?.ii\ p- an? >? ;gubh"jtfsvar« jp.^hSs ya, rom

th:.- oLvwn* j: u mythical personage, who could

n.'i have ii’r.d prior to the esmblishniont of If uhammcdun

rule in India, cur uoaL leap in the history" of this sciic, ol

is io Anub,:i!sviunpachrirya the author of the Sarasvata-

prakviya. Ho mnw have had one or two predecessors in

ids task. Anyhow when he took up the task, there was

probabl) such a ermfufion in the order of the Sarasvata-

shiias that he found it necessary to rearrange ('wi

the whole matter for logical presentation.

Auuhhhtisvai upacharya could not have lived earlier

*hm isKo and later than 1450, when PuiVjaraja the ear-

nest of his known commentators lived. When the satins

once received u stereo-typed format the hands of Anu-

bhutisvarnpa, the future history of this school is mainly

one of commentaries and sub-commentaries
;
and the fact

that very few of the commentators—and they are over

fifteen in the course of about 175 years—make any really

original contribution/ but confine themselves merely to

an explanation more or less accurate, only means that

the grammar was meant for practical purposes only.

That there should have arisen so many commentators at

all is to be explained on the ground that the several local

Pandits felt it necessary, in vindication of their scholar-

ship, to write for their patrons fresh commentaries rather

than take up those already existing.

77 , Commentators on the Sarasvata-pmkrlya.—We shall

now give short notices of these commentators one by one.

Punjaraja.— -He belonged to the Srlmala family of

Malabar which some time or other settled in Malva. He
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gives his ancestry in the prasasti at the end of his com-

mentary, from which we learn that he was a minister to

Gaisudin Khilji of Malva (1469-1500). Punjaraja seems

to have carried on the administration very efficiently

collecting round him a band of learned admirers, and

indulging in numerous acts of charity and relief. He must

have lived in the last quarter of the fifteenth century. He
also wrote a work on alankara called §isuprabodha, and

another larger work called Dhvanipradipa. 1

Amrlfebharatf.—As above pointed out, this commenta-

tor mentions Narendranagari as an influencial writer on

the Sarasvata. AmritabhSrati was a pupil of Amalasara-

svati, and he bears the title irfrrrffara 'ji'r^rcr. His com-

mentary is called Subodhika. Unfortunately all the

existing mss. of this commentary contain such a confu-

sion as to the name of the author and of his guru, some
stating the work to be that of Visvesvarabdhi, pupil of

Advayasarasvati, others that of SatyaprabodhabhattSraka,

pupil of Brahmasagaramuni, that it is hard to get at the

truth. As the earliest known ms. of this work is dated

Samvat 1554, the author must have lived about the last

quarter of the fifteenth century. The work is said to

have been composed at the holy place of Purushottama:

Kshemendra.—We next take this commentator not be-

cause he comes chronologically next but because he, like

Amritabharati, speaks of Narendra. The only personal

information we have of him is that he was the pupil of

Krishnasrama and the son of Haribhatta or Haribhadra,

a fact sufficient to indicate that he was other than the

great Kshemendra of Kasmlr, who lived a full century

before Bopadeva. Kshemendra speaks of some predeces-

sors of his, and he is in turn quoted by Jagannatha, the

1 See Dr. Bkandarkar’s Report for 1882-83, p. 12,

i3 [Sk.Gr.]
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author of Sarapradipika, and unfavourably criticised by

Bhatta Dhanesvara who explicitly calls his own commen-

tary As a ms. of this last work is dated

Samvat 1653, clearly follows that Kshemendra could

not have lived later than the first quarter of the sixteenth

century.

Chandrakirti.—His commentary is indifferently called

Subodhika or Dipika. From the prasasti given at the

end of this commentary we learn that the author was a

Jain belonging to the Brihad-Gachchha of Nagpur, resid-

ing in a Jain Tirtha called Kautika, and 15th in succession

from the founder of the Gachchha, Devasari (Sam. 1174).

He had a pupil called Harshaklrti who wrote this com-

mentary at first hand, and who himself produced a Dhatu-

patha and a commentary for the Sarasvata grammar.

From the prasasti of this latter work we learn that

Chandrakirti was honoured by Sahi Salem 1 (a. d. 1545 to

1553) the emperor of Delhi. Chandrakirti thus belongs to

the second quarter of the sixteenth century.

Aladtaava.—The son of Kahnu and pupil of Sriranga.

He mentions several commentators before him. If the

date of a ms. of his commentary (Sam. 1591) is correct,

he must be placed earlier than Chandrakirti.

Va«ttdevabhatta.-"He calls himself the pupil of Chandi-

svara and gives2 the date of his commentary to be Sarn-

vat 1634. The commentary is called Sarasvataprasada.

Maudana.—From the colophon at the end of the fifiif-

srqypr we learn that Mandana was the Maha-pradhana and

Sanghapati to Alpasahi. His father was named Vahada

1 Compare— sffflcrrrrtww fnjrira- 2 Compare—

th*rr ^rwrrfhcr. «r?rgrgft: gwr frsnrftdbrrvr

g;r I^crsfr: srNr- 11

vg! 11
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and he belonged to the Kharatara Gachchha. The com-

mentary subsequent to the seems to have been

written by one o£ his pupils. From one o£ the mss. of

the commentary (Dec. Coll, collection, no. 13 of 1877-78)

we gather that Alpasahi or Alam was a king o£ Malva,

whose minister (amatya) was known as Padama. Vahada

the father of Mandana was a brother to this Padama, and

was, besides, himself a Sanghesvara or Sanghapati. Our

Mandana accordingly must have inherited his father’s

office and title. We are not yet certain as to who this

Alpasahi, king of Malva, was. 1 Probably he was merely

some local chieftain. The earliest dated ms. of the com-

mentary belongs to the year 1574 a. d.

Megharatna.—He was a Jain belonging to the Brihat-

Kharatara Gachchha, and the pupil of Vinayasundara.

The commentary is called Sarasvatavyakaranadhunihika

or Sarasvatadlpika. A ms. of this work is dated Samvat

1614 (a. d. 1556), and this gives the lower limit for Megha-

ratna.

Dhanesvara. —He wrote his commentary with the

avowed object of correcting Kshemendra. As a conse-

quence he comes after Kshemendra and before 1595 A. D.,

when one of the mss. of Dhanesvara’s commentary was

copied. He has written, as mentioned in the prasasti of

1 Professor S. B. Bhandarkar in (Elliot and Dowson, iii. pp.

bis Beport of a second tour in 157 and 208), If ibis Alpa-

searck of mss. in Bsjputana khsna be the same as our

and Central India (1904-5 and AlpasShi, Mandana will have

1905-6) mentions a on to be placed even before

'Which is Punjarsja, which however does

written in Samvat 1869. This not appear very likely.

was made during the 2 He must be distinguished from

reign of Alpakhsna who has Bopadeva’s preceptor, who was

been identified with the bro- also named Dhanesvara.

ther-in-law of Sultan Alaadin
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five stanzas at the end of the section of the com-

mentary, a Tlka on the Mahabhashya called Chintamani,

a new grammar for beginners called Prakriyamani, and

a commentary on a stotra from the Padmapurana.

Jagannatha.—This commentator also quotes and is

therefore later than Dhanendra. We know nothing per-

sonal about Jagannatha. The commentary bears the name

of Sarapradipika.

Kasfnatba.—His commentary is called Sarasvatabha-

shya, but is not so diffuse as the name would imply.

The author is not communicative about himself and the

only thing that can be definitely asserted of him is that

he must have lived prior to 1610 A. D., when a ms. (no.

292 of 1880-81) of his commentary was copied down at

Barhanpur.

Bhatta Qopaia.—Is another commentator who can be

similarly disposed of by noting that a ms. of his com-

mentary was copied in a. d. 1615.

SahaiaidrO.—It is a relief to come from these sha-

dowy figures to one who is somewhat less chary of giving

us information about himself. Sahajakiriti was a Jain, a

Vachanacharaya and a pupil of Hemanandanagani of

the Kharatara Gachchha. The com. is called SSrasvata-

prakriyavartika and was composed 1 in a. d. 1623.

Hansavljayaganl.—The contribution of this author is

very slight, he having been apparently content to write a

very diffuse com. called Sabdarthachandrika on the in-

troductory verses of the Sarasvataprakriya. He was
the pupil of Vijayananda and flourished about Samvat

1708 = a. D. 1650.
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Ramabhatta.—This author’s com. is a curiosity not so

much for its subject matter as for the manner of its com-

pilation. The com. is called Vidvatprabodhini or Ram-

bhatti after the author. At the end of each section of

the com. the author gives in one to five stanzas details

about himself, his family, his travels, and his literary

works, from which we learn i. that the author was an

Andhra coming from the Telangana country, or more

definitely, from the regions around the Urangala hills,

where ruled in his days a king called Prataparudra, in

whose court was the great pandit called Uddana or

Udayana; ii. that the author’s father was one Narasirhha

and his mother a very pious lady called Kama. Having

led a very happy life in his native place and written

various literary works—among others, commentaries on

the three Kavyas of the great Kalidasa—the author in the

company of his wife, two sons called Lakshmldhara and

Janardana, and daughters-in-law starts, at the advanced

age of seventy-seven, on a pilgrimage to holy places.

During the halts of the journey such leisure moments as

the author could command were employed in writing the

present commentary. The main interest of the work lies

in the record which is kept of the holy places visited on

the way. At the conclusion of every section, the inci-

dents of the pilgrimage are versified and written down as

a sort of a prasasti, together with a stanza or two in

praise of the filial affection and dutifulness of the two

sons. Although' the diary is not as accurate and detailed

as we would wish and the incidents of the journey by no

means unusual yet the picture it gives of the real social

life some three hundred years ago is by no means void of

charm. It is to be regretted that none of the mss. acces-

sible are complete.

In addition to these names there could be mentioned

a few others—such as Ratnakara, Narayanabharati,
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Kshemankara, Mahidhara, etc—but we have had already

a wearisome list of them, sufficient to indicate the course

of development of the school since its origin in the

thirteenth century. It is necessary, however, to mention

a few more writers who wrote commentaries on the

Sarasvata independently of the Sarasvataprakriya, al-

though none extant is older than that work.

78 Commentaries on the Sarasvata independently of the

Prakrlya.—The most famous of these, as having given rise

to more than one sub-commentaries is the Siddhantachan-

drika by Ramchandrasrama. As we possess little infor-

mation about this author, we at once turn to his com-

mentators. These are i. Lokesakara, son of Kshemankara

and grandson of Ramakara. He wrote a com. on the

Siddhantachandrika called Tattvadipika in the year

i. e. a. d. 1683. And ii. Sadananda who

wrote a com. called SubodhinT, which has been pub-

lished at Benares. Ramachandrasrama appears also to

have written an abridgment of his own com. called

Laghu-Siddhantachandrika

.

Another independent com. on the Sarasvata sntras is

by Tarkatilakabhattacharya, the son of Dvarika or

Dvarakadasa and the younger brother of Mohana Madhu-

sudana. The author points 1 out many interpolations in

the works of Anubhutisvarupacharya. He wrote his

work in 16x4 A. D. in the reign of Jahangir.2

Siddhantaratna by Jinendu or Jinaratna is yet an-

other. We know nothing about it or its author. The com.

is very short and probably very modern.

One more extensive work on the Sarasvata remains

to be mentioned. It was undertaken by a pupil of Bha-

1 With the words—gcf TTWtrr- 2 Compare-vc-cr^ jjjt)f%T^ri% (1672)

sift mtffor sm =sr Htensv 1 fitftv tsr-

* * rfr^r r^rrcTWcf ^rr^rfrnrt u
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ttoji Dikshita, Raghunatha by name. It is called Laghu-

bhashya and aspires to treat of the various grammatical

topics after the manner of Patanjali. Raghunatha was a

Nagara, the son of Vinayaka, and belongs, as the pupil

of Bhattoji to the middle of the seventeenth century.

79 . Treatises accessory to the Sarasvata.—Of accessory

treatises in connection with the Sarasvata there are very

few. There are no works on Unadis or Paribhashas.

A Dhatupatha with a com. on it called Taranginl was

composed, as stated above, by Harshakirti, pupil of Chan-

drakirti. His date, therefore, is cir. i56o A. D. A writer

called Jiianatilaka has put together all the examples of

Tgft, crpijtT, and svrrrt affixes based on the Sarasvata chapters

dealing with them. A ms. of this work is dated Sariivat

1704. Another writer named Madhava has attempted a

derivation of words according to the Sarasvata. His date

is probably® 1680; and these are all, or at any rate, all

worth noticing.

As the Sarasvata was meant to be the shortest and

the easiest manual of Sanskrit grammar, it would seem

that no further abridgments of it were called for. The

facts are otherwise. Besides the Laghusiddhantachandri-

ka above noticed, an author called Kalyanasarasvati has

produced ansnwr ^rsrsnvrra
-

a small work called Laghusaras-

vata. He lived probably towards the close of the 18th

century.

80 . General review of the history of the Sarasvata school.—

Taking now a general review of the history of this school

it will be perceived that the Sarasvata like the Katantra,

sprang up in response to the felt need of the time,

and having once attained a fixity of form, the work con-

tinued to be studied in all parts of Northern India by the

3 Compare — U (?)

rrsrr 1 sftwf
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help of the numerous commentaries which came into

existence simultaneously and on all sides. Each com-

mentary may be looked upon as having centered within

itself the literary longings of the country around its

place of nativity. And in later times there were made

no attempts to improve or supplement the Sarasvata,

simply because the students of the Sarasvata did not

wish to be erudite grammarians, considering grammar only

as a means to an end. Only one such attempt by a

pupil of Bhattoji has come down to us ; but by that time

the Kaumudls and the abridgments of Varadaraja and

others had fairly ousted the Sarasvata from the field.

It is an interesting coincidence that when the British

rulers of India were first actuated by a desire to acquaint

themselves more thoroughly with the literature and the

ancient traditions of their subjects through the medium

of Sanskrit, one of the earliest and the easiest of anglo-

sanskrit grammars that was written was Wilkin’s, the

basis for which was just this same Sarasvata. At present

the school has very little following. Its study is mainly

confined to the provinces of Behar and Benares.

The School o! Bopadeva

81. The school of Bopadeva —This is a comparatively

recent school of grammarians. Consequently there is no

tradition of divine revelation attaching to the Mugdha-
bodha, the chief text-book of the school, but it is accepted

as the work of a real human author called Bopadeva.

82. The date of Bopadeva.—Bopadeva was the son of a

physician named Kesava and his teacher’s name was

Dhanesa. Bopadeva’s birth-place is said to have been

somewhere near the modern Daulatabad in the Mahratta

country, then ruled by the Yadavas of Devagiri. Bopa-

deva is quoted by Mallinatha (cir. 1350) in his common-
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tary on the Kumara, and he is known’ to have been the

protege of Hemadri, who was a minister ($sfNjTnrn%T)

to Mahadeva the Yadava king of Devagiri (1260-1271

A. D.), and to his successor Ramadeva. Bopadeva’s father

as well as teacher lived at a place called Sartha situated

on the banks of the Varada. He was thus a native of

the Berars.2 Although born of Vaidya parents he bears the

surname Gosvami or high priest. Bopadeva was a scholar

of great renown and a voluminous writer. Besides the

Mugdhabodha, Kavikalpadruma, and its commentary

—

the Kamadhenu—Bopadeva has written the Muktaphala

and Harililavivarana (both dealing with the Bhagavata-

purana), a medical work called Satasloki, and a treatise

on Dharmasastra.3

83 . The object of Bopadeva’s Mugdhabodha.—We have seen

how various attempts were made quite early to improve

upon Panini’s grammar by making his rules more terse

and accurate. Where these attempts were made in

the way of vartikas or commentaries, they increased

the student’s difficulties rather than simplified them. And
where attempts were made to establish a new school

independently of Panini, the founders were in most cases

the followers of some unorthodox church, so that the

need of a fresh manual ( as distinguished from a mere re-

cast of old rules and terms) remained as pressing as ever.

1

2

3

Compare-

II—from the sg^T-

f U—from the

Dr. Bhandarkar’s Early History

of the Deccan, p. 89.

That Bopadeva did not write

x4 [ Sk. Gr. ]

the Bhagavata can be proved

from various arguments :

amongst others the following

quotation frror

vfk i g
HTWr ft *r: H ) from tho

flvrri^-rfr?nTw(p. 63) ofjtfrrr- ;

=artv, edited (1909) by Kangs-

charya, who tries to prove its

genuineness.
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It was at such a juncture that Bopadeva wrote his Mug-

dhabodha. His object therein was simplicity coupled

with brevity. The first he attained by following the

natural mode of presentation such as is found in the

Katantra. For the second, the adopted Panini’s pratya-

hara-sutras—making in them the changes necessary for

their adoption to his own system. He omits all notices

of accents, and the Vedic peculiarites are dismissed in

one (the last) sutra—srpj sTfrm, corresponding to Panini’s

oft-repeated srfS
- »^t%. Another feature which we notice

in this grammar for the first time is its religious element.

In the choice of examples illustrating his rules Bopadeva

has taken care to use wherever possible the names of Hari

Hara, and other gods. 1 Bopadeva is here equally partial

to Hari, Hara, or Rama ; but later writers have outdone

him in this respect. Even the technical terms of some of

these modern grammarians are the names of Krishna,

Radha, Siva, Durga, etc. We shall have occasion to revert

to these later.

Bopadeva’s technical terms often deviate from Pani-

ni’s.2 Owing to the absence of all the its of the Paninlya

system and a slightly varied arrangement of letters, the

pratyahtiras or rather the samaharas of Bopadeva are quite

puzzling to a student of Panini
;
and since all ancient

writers and commentators have followed the Paninlya

grammar in their writings, this extreme divergence from

his system prevented the Mugdabodha from being studied

in all parts of India, which its clear and logical method

entitled it to be.

1 Thus is illustrated by instance of is—mu
grrft, sisnrsr, the

optional forms tjsf, q-4*r, etc. and so on everywhere,

arc shown by—

2

For example, rj for mg f for

1 a^ar sfsren fi% ; 51R for m for

PTfi$itST%r: U an wsrhr; etc.
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84. Later history of Bopadeva’s school.—From what is said

just now we are not to conclude that the Mugdhabodha

was never widely popular. In the two centuries preced-

ing the rise of the Mahratta power and the revival of Pani-

ni it enjoyed a wide currency as well in the land of its

origin as elsewhere. This is clear from the statements ofa
„

Bhattoji-dikshita in the Sabdakaustubha and in the Mano-

rama. In the latter he says

—

srst^ T%drr%rr: 11

He is also at great pains to refute the opinions of

the author of the Mugdhabodha, which must have domi-

nated the literary world before the advent of Bhattoji.

It was only in the seventeenth centuty that like other

non-Paniniya systems of grammar this school had to take

refuge in a country which was farthest removed from

Mahratta influence, that is, Bengal, or rather the neigh-

bourhood of Nadia on both the sides of the Ganges,

where it continues to be assiduously studied to the present

day.

During the few centuries of its existence the Mug-

dhabodha has produced quite a bewildering number of

digests and commentaries. The most celebrated of the

commentaries is that of Ramatarkavagisa, a profound

logician and an adept in the grammars of other schools

(<nT%?? l 14H d l^ PfrWqr- ), upon whose systems he frequent-

ly draws to supply errors or omissions in the Mugdha-

bodha. He is quoted by Durgadasa (1639 A. D.) who

wrote a commentary on the Kavikalpadruma.

Durgadasa also quotes Ramananda, Devidasa, and

KasTsvara and his predecessors, while he is in his turn

quoted by Vidyavaglsa, Bholanatha, and Ramabhadranya-

yalankara.
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A few more names are given by Aufrecht, but they

need not detain us here. Of modern commentaries on

the Mugdhabodha there is no end. Most of these are

produced in Bengal.

85. Supplements and accessory treatises of the Mugdhabodha—

As the aim of the Mugdhabodha was brevity, it was inevi-

table that it should have omitted several obscure rules.

Accordingly we find three attempts made one after

another to supply the defects : by Nandakisorabhatta, by

Kasisvara, and by Ramatarkavagisa. The first of these

gives his date— that is, A. D. 1398. He
was therefore a very early writer. Of other modern

attempts we need not speak anything.

As to accessory treatises Bopadeva himself left none,

except the Kavikalpadruma, which is a list of roots ar-

ranged accordingly to their endings, and a commentary
on the same called Kamadhenu, the chief import-

ance of which for us lies in its numerous quotations.

Attempts more or less successful have been since made to

give to this school other accessory treatises. Ramachandra-

vidyabhushna (Saka 1610) wrote a Paribhashavritti. Rama-
tarkavagisa put together an alphabetically arranged Una-

dikosa, And there are other minor works attributed,

probably by mistake, to Bopadeva himself.

The Jaamara School

86. The Jaumara school of Kramadisvara.—The name by

which this school is popularly known is a misnomer. It

comes from Jum'aranandi the most celebrated writer of the

school, though we have reason to think that he lived some

time after its founder. This was Kramadisvara styled

sr 1 Hfvr. Nothing is known of Kramadisvara’s

parentage and nativity. His work is called Sankshipta-

sara, indicating by it that it was an epitome or an abridg-

ment of some larger grammar
; and as it could be the
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abridgment of no other grammar than Panini’s, it is pos-

sible that this was the first of its kind, prior to the Pra-

kriya- and Siddhanta-kaumudls. Aufrecht in fact makes

the school even anterior to Bopadeva, though Colebrooke

places it immediately after.

87. Special features of the Jaumara — Kramadisvara seems

to have composed his grammar on the model of Bhartri-

hari’s Mahabhashya-dlpika, and he has taken most of his

illustrations from the Bhattikavya. The work meant as

an epitome of the Ashtadhyayl is about three-fourths as

large as that work. The only changes effected by Kram-

adisvara were confined to the rejection of a few super-

fluous or difficult rules of Panini and the adoption of a

different mode of arrangement. The work is divided into

seven padas, 1 the eighth dealing with Prakrit being add-

ed later. In the mode of systematising the grmmati-

cal material, as also in accuracy and method, the gram-

mars of Bopadeva and others certainly compare favour-

ably with this grammar, which may be due to its being

perhaps the first of its kind. Still it is not altogether

wanting in correct reasoning, and the erudition displayed

by Kramadisvara is far in advance of that of popular

grammarians.

88. Commentaries on the Jaumara,—The Sankshiptasara as

it left the hands of Kramadisvara must have been either

incomplete or deficient, and it has undergone a more or

less thorough revision at the hands of Jumaranandl who is

styled in the mss. rrfrrTwrRrrr^r. Detractors of the school

make much fun of the name Jumaranandl, which they

believe belongs to a man of the weaver caste. Jumara-

nandl’s vritti is known as Rasavatl and in consequence

the school itself bore the name of Rasavata under which

1 Namely, frfNr,
gsra, and spurn
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title it is quoted by Bharata the commentator on the

Bhattikavya. Jumarnandi’s seems to have been the ear-

liest exposition of this system. He has also revised for

this school the Paniniya Dhatupatha. 1

Next to Rasavati, Goylchandra’s commentary deserves

a brief mention. Goyichandra styles himself

which may be either a patronymic or some religious or

political title the significance of which is lost to us. 2 The

best part of Goyichandra’s commentary is that on the fifth

or the Karaka pada, which along with its able and learn-

ed gloss by Abhiramavidyalankara is studied even by the

students of other schools for the sake of a correct and

complete understanding of syntax. Besides this commen-

tary Goyichandra has also written a work on the Unadis,

and a list of some 127 paribhashas.

Goylchandra’s commentary is further commented

upon by Nyayapanchanana, son of Vidyavinoda, a ms. of

which is dated Saka 1634; by Kesavadeva styled Tarka-

pafichananabhattacharya ;

3 by Chandrasekharavidyalan-

kara
;
by Vamslvadana, Harirama, and many others. In-

dependently of Goylchandra’s gloss there do not seem to

be in existence any notable commentaries on the Jaumara

grammar. Colebrooke mentions only one by Gopala-

chakravarti.

89. Present status of the Jaumara school.—Next to the Kat-

antra this grammar has the widest circulation -at present

in Western Bengal, where it disputes with Mugdhabodha
the palm for supremacy. The literary activity of the

school—such as it is—is not yet over.

1 Compare m8. no. 196 of Notices, 3 The commentary is called=*jTgnvr-

second series, vol. i. gfist^uar, and regarding it the

2 Explained as— author says-~ r̂#gsg
'

*r# W*?-
*r?rr ngssrr 5 *rq 1 3w*rerrrtta-
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The Saupadma School

90. The Saupadma school of Padmanabhadatta

—

The origi-

nator of this school is a Maithila Brahman named Padma-

nabhadatta, the son of Damodaradatta and grandson of

Srldatta. This Padmanabhadatta is to be distinguished

from another writer of the same name, the son of Ganes-

vara and grandson of Sripati, who wrote for the school a

work called Prishodaradivritti, which was written, accord-

ing to the author’s own statement, in Saka 1297 (A. D.

1375). If this date be correct 1
it follows that the other

Padmanabhadatta, the founder of the Saupadma school,

was either a contemporary or lived very shortly after

Ujjvaladatta, whom he mentions as one of hisauthorities2

in his lexicon called Bhnriprayoga. His being placed in

the last quarter of the fourteenth century does not, at

any rate, conflict with any other hitherto ascertained

facts.

91. Special features of the Saupadma,—Regarding the

work of Padmanabhadatta it is, as he himself states, based

upon Panini, some of whose sutras and technical terms as

also his pratyaharas he has retained verbatim. He has, of

course, remodelled3 a greater part of Panini’s rules and ar-

ranged them in a somewhat more methodical form, adding

a short explanation of his own after each sutra.1 His

1 A ms. of the work is no. 228

of Notices, second series,

vol. L The date looks rather

suspicious from the fact that

in the beginning of the same

work the author has attempted

to trace his ancestry from

Vararuchi, one of the nine

gems in the court of vikram-

aditya. Needless to say that

the attempted geneology is a

failure.

%r%cf ?T^rsr it

3 Thus Panini 7
s 3TT!%T?t$st

is changed into 3?r%f?cTFc^
'

^T

4 The work consists of five chap-

ters dealing with i. $f^rr and

,* ii. and declension;

iii. 3TR^n<r ;
iv.^ and snarrrf?

suffixes
;
and v* 5T]%cr-
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treatment of Panini—the fact of his having retained most

of the Paniniya terminology—has given the Saupadma

an advantage over Bopadeva. Students of the Saupadma

have not in their later studies to face the inconvenient

necessity of unlearning their own technicalities in order to

read the various commentaries and scholia (written to

elucidate poems and works of science), most of which use

Panini’s terminology.

92. Commentaries on the Saupadma.— Padmanabha, the

founder of the school, has himself written a commentary

on his grammar, called the Supadmapanjika. Several later

commentaries are mentioned by Colebrooke, such as

those of Kandarpasiddhanta, Kasisvara, Srldhara-chakra-

varti, Ramachandra, etc. The best of the lot is Vishnu-

misra’s Supadma-makaranda in twenty sections called

drops or ‘ bindus.
’

93. Treatises accessory to the Saupadma.—Of accessory

treatises to the Saupadma there is also a great number.

Works on the Unadis, Dhatus, and Paribhashas were

written by the founder himself. At the conclusion of

the last work, Paribhashavritti, the author has given an

up-to-date account of his literary activity, which is of con-

siderable value. 1 Regarding his work on the Unadis

(Unadivritti) it follows a peculiar plan of arrangement.

“The treatise is divided into two chapters, the first con-

taining the suffixes that end in a vowel, and the second

those in consonants. They are all arranged alphabetical-

ly. The sutras are Padmanabha’s own composition, and

in his explanations he usually follows Ujjvaladatta.” The
paribhashas of the Saupadma school are some of them
word for word Panini's, while others are modelled on
that basis. The Dhatupatha follows Panini’s division

into snsTft etc, and has a com. on it called

1 See India Office Catalogue, Fart ii, Ms. no. 890.
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Dhatunirnaya. A Ganapatha to the Saupadma hhs been

supplied by Kaslsvara and a com. on it by Ramakanta.

There are also minor works on and attaching

to the school, and a supplement has also later been

tacked on to it.

94 . Present status of the Saupadma At present the in-

fluence of the school is limited to parts of central Bengal

that is, to Jes3ore, Khulna and Bharatpur in the Twenty-

four Paraganas.

Later Sectarian Schools

95. Later Sectarian Scbools.--We now come to a class

of grammarians who have carried to extremes the ten-

dency, already present, as we saw, in Bopadeva, to make

grammar the vehicle of religion
; and prominent amongst

these are the Vaishnava grammars called Harinamamrita.

96. Harinamamrita —There are two works going by

this name. The one by Rupagosvamin, the companion

and disciple of Chaitanya (1484-1S27) and the author of

several other Vaishnava works, is perhaps the older of

the two. The peculiarity of this work is the employ-

ment of various names of Krishna and Radha, and of

their acts, not simply by way of illustration but as actual

technical terms. Thus the vowels of the pratyahara src.

are each designated by the different incarnations of

Vishnu, the theory being

—

mg'? TftlTO 3T tcTHt (?) toWMSf 1

As is to be expected, beyond the introduction of this

sectarian element no other improvement on the existing

texts of grammar is here to be met with. The whole

subject is presented to us in a dull uninteresting manner.

x5 [ Sk. Gr. ]
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Jiva'gosvamin’s Harinamamrita varies only slightly

from the above. A third Vaishnava grammar called

Chaitanyamrita is likewise mentioned by Colebrooke.'

Most of these grammars were intended to appeal to a

very small community. There are consequently no com-

mentaries or supplements handed down in connection

with them. The few that exist do not call for any speci-

al mention. These grammars are at present in use

among the Vaishnavas of Bengal.

97. Prabodhaprakasa.—There are reported to have been

in existence similar sectarian works of the Saiva or Sakta

schools, of which the Prabodhaprakasa is one It is uncer-

tain and immaterical as to whether the Vaishnavas or the

Saivas are to be credited with the invention of this in-

genious sectarian device. We may suppose that the

beginning having been once made by Bopadeva, who was

a frcwttmfr, little remained but to stretch the thing

still further.

The author of the Prabodhaprakasa is Balaramapan-

chanana, probably a Brahman by caste, about whose time

and place no information has come down to us. In his

works he designated the vowels by Siva, so that we read

in his work of

etc. Here is one of his sutras xrw, which

is explained irarrsrwb qr 1 A
Dhatuprakasa is also attributed to this author. It is

clear that works which carry things to such an extreme

can claim the only merit of doggedly carrying an idea

through. It may therefore be excused if no further at-

tempt is made to sketch out the history of such schools,

for the simple reason that they have no history.

1 Miscellaneous Essays, vol. ii. p. 48.
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Lesser Manuals and School-books'

98. Lesser Manuals and School-books.—The age of the

really original grammarians was long over. It was suc-

ceeded by that of able commentators and critics which

continued as long as there was the necessity of under-

standing and correctly interpreting a great author.

When even this became a difficult task, there was nothing

to be done but the writing of small and smaller manuals

adapted to the comprehension of the lay understanding.

We have seen how, in most of the schools of gram-

marians worthy of the name, the declining age of each

witnessed a host of such manuals and manuals of

manuals. Even this, it would appear, was not enough.

Out of the debris of these schools there grew up a spirit

of eclecticism, and now we meet with grammatical hand-

books which depend upon no system, and were written

merely for a select circle of the uninitiated. These

mushroom crops disappeared as fast as they were pro-

duced. They were not written for posterity. Before we
close this essay we shall take up a few typical works of

this class.

x. Prabodhachandrikd—A work not more than a

hundred and fifty years old, being an elementary gram-

mar treating in anushtubh stanzas of the leading topics of

grammar, the illustrative examples being connected with

the names of Rama. The author is supposed to be

Vijjala-bhapati, the son of one Vikrama and Chandravatl

and belonging to the Chauhana race ruling at Patna.

He wrote it for the benefit of his son Hiradhara. A com-

mentary called Subodhini is written upon it by Gopalagiri

doubtless a protege of the prince.

2. Bhoja-vydkarana by Vinayasundara—Written for

the benefit of a king Bhoja, son of Bharamalla, This
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work, likb the above, is metrical in form, following the

usual topical arrangement.

3. Bhavasimhaprakriyd by Bhatt a-oindyaka—This

is another of what we may call ‘royal’ grammars. It was
written for the edification of Bhavasimha the eldest son

• of a local prince who is styled ^n%^trrs: (Lord of the Earth).

4. Dipavydkarana by Chidrupdsrama—The author

calls himself The work is independent of

the symbolical and intricate terminology of the older

schools, giving short rules in an easy form adapted to the

capacities of juvenile students.

5 . Kdrikdvali by Ndrciyana surnamed Bhattdchdrya-

chakravarli—This elementary grammar was meant origi-

nally for the author’s son, who in this case has made a

grateful return by writing a commentary on the same.

6. Baldvabodha by Narahari—This is the last of

these little manuals—each typical of a host of others

that we mention. The work is meant to remove the obs-
tacles in the way of students learning the five maha-
kavyas, arising from the circumstance of their not having
learnt grammar before. The author assures us that with
the help of his work m In it words
and their forms are taken up in the order in which they
are required for the study of the Kavyas in the order in
which they are usually studied.

t>9 . Conclusion —We might mention a few more works
of a similar kind, bringing the record down to quite
recent times, but it would be hardly necessary. These
works can by no device be grouped under one school.
They merely represent a tendency and as such they do
not fall within the province of our essay. Here then we
might suppose our account of the different existing systems
of Sanskrit grammar to have at last attained its natural
termination.
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APPENDIX i.

( See note 2 on page 60 )

n u

3^ RHRcPPRT fPRT: I a8
1 *PJlf 5TRP% f| rT5T

1
spij: appi^psfsfcnRFr

1 ^t?rm 1 ^ostsr

5 g^r?rpT 1 nfj 5E^c5riDTPT 1 gp?rr: i rti%ir 3wrtrrt u

Rr’RTRri^RIRI^T: g^JRTT: 1 <1755 Sf^RTRrRr i afifr jT^rRi-

I 3[?frit ^FFFPT I fafTfcS MfFJtfRRRr II

^ gj^rtijr 1 Rrfm ^firt i Rrpp*r fTB^KPT 1 RrfftFf Rr-

ftrpt 1 ^rn ^^tawoTr: 11

SPTc*ft f|RR: I 3TP*R?Rt ar^T tl rT=rT^^R:: #£cR*f RfR?t

t, ^FT ^f II | ftsRT 3TWHT ^MT
^ I cn-'qf R^ffcf ^Ht:- [ ] 1 m«r$f[<TT: I rUv-qTffEfT-

11 *2^r pt#trt 11 fsrr^2^ ^rr^^TKPT 11 grirs 1 ’Rtfit

fsq^RT araKr; 1 wrf^rfm^fRT aR^R^mFR i ^ ?rf

Rfrsrm: 1
^Iq^R^fjrr: ^nRWRfr^r^Rj: RfR^RRRj-

iT^RTT Rt’RFR: I %fr?rqRaf: WT?ffr#tRTOT: I ^T^Tf HFRfFIT:

^Rlf: I 3R<mr sRSFfT: 1 sn^r: irrr: II

3R- =srmf =p#r fra
1

-. gR ^Rt Bptt f^p^r: spr^gccrfn^w-

•k ^11 ^Rrf?r 1

^oNr 1 ssspjfcsf «(Nf ®t 1
^r[w 11 2^-

*mwr =w: I fiRTRT^t fl?'- I RRrn%^: |R: II si^RT: I =ft^-

*1 ^rw: 1 ^nrrfRs r#t; n^arpnfRrf^ i%FmftnF*r 11 aRrr^n

TgftRt^T RF^TFRIT: W^'lRl^r RR^II^T^R- [|

11 ?f*r ^T^oNssm^ wrmn%

n
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APPENDIX ii.

( See note 2 on page 48 )

it 3T«r

3^ 5PTJ I 3s I

STITTS

T: %c5 I

frsrrf^fTt 5^n%r qofq^j ?rr%

d^rmrftr^ srfPi^Ti^ 1

31fw fra[5 w^q^ Ri^r^-

it 1JRTOWT: 11 q 11

<ew*r qR*n«rr«r sra*r tr[ snf^ 1

^qwf^r ^ gqfr% 11 3 11

^tspt ? qrfor%% qt 1

e% ^nt u •»
11

TP? 3Tf^ Wtl'-dtq I

fgrfrt qiwraqif^f: Ii H II

wwi q?*it 11 \\

THTTHflrTW^T crf^VfR spfcpT I

#r TIHR wfefT? %?PT II ^ II

^ 'tprct TprqiT^Tfr t

rl^’-cl'-rttHcTl RtI ?1 ^'H q t'TfqqipPT II
e

||

q^rqw? 1

•qiH^T( ! )%ft^fi’ TPTTf^BPTFcrm II % II

TFSRITT'Jm || T 0 II
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rF5T IM 3 ||

sifter 3?p«rrf^r^r: i

rrf^RHFTT II iq. II

«rsrt^Hr( ? )^r?wt *r: qfiq^eTi ft: i

^ftf^ sf^T ft swiff 11 ^3 11

I \3 v3

^cR?rsqn^T:

?n=r ^rt HTTT^m: 11 ^ 11

ri-MHjMi^ wrrai ?mf( ? )f%f^r: 1

stft st=h%i«iR Ms: 11 im ii

gT^TFSf <TFT I

(?) 11 1 $. 11

snsp q> ^#r j'Kpn^sst' s Mr i

an^r cF^r^rt wii smMt: 11 ^ u

siuuii^rs #r^i# s w-iw swr: 1

S?T eFSTC^ST qFffST^St 11 i* 11

SST^S: rs#§5 % ?f OT1TFIT TWm I

sst: 11 n 11

spFETSKffPKIT Sl% q^PTTO% 1

sfrte otiw( 2 ==r ^t# ii 3. « 11

EqTMss Mis i

fPTT H5TWf( ? )MWS II 3.3 II

fTTcrr^rt s?r: sens 1

sqMFsMis 11 q.3 n

spisff&r qf^%f SSTSt 1

ssrqTsi% ST§FqTMiM^m% fi 11 *3 11

wwM qftfr h^t 1.

rT^RT 73# STSFScMl; # ST% StJO^rrT’T II
qv

II
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STP5T: Tit:

ffRTofjT u II

sp^T gTff^rrFf ^jtphiw

frr^T ^n^ifrrpft.T5?R[ i

^qr^.^rr^tfHfRrnt 4«tt

5FF4T«nt f^TFirs^T: II ^ II

4T%ft *TT ;?l#t VfT^PHT

'-INNMi^Sfrr TOI?H I

f#Prr: ^rprg; ^rw( ?

)

fd'4^4P43T%4 II ** II

*

T5HT ^IMPTHTTfr ^pP4 ^TNWIPT || Vt, ||

T^nmpr i

II H 0
II

II ffiT ^RRNUilNcir ’Tl^T^TOf^'J 1SWHT II

At this place a few uuimportant stanzas are omitted.
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i\
r
. I?. References are to page and lino* or to page and foot-

note (n), unless where preceded by § which indicates section. The

arrangement is according to the Eoglish alphabet; tie diacrtiical

marks being ignored.

A

Abhayaohandra’s recast of (Saka-

tayana-) Prakriyasahgraha72T2

;

its nature 72*17ff; the date of
j

the author 72*14ff

.

A bbayanandiu’s version of the Jain-
j

endra 65*14; later than that of
^

1

Somadeva 65*23
;
his date 67*2 ;*

his version followed by the Pah-
chavastu 67*15.

Abkimanyu of KasmTr restores the

corrupt text of the Mahabhlishya
33*27.

,

Ahhinava-Sakatayana, see Saka-
tayan a (Jaina).

Abhiramavidyalahkara’s vritti on
the Karaka-pada of Goylchanura’s
commentary 110*11.

Accessory treatises to Panini’s

grammar § 16 ;
their later history

§ 35 ;—to Chuu'ira gramme:* §-!5
;

-—to Sitka tayana grammar §54:

—

to TIomecbandr.''s granmv:r §59 :

—to the K atantra § 70 :—to the
j

Sarasvata § 79 to Mug< habodhu
j

§ 85 :—to the Saupadma § 93. !

Aahikara-sutras, how indicated by
Pitnini 24*n2.

A dhyatma-Ramayana , com « on. 1 .y

Nagesa 47*21
;
49*0.

Advayasarasvati 07°18 -

A garlivara 79*21. -

-
j

Agnikumara, elder, brother of
i

cktta 39*12. ' v* '

j

Agnisarma, alias of , Isvarr*kvi china *
i

_ 64*n4,
.

‘ * ‘

‘
j

Agrayana mentioned in Nirnkta

__
8* nl-

'
-

|

Agrayana mentioned in Nirukta
j

8*nl.
"

.

|

Aindra school, supplanted by Pa-
|

ii ini 10*15
;
amongst its *foIjbw- r

era Katyav ana (^amruebi ,yVya- I

di and Indradatta 10*16; iis ac*
j

count by Hiuen Tsang and Tara- i

ifi [Sk. Gr.]

natha 10*17
;
agreeing with K ti-

tan tra and perhaps idem i cal with
it 10*20, 12*1, 84*14; revealed
by Kartt’k^ya 10*22: analogies in

the Piatisakbyas 11*12
;
its ter-

mirnlogy in the Tolckapp:\am
11*3; Bu: noil’s conclusion about
it ll*9ff

;
post-Puiiinlya in date

and pre-Puninmi in substance
11*32.

Aindra School of grammarians, by
Itr. Buruel) 3*nl

;
5*n2 ; 11-nl.

Aitihadkas mentioned in (he Nir-
ukta 8*nl.

Aj aya pala successor of Kumara-
pala 75*11.

Ajitasc-nacharya author of Maui-
prakusika, com. on th . ChinUt-

_ muni 72*7-

Ajurika 67*5.

AkaJahkadova 63*n4.
A laud »n, Si’han 99*10.

Alb: run 3!-: 6.

Abmmdsr 15*35 : iMO-i : Panini
Iv-m h--Uro Ida invasion 17*2;
3 *izlc1 SiinarsPu to ground 17*1 5 :

Alpr.kiianr. or Suhan Aim Gin
S)9*nl •

Ailpa alii or AJam, pair, u r.nd l.u-

ter of l-Iaiuhna t)8*29ff : prcl.i-

My a local chh fu.in fiom Miflva
99*12

;
not, the same 's Sultan

Alaudin 99-nl

.

Amalas'irasvati teacher of Amr-h*-
-bbaraAi 97.12.

Amard quoted by name in Pop't-

GevaV Mugdliabodlm 10-n.b
* Aiinarachandra‘s S\ lidisainr.ehclm \ .*i

80*8ff.

Amarukosha, com. on . Ili*n2 ;
iy

ii.shTrasvTE'*.:’n 52-7.

Amoghavarsba t ( PaMu rakilta

patron of* ( Jaina ) fiskitayana
69*14, 09*n2.

Amogbavrilti C4*n4 : wrilU-n by
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K

\ ,,

—
Sskatayana himself 69*13; its

date *69*16, 69*n2,72*nl : Nyasa
on — by Prafchaeha ndnlehurya
72*2 : Yakshavarmnr's Cnir.tS-

mani based ,upon it 72*4; refers

to various Svitlunbara works
?3*nl

;
drawn upon freely by

Eemachandra 76*13, 76*nl :

76*n2.

Amritabharati’s com
,
Subodhika,

on Sarasvatj-praknya mentions

Narondra as the author of Saras-

vata 95* 20ff, 97*11
;
quotes Vi-

malasarasvati 44*ni
;
personal de-

tails about b:

rn 97*12ff ; liis date*

97*22.

Amritasnt: by Varanavanesa, a

com. on the PvakriyakaumudT
46*nl.

AmritataranginT see Kshrrataran-

gi’nT.

AnahiUapattaka 74*18.

AnandapSla of Kusmir 91*15
;
bis

date 91*18.

Ancient Indian Literature, History

of, by Max Muller, 4-nl ; 4*n3;

__
9*nl

;
12-nl

;
14*nl.

Andhra'-82*n3 : 101*8.

Annambhatta’s Mitakshara on the

Ashtadhyayl 50*24.

Anubandhas of Panini 23*20
;
the

system already known before

Panini 23* nl
;
—of the 1 hatupa-

tha same as those of the Ashta-

dbyayl 25*18 ; —of Unadisutras
same as Panini’s 26-JO;—of

Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya same as

those of Papini 29*n2.

Anubhutisvampucharya’s Sarasva-

taprakriya 92* nl, §76 ;
the tradi-

tional founder of Sarasvata
95*3

;
his vartikas 95*9

;
his

date 96*15f
;
interpolations in

bis com. 102*25, 102*nl.

Aparajita preceptor of Haradatta

_ 39*13.

Apisali, founder of a grammatical
school, and quoted by Panini
9*23, 12*n2

;
bis rule quoted by

the Kasika 9*24, 9*n3, IQ.nl
;

37*8
;

Kaiyyata quotes from
his grammar 10*4, 10*n2 ;

quoted
by name in Bopadeva’s Mug*

w dhabodha 10*7, 10*n3.

Aranyaka, TaittirTya, 4*n2.

Arctic Home in the Vedas, 3*n2.

Art of writing, when introduced
4*26

;
presupposed by primitive

__
Pratisakhyas 4*30.

Arya-srutakirti author (?) of the

_ Pauehavastu 67*21 ff.

Aryavajra quoted by (Jaina) Saks
tayana 70*n5.

Asanjnaka a nickname for Chandra
grammar 60*4.

Ashtadhyayl of Panini 7*2
;
9*7

;

9*9
;
12*n2

;
12*17; oldest surviv-

ing work in sutra style 13*2
;

18*26
;
why so called 19*20;

programme of. pp. 20-21, and
22*nl

;
arrangement of sutras

within it, 24*21ff, 24*n3
;

trea-

tises accessory to it §16 ;
some-

times its teaching contrary
to that of the Unadisutras
26*24, 26*n2

;
27*17

;
29*20

;
re-

casts of §29, 57*2
;
com. on it

by Bhattoji 47*12 : com. on it

by Annambhatta 50*24
;
56*10

;

mentions &akatayana 68*26
;

109*101 : see also Panini.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal

of, 33*nl.

Assyrians not unknown to Indiana
before Alexander’s invasion

15*32; mentioned as mercenary
fighters by Panini 17*23; blotted

out as a political power in 538
B.C., 17*27

;
18*9.

Asuras, see Assyrians.
Audumbarayana mentioned in the

Nirukta 8*ni.

Aufrecbt 42*n2; 45* n3 ;
his edition

of Unadivritti 54*11
;

68*nl
;

108*1
;
109*8.

Aupamanyava mentioned in the

Nirukta 8*nl

.

Aurnavabha mentioned in the
Nirukta 8*nl.

Autthasanika title of GoyTchandra
110*6, 110*n2.

Anvata 42*9ff

.

Avachuri or Avachurnika on Hema-
_ Chandra’s Brihadvritti 78*9.

Avasyaka-sutra 73*nl.

B

Bahadur Shah 78*27.

Baiji 35*nl
;
41*19.

Balabodhinl by Bhatta Jagaddhara
91*12, with Ugrabhuti’s Nyasa
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on the same 91.14.

Balamanorama an abridgment of

the Praudhamanorama perhaps

by the same author 47.8.

BalambhattT, a com. on the Vyava-
harakanda of the Mitakshara, by
Vaidyan&tha, ascribed to his

patroness 50.10.

Bsdaramapanehanana’s Prabodka-
prakasa 114.19ff

;
his Dhatnprs-

kasa 114.26.

Bfla j§Sstri, editor of the Kasika
3G.n3.

Balavabodha, Chandra recast by
Kasyapa 62.20

;
supersedes all

other Chandra treatises in Cey-
lon 62.23.

Balavabodha by Narahari 116.16fL

Bana 53.23.

Bendall, Catalogue of Nepal mss.

45.n2.
Bhagavata-purlina 105-nl, 105.12

;

not the work of Bopadeva 105.n3.

Bhairavamisra’s com. on the Pari-

bhashendusekhara 55.9.

BhandarkarP. G., Report for 1883-

84, 36.n^; Report for 1882-83,

97.nl
;
on Piniui’s dale 14.7

;

on Patanjali's date 32.12 : Early

History of the Deccan 105. n2.

Bhandarkar S- R-99.nl.
Bhanu-dTkshita alias Yidve&vara

alias Ramasrama, son of Bbattoji

48.25.

Bharadvaja mentioned by Panini

12.n2.

Bharadvajlya mentioned by Patan-

jali Sl.nlO.

Bharamalla, father of Bhoja 115.83.

Bharata, commentator of t«ie P-hat-

tikavya 110.2.

Bhartrihaii's account of the vicissi-

tudes in the text of the Maha-
bhashya 13.26, 13-n4

;
27.no

;
aut-

hor of VakyapadTya §27,55.23 ;

Itsing’s date for him 40-17 : also

author of a com ,
Dlpika, on the

Mahabliashya 4*.3, 42.n2. 109.8
;

quoted by Vitthalaeharya 45-20
;

his preceptor Vasurata 59-1-

Bhasa’s Svapna-Vilsa vadatta 13.28.

Bhashyakara, nee Patanjali.

Bhavasimha 116.5.

Bbavasimha-Prakriya by Bhatla-

vinayaka 116.3.

Bhatta Gopala 100.16fii.

1
/

Bbatta-vinayaka’s BhUvasimha-
Prakriya 116.3.

Bhattikavva quoted by Haradatta
39.n3

;
77.16 : 109.9

;
com. on—

by Bharata 110.2.

Bhattoji Drkshita 9.n2
;
distingui-

shes between the two authors

of the Kasika 36-4, 36.nl
;
ac-

knowledges indebtedness to the

Rupamala 45.nl
;

his model
for Siddhanta-kfiumudl the Pra-

kriyakaumudl of Ramachandra
45.10

;
his Siddhanta-kaumudl

and other works § 31 ;
authors

quoted by him 46.n2 ;
his pre-

sumed indebtedness to Hema-

chandra’s &abdanusasana 48.21
;

disciple of &esliakrishna 48.3
;

personal details ’about him
46.23f£

;
his date 47.3ff

;
works

of Bhattoji Blkshita 47.9ff, 53.3,

53.16, 54.17
;
geneological table

for Bhattoji’s family 48.nl
;

his

part in modern revival of Panini

92.17
;
103.5

;
testifies to the do-

mination of Bopadeva 107. 7fE.

Bhavaprakafsika, Vaidyanatha’s

com. on the fiabdaratna 50.15.

Bhavishyottara-Purana 39.19: 40.3.

Blmnabhatta's com. on the Pari-

bha^hendusokhara 55-10.

Bhnnasena 42.8
;
mentioned as a

writer on roots by Sayapa 53.2.

Bbishmaparvan, Maha bharata, 16.8.

Bhoja quoted by KshTrasvamin 52.3;

quoted by Ilemaehandra 76-n2.

Bhoja II (
Silahara ) 67.4.

Bhoja, son of Bharamalia 115.33.

Bhoja -vyakarana by Vinayasun-

dara 115.3*2if.

Bholanatha quoting from Durga-

dasa 107.32.

Bhuriprayoga of Padmanabhadatta

n.iotcs Ujjvaladatt-a lll.lSf,

lll.n2.

Blratibali quoted by Pujyapada

UQLl.-i.

Bombay Branch of the R. A. S.,

j< urnal of, 35.n2.

Bop-’ neva quotes by name various

grammarians 10.7, 10-n3, 92-5
;

quoted by Vitthalaeharya 45.21;

mentions Devanadl as author of

Jainendra grammar 63.22; quotes

Yardhamana 88-23 ;
quotes Trilo-
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4 —
Jianadasa 89-2 ;

torchere re-

fers to Farusvata 92.1; €*3.26
;

97.32 : his date Si .*27
; §82 ;

per-

•rua! details about bis*: F‘5.30ffi ,*

1 is w.u*ks 105.10ft l05.n3; the ro

-

U->m;is el outcat in bis grammar

106.11ft 113.13, 11*1.10, 106.nl
;

his extreme divergence from
PaninPs technical terminology

106.2 6C ;
his opinions ie£utel by

Biiafccoji 107.12 : his pres.-nt lim-

ited influence 107-13
;

109-4
;

100.18
;
112.3.

BraVnanas, gramuatieal specula-

tions in, §3 : their 1 inguage very

uirlVeiit from f.iai: of the Stun hi

-

las 3.8, 3.n 1 ;
their :• ain interest

sacerdotal, and grammar only of

sc?onckiv interest 3 24 : 6.n3
;

12.0 ; 56. *2.

B rah iuasaga ra i irmi 9 7 . 19

.

BWhad-- •ici.c-hli'i of Dkgpur 93.10 :

f lunk i by Ucvasuri 93.1*2.

! *ri :*.i -KLurft'ra-gaoH‘ : .ha 99.15.

p.rih idvruti, tj, Sabdanusasuna-
bJhadvmti.

Buhl r. cm mvedueiion of ait of

•vriting 4.n3; icjards Jayaditya I

a Kits’iiTrian 30 2*2, 36m4 ; 41.7
; ;

53.6 ; his pamphlet <. n Hema-
j

chand/j 73 1*2 if : 77.6 ; 82. n2 ; |

33-r3 : 91.6
;
91 m2- i

Burn ell. E-.vay cn Aindra School of

grammarians, 3.n1; If.. 25; Ll.nl;

11.3
;
12.9

;
8*2.12.

C

Cambay 53.28
;
74.9.

Ceylon, Chandra Irentires in. Cl.22 ; j

62.15.
j

Chnehiga father ex HenMchand:a
j

73.25.

Cb n.itaay 1 1 3 . 18

.

Chaimnvamvita, a Vaishnava gram-
mar 114.31

Chakrav*i.rmai.ia mentioned by Pa-
riini 12*n2.

Ohakravait?, Professor Srish Chan-
dra, 39-nl.

ChlElnfcya 72.25.

ChandTsivara teacher of Vasudeva-
bhatta 98.24.

Chandra, see Chandragomin.
Cbandradasa 59-6.

Chandra-gachchha 78.33.

Chandragomin 20*8
;

his date
35*19

;
quoted by name in Bopa-

(leva’s MogdhabodhalO.nS; men-
tioned by Vamanaeharya 53*30,

53*n2
;

quoted in Ganaratna-
inahochfdtii 18.nl; Chandragomin
and his work §22, also §§4*2 and
following

;
was a Eauddha 35*4,

59*5
;
and wrote primarily for

his own Church 35*6
;

his un-
orthodox innovations 35*6

;
the

;

Kasika largely indetbed to him

|

37*180:
;
illustrations 38*nl

;
his

|
grammar edited by LieMch

! 38-nl
;

earliest reference to him
! and Ids predecessors 41*19£E

;

!

mentioned by Kshlrasvamin as

;
author of some work on roots

: 52-14, 52*n2 : his Dhatupatha

j

-incorporated with the Katantra

j

52-18; 57* n2; his date §43, 58*n2,
‘ 64-13

;
his own vritti on the

Chandra sutras 58*22, Cl* 9 ;
exists

now in fragments 61.10
;
incor-

porated by Dharmadasa 61* 12 ;

nature .£ his work §44; improves
upon Patiinlya grammar 59*9f£

;

his Dhlitupatiia 59*14
;
his really

original contribution 59*19; his

object 59-27.f£
;

his terminology
mostly Paninlya 60*1

;
his gram-

mar nicknamed Asanjnaka 60.4,

60- nl
;

other accessory works
by him 00*9ft

;
no Chandra pari-

bhash-Xs 61-2
;
non-grammatical

works of, 61*4f£
;

69*19; 70*2ft
70*n2 ; 70*r.3

;
70.n4

;
71*2

;

quoted bv Hemachandra 76*n2
;

his grammar said to agree with
that of Pan ini 10-19.

Qbandraklr i author of Subedhika
or DTpika on Barasvata-prakriya

9.8-7ff: personal details about him
98- 10 if

;
hi«* date 98*17f£ :

patro-

nised bv Sabi Salem, the emp: rox

of Delhi 98*17, 98*nl ;
103-11.

Chandrasekhar >vidyalahkara, his

commentary on GoyTehandra’s
vritti 110*19.

Chandra sutras, vritti on, probably

by Chandragomin himself 58*23

;

mentions a Gupta victory over

Bunas 58*24
;
Dharmadasa’s com-

on, 61*12
;
other works now only

in Tibetan translations 61*25
;
or

in Ceylon 61*22; their list 61*nl;
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Ceylonese recast supersedes them
!

in Ceylon 62.23.

Chandrav&tT mother of Vijjala-

bhupatT 115.27.

Changadeva, Hemachandra’s first

name 73.25.

Charunas, rules for, framed 4.10.

Charmas iras mentioned :
i\ the Nir-

nhta B.nl.

Chauhana 115.28.

Chhaya, Yaidyanatha’s com. on

the MahabbashyaprudTpoddyota
.5014.

Chheda-sutra 73.nl.

Chhichhubhatta’sLaghuv ritti 91.19.

Chidasthimala. Vaidyanatha’s com.

on Nagojibhatta’s &abdenduse-

khara 50.16.

Chidrupasrama’s Dlpavyakarana

116.7.

Chintamani, com. on Sskatayana-

Sabdanusasana by Yakshavar-

man 72.3 ;
sub-commentaries on

it 72. Off.

Chintamani, see Mahlibhashya-chm-

tSmani.
Chintamanipratipada, Mangarasa’s

com. on the Chintamapi 72.7.

Choda 16.30.

Climatic conditions, causes of
^

dia-

lcetical peculiarities, and influ-

encing study of grammar 3-1.

Colebrooke 68.nl
;
109.4 ;

110.23 ;

112.12
;
114.3.

Cunningham identifies Panini’s na-

tive place with Lahaur 19.2.

D

Dakshlj name of PaninPs mother

19.8, 19.nl.

Damodaradatta father of Padma-
nabhadatta 111.4.

Darius 16.1.

Darsana&Jstra, Diga'mbara, 65 -3-

Dayapala’s, abridgment Bupasid-

dhi, of Sakatayfcna Sabdanu4a-

sana 72.23 ;
personal details about

him 72.235;
;
his date 72.26.

Deioces ( Divanhas ) first king of

the &$kas or Bkythiars. cir. 700

B. C. 18.1.

Devachandra piophcsies Hema-
chandra’s future greatness 74.4

;

receive- him into order 74.11.

Devagiri 104.32, 105.3.

Devanandr author of
7

Jainendra
grammar 63.14ff

;
his new teclmi-

cal terms 66.5, 66.nl, does not
acknowledge obligations 66.10

;

names quoted by him 68.12,

66.n2 ;
67.16 quoted by Ilema-

ehandra 7G.n2.

Devaraja mentions KshlrasvanuVs
Nighantuvritti 52.10.

Devasundarasuri teacher of Qumi
ratnaeuri 80.15.

Pevasuri founder of the Brihad
gachchha cf Nagpur 98.1 Off.

Deveudrasuri author of Haima-
laghunyasa and pupil of Udaya
ehandra 78.33ff, 79.nl.

Devldasa quoted bv Durgltdasa
107.80.

Dbanacbandra 78.14.

Dbananjaya-kosa 03.21.

Dhane^vara or Dhancsa teacher of

Bopadeva 99.n2
;
104.30, 105.nl.

Dhanes vara, Bhatta, criticises Kshe**

mendra 98.2f, 99.21
;

his date

99.21ff; not same as teacher of Bo-
padeva 99.n2 ;

his works 100. Iff.

Dharmadasa’s com. incorporates the

ChSndravritti 61 .12.

Dh-mna-sutras of some kind known
to Panini 14.n2.

Dhatnpatha, the PaninTya 25.14,

25.n2 ;
its anuhandhas same as

those of Pitpini 25.18, 25 .e3 ;

com. by Bhattoji 47-10 ; com. by
Kshlrasvamin in his Dhatuvritti

52.65: ;
other writers on Paniniya

Dhatupatha : viz. Chandra 52-15,

52 .n2; Madhava or Sayana 52.28;

BbTmasena 53.2 ;
Maitreyarak-

shita 53.2; and Nage^a 53.3 ;
the

Chandra.—was incorporated by
Durgasimba with the K atantra

52.19, 59-14, 60.10, 60.19; 88.3ff
}

90. Iff
;
Jumaranandi revises Pa-

niniya—and adoptes it for bis

own school 110.3f ;— of Sau-

padma 112*19 ;—of fekatayana
71.15 ;—of Hemachandra 77.21

;

the genuine—of Katuntra school

in Tibetan translation only

90-4 ;—for the Sarasvata, by
Harshaklrti 98.14, with a com.
on it called Taranginl 103*9

;

the Saupndma—modelled after

PaninPs 112-32 ; com. Dhatunir-
naya on it 113.1*
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\

Dhatuprakasa by Balarama-pan-
chanana 114.26*

Dhatuvritti by Kshirasvamin 52.6BE;

its nature and contents 52.20ff :

—by Madhava or Sayana 52.28.

Dhundhika on Hemachandra’s Bri-

hadvritti 78-10; its nature 78.28:6:

;

its disputed authorship 78.10ff;its

probable varying* versions 78.20
;—on the last chapter of the Bri-

hadvritli 78.246:
;
89-20.

Dhundhika on Durgasiihha’s vritti
'

89.19f.

Dhunduka, native place of Elerna-

chandra 78*23.

Dhvanipradrpa 97.9.

Dialectical peculiarities causes of
shifting climatic conditions, and
promoting study of grammar
2.29.

Dlkshita school 48-nl
;
grammatical

works outside it §33.
Dipa-vyakarana by Ohidrupasrama

116.7.

Dlpikir on Hemachandra’s Brihad-
vritti 78.9.

Drpika or Subodbika by Chandra-
kTrti, with an important prahastl
at the end 98-7f£.

Dowson 99*1.

Dravidasangha 65*5.

Durga different from Durgasirhha
88*12

;
89*16

;
see Durgatma also.

Durgacharya author of com. on
Nirukia 88*14.

Durgadasa author of a com. on
Kavikalpadnima 107*28f

;
authors

quoted by him l07*30ff.

Durgapadaprabodha by &nvaliabha
Vachanacharya on Hemachand-
ra’s Linganuiasana 80* 2f.

Durgasirhha mentions Katyayana
as the author of the Unadi sutras
27*4, 27*n2

;
quoted by Vitthala-

charya 45 ; incorporates Chandra
Dhatupatha with the Katantra

.
52*19, 88*3ff, 90- Iff : takes over
most of the PaninTya paribhashas
55.12

;
quoted by Hemaehandra

76. n2, 88.3
; says that the Krit-

prakarana of the Katantra* is

by Katyayana 84*17ff; Durga-
simha and his vritti §68 ; his

' vTirtikas to the Kitantra 87.nl
;

his date 83*16, 88*6
;
not the first

commentator of Katantra 83*17ff;

his date 83*16; his sutrapjitha
differs from the one current
in KSamir 83.2If, 87*27, 9-14*
85* off

;
author of an Unadipatha

85 n2, 90*1 ; a fiaiva 88*nl, and
distinct from his namesake,
a Bauddha 88*2, who wrote a
com. on his vritti 88*10, and
from other later namesakes of
his 88*1 Iff

; known in Kssmlr
much late 91*6.

Durgasirhha, Bauddha, author of
a com. on Durgasimha’s vritti
88 * 8 .

Durgasimha-vritti, com. on, by
Baghunandanasiromani 84*26; by
another Durgasirhha 88-10; other
comm, on it §69 ;

a com. (ano-
nymous) on it 99* nl.

Durgatrna (or Durga) perhaps a
VTrasaiva 88*n3, and author of a
Lingunusasana 88*15,88*n3,85*n2
distinct from Durgasirhha 88*12;
89-16; 89*29.

Durgatma author of (Katantra)
Linganusasaoa 85*n2; different
from Durgasimba above 85*n2.

Dvarakada^a alias Dvarika father
of Tarkntilaka-bhatt&charya
102 * 22 .

’•

Dvarika, see Dvarakadasa.
Dvya^rayamahakavya of Hema-
chandra 66*20; 77*17.

E
Early History of India by Vincent
Smith 17*5; 17*16, 82-nB.

Early History of the Deccan by
Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar 105*n2.

Eastern school mentioned by Pft-
nini 10*12; 12*n2; 18*33.

Eggeling’s edition or the Katantra
85*22; 87-nl.

Elliot 99 -nl.

Epigrapbica Indica 69*n2.

F
Family-books of Vedas, compilers

of, 6? nl.

Q
'Gada by Vaidyanatha, a com. on

Paribhashendusekhara 50-13.
Qadadh-u’ft son of Trilochanadasa

89*6.

Gaisuddin Khilji of Malva 93*7 ;Q7.9 * '
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Galava mentioned in tlic Nimkta
8*nl; by Panini 12 m2.

Ganapatha of Panini 23.24ff
;

25*20
; §37 ;

coin, upon by Kslil-

rasvamin 53*10; Chandra—60*12;

embodied in the sutravritti of

Chandragomin 60*24; Paninlya
—emdodied in the Ka4ika 60*24;

—of Sakat&yana 71*14; — of

Hemachandra 77*26
;
— of the

Saupadma 113*1.

Ganaratnamahodadhi quoting* Sala-

turlya or Panini, fekatayana,
Chandragomin, etc. 18*nl; 42*n2;

41*5, 41*nl
;

52*16
;

with the

author’s own conn 53*13ff
;
88*n4.

Ganavritti by Kshlrasvamin men-
tioned by Vardhamana 52.11.

G linedvara father of Padmanabha-
datta 111*6.

Gargya mentioned byPsnini 12*n2;

mentioned in the Nimkta 8-nl

.

Grtagovinda, com. on, by Nage^a
40*7.

Goldstiicker : Panini, His.place in

Sanskrit literature, on Primitive

Prlitisakhyas 5*nl
;

23*7
;

on

Panini ’s paribhashas 25*nl
;
his

views as to the authorship of the

Unadisutras 26*25
,
26*n3

;
on

Vajasancyi Prutisilkhya 29*n2*

52*nl;88*n4; onPanini’s datel4*7,

14*nl, I4*n2; 19*nB; his reasons
for assuming considerable inter-

val between Panini and Katyu-
yana 28*nl: 54*nl.

Gomatasara, a philosophical work in

Prakrit 7*2*15.

GonardTya mentioned in the Malta

bhashya 32*29, 32*n2; quoted by

Yatsyayana in the Kamasutra
33*n3, 33*5.

Gonikaputra mentioned in the Ma-
habhashya 32-29, S2*n2: quoted

by Yatsyayana in the Kama-
sutra 33*5, 33*n3.

Gopalaehakravarti’s com. ' on the

Jaumara 110*23.

Gopalagiri’s subedhini on Vijja-

labhupati’s Prabodha-prakasa

115.30.

Goplnfttha Tarkacbarya writes sub-

corn. to KrTp&ti’s supplement to

Kltantra 90*16; 90*20. 1

Gosvami, surname of Bopadeva
105*8.

Govardhana’s vrittf on TJuadis,

quoted by Ujjvaladatta 54*14.

Govardhanabhatta, grandfather of
Jayakrishna 51*12.

Goylcbandra’s com. on the Sank-
shipiasara 110*6ff;his other works
110* 14£; sub-commentaries on his

com. 110-16JBE.

Grammar, its study in India 1*3
;

existing school of—in India 1-10;

not treated as science in Veche
times 2*11

;
its study influenced

by contact of different forms of
speech, by growth of dialects,

or by a change of climatic
conditions 2*21 ff; Greek—,

influ-

enced by Roman conquest 2*n2;
its study as science post-Brnh-
mapie 3*29; 4*6; its really crea-
tive period 5*17; philosophy of—

,

treatises on, 55*16ff.

Grammars, Vaishnava, 113*15-

Grammatical speculations in India *.

their extent and value §1 ;
early—* —§§2-4; in the Yedas §2,

in the Bi ahmanas §3, and in

allied works §4 ; in the
Taittirryasamhitft 2*1.

Greeks, Ionian, not always to be
identified with Yavanas 15*21;

their appearance in history long
before 1000 B. C. 15*30.

*

GriIvya-sutras of some kind known
to Panini 14*n2.

Gunakara 64 -u 2.

GunanaDdl 64*n2.

Gunaratnasuri’s Kriyaratnasam-
uchchaya 80*l*2ff

;
his date 80*16,

80*n3; important prakasti at the

end of his work 80*16ff.

Gupta victory over Hunas 58*24;

Early—kings 64*24.

H

Haima-Dhatupatha 77*21.

Haima KaumudT by Meghavijaya
mentions Bhattoji’s indebtedness

to Hemachandra 46*21; otherwise

called Chandraprabha 79*17
;

its date 79 17.

Haima-lagbunyasa on Hemachand-
ra’s Brihadvritti 79’lff abridg-
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meat of a larger Nyasa 79*2ff
. J

Httima-laghups;akriy3 by Vinayavi-
j

jayagani 79 12: com.. Haimapra-
|

kasa, on—/9*14.
j

Haimaprakasa com. on Haima-
j

laglmprakviya 79*14, its date j

79*15, 79*n3.

Haima school absorbs Paninlya Up-
adisutras 54*8

;
77-23; see also

Hemaehandra,

Iiansavi jayagani's Sab iarth aclian-

drika 103*27
;
his dale 100 30.

Haradatta author of PadauiaujarT

§26 : personal details 39*1 Of? : his

original name Sudarsaiia 40*nl
;

his date 40 11; quoted by Yittlia-

Licharya 45'’23.

Haraprasada Shastri 58*8
;

82*n2.

Haravali lll'n2.

Hari, see Bhartrihari,

liaribhadra, see Haribhatta.

Haribhatta or Haribhadra father of

Kshemendra 97*29.

Ilari-dlkshita teacher of Nagcsa
47*19 48* nl.

Hari lravaka mentioned in the Nir-

nkta 8*nl.

Harililainrita by Bopadeva 105*12,

105 'nl.*

Harinamamrita § 96 ;
two such

grammars 113*l6ff : their tech-

nical terms 113*23ff.

Harirama, a Bengal Katantra writer,

quoted by Kaviraja 90*14.

Hurirama’s com. on Goylchandra’s
vritti 110*20.

Harivamsa ( Jain ) 63*21.

Harshakirti pupil of Chandra-
kirti 98*13 ;

wrote a Dhatupatha
for the Sarasvata with an im-
portant prasas

U

at the end 98.15,

and a com. on it called TaraiL
gint 103* 9ff.

Harshakula teacher of Udayasau-
bhagya 78*26.

Harshavardhana 53*20.

Haryakslia 35*nl
;
41*20.

Hemaehandra 57*n2
;
mentions Le-

vynandT as author of Jainendra

83*22; 66*20
;
68*31

; hisJLinganu-

sasana based on that of Sakataya-
na71*22; hiogi'aphical material of
—73*n2, collected by Btihler

73*17
;
his life § 57 ;

his birth-

place 73*23; received into ox*der

47*10; consecrated sm*i orachar-
ya 74*16; attracts attention of Ja-
yasimha Siddharaja 74*29; writes
Sabdanusasana for him 75*18,

75*nl; converts Kumarapala 75*8,

writes Yogasasira at the instance
of Kumarapala 75*16

;
his pilgri-

mage 75*20, and death 75*24; his

indebtedness to the Amoghavritti
and to Slikatayana ^abdanuda-
sana 76*12, 76* nl

;
gives the

pramsti of his patron in his Bri-
hadvvitti 77*3ff

;
author of Dvy^>

raya-mahakavya 77*17
;

also of
accessory tre.tises 77*28, but
not of the vivaranas or vritti s on
them 77*30ff; other works of He-
maehandra 80*20; does net use
pratyaharas 81*6

;
89*21.

Hem?,chandra’s Sabdamisasana one
of the works presumably used, by
Bhattoji 46*22 : its nature § 58

;

its object 76* Off; author’s own
com. on it 76*17ff

;
other comm,

and sub-commentaries on it § 60 ;

digests, manuals, and miscel-
laneous works § 61 ;

the Prakrit
chapter from it 76*2; its latex-

independent history 81*l2ff;
Dhundhika on it 78*25; 89*21.

Hemadri minister of Mahadeva
and patron of Bopadeva 105*2ff,

105-nl.

Henxahah savijayagani writes on
paribhashas for Hemacbandra’s
school 89*3ff

;
his Nyayartha-

manjusha 80*7.

Hemanandanagani teacher of Sa-
hajaklrti 100*22.

Hiradhara son of Vijjala-bhupati
115*29.

History of Ancient Indian Litera-
ture, by Mas Muller, 4*nl ; 4*n3 ;

9*nl
;
12*nl

;
14-nl.

History of Indian Literature by
Weber 82*7,

Hiuen Tsang, Ids account about the
Aindra school 10*17

;
19*3.

Humayun 93*9.

Hunas, Gupta victory over, 58*26.

I

India : what can it teach us, 41*n3»
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Indian Antiquary 13*n5
;

19*n4
;

30-112
;

3 bull
;

32-13; 32-nl
;

3 >n2 ;
35*u2

;
37*n2

;
41*n3

;

if 1* nl ;
o4*nl

;
(>4*14

;
07 *b2 ;

63*9; C9*n2; 72-nl
;
72*n3;76.ni.

Indisehe Studien 12*nl
;
33-10.

Indo-Aryans, by Raj . Mitra, on tlie

Menlidcalion 01 Yavanus with

Ionian Greeks 15-21.

Indra alias Indragomin quoted by

name in Boeadeva's Mugdha-
1'odha 10*n3

;
but not so quoted

in Paiiinrs Aslitadhyay!
;
spoken

of as the iirst of grammarians
10*25, 10*n4

;
quoted by Siikaia-

yana 70-7, 70*n5; quoted by
i i emachand ra 7G n2

•

Inrlra (God) reveals grammar to

Jina 03*4, G3-n2.

liidradatta said to ha\ e been at

first a follower of the Aindra
school l(MC>;and a contempo-
rary of Pariini 19*10.

Ionian Greeks not always to he

identified with Yavanas 15-21

;

their appearance in history long

before lOQO B.O., 15-30.
_

Ishfcis of Patafijali 33*15, 35-3.

Rvarakrishrm alluded to in Jain-

ciulra* sutras G4-19
;

his two ali-

as ;-s G4-n4.

Isvarananda'u Yivarana on Ksiiy-

v ta*s Pradfpa 43- 3.
j

ItsiLg s account of Juyifdltya and
|

his 'work 35*25.

F

Jagaddhara, DhaUu, author of Eli-

labod him 91.12*

JagynnTTth j, gives personal details

about Bhattoji 46.27(1: : pupil of

the son of Beshakrishna 47.2,

4B.nl.

Jaginnalha, author of Rarapradn

pika, quotes Kshesnendra 98.1,

100. G.

Jahangir, Emperor, 93.9
;
102.26;

102.n2.

Jaincruira quoted by name in Bo-

p. clev li's Mugdbahodha 10.365;

f)3.n2 : mentioned by Yilmann-

ebarya 53.31, 53.n2
;
Joinendra

sclioid §47 : its traditional author

0*2. 32f : its sutrapaiha originally

belonged to Digamlara Jains,

i7 f£k. Gr.J

from wliom Sveta tnbaras bor-

rowed it 63.nl
;

i^s real author
Devamndl C3.i40‘, alias Pujya-
pada 63.25, 64.n2

;
date of its

foundation §48, 64.1Gif the
Jainendra sutras allude to Isva-

rakvishna 64.19 ;
character of

—

grammar §49 ;
its two versions

05 - 13 ff
;

its want of originality

65.250:
;
commentaries on it 07. Iff;

its recast G7.12(f
;
its later neglect

and present status 67,260: ; 08.8 ;

70.5
;
70.n4

;
80.30

;
93.26.

Jaiyyata father of Kaiyyata 42.6.

Janardaua son cf Bamabhatta
101.18.

Jainv.^ra school absorbs Paninlya
Unadisutras 54.8; its ir me a

misnomer 108 '270:
;

its special

features §87 ;
its alternative name

109.32.

Jayirditya bis date 35*20
;

men-
tioned by Itsing 35.22, 35.26

;

liis W’jvk called vritti sutra

35.23
;
at least a contemporary

of the author of tin Vskyapa-
dTya 35.n2

;
his contribution to

the Kilsika distinguished from
that of Yamana 36*4, 36.nl

;

refers to Lokayatikas 36*16,

36 n3 : perhups same as Java-

pltia of iiasmTr 36.19 : native of

ifasmlr 36.22.

Jayakrishna supple.uon‘s the Taf-

Ivahodhinl by a section on svyra

and vaidikT prakriya 48.5 : his

date 48.8.

Jayakrishna’s com. on the Laghu-
si idbantal'aumndl 51.11 ;

per-

sonal details about him ol.llff.

Jayanta author of Tattvachandra,

an abridgment of the Prakriya-

kaumndl 51.nl

.

Jayantlkava quoted by Hemachan-
clra 76. n2.

Java:ml a supposed to be pupil of

Kslnras vami 1

1

.52 *2

.

Jayasiihha II ( Cbalul-.ya < mperor )

Yudirajn, fellow-student of

DayJpala 72.24(1.

Ja 'aski-ha-Biddliavaja patron of

(I Ira 7i*2‘h'L: s' cries

•bum liim an*I Hem*- An .min
7i*^d; ids deaGi 75.1; the
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Sabdaiuisasema written at his .

request 75* lb.
^ ^ ^ j

Jina or MahavTra, tvoditlo^al ,* thor !

o£ the Jainuidru school Uk2ji : ;

63.4.
t ^ |

Jinadatlasun toucher of A :u*a-
j

chandr-j. SO- 8.
_

!

Jinamandar*a*s Krunarapriiiekarita i

73.n2. *

. ^ ^ |

Jinaprabhasuxi alias Jinoprabu hm,
;

author of a coy. on ivuym-'.a-
j

vritthpahjika 89 v3 : r . rtio-Lrs j

about him 89.n2. !

Jinaprabodh:., sea Jiimprabbasuri.
j

Jinaratna, sac Jir/mdu.
JinasSgava 78.16.

^ |

Jinendrabudcihi author of yifsa I

on KlTsika §25, 71.nl : is Gate

35 n2, 38 '12: quote': by Bh“: -aha

35.n2j 33*132
;
calif**, souriknes

Sthavira-Tincnura 30.n2 ;
; ivies

himself BodhisatU a \ liiy^charya

38.11; n * t later than 750 A

.

D

.

38 12
;
quoted by Vitihalloharya

45.20.

Jinendu alias Jinaratna author of

Siddhantarotna 102*27.

Jlvagosvamin’s Harinamamrita

_

114.1.

Jhanatilaka 103*12,

Jhancndra- Surasvrti author of the

TattvabcdhinT 47 ,25.

Jnapakas 35.17, 54.272, 54*n2,

56 25 ;
see also ParibhsJ&hSs.

Jodhapur (Yodhapura) 60.A 8G.nl.

Jogaraja’s Padaprabar.no sang;: £i

84-20, App. 2 ;
mentioned by

" Mahkha 84,22 : assigns tlic Xu-
tantra Sritprakarana to Sakata*

yana 84.24.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal 33*nl •

Journal of the Bombay Branch of

the R. A. S. B5.n2.

Jmnaranandl author of the vritti,

Basavatl on Kramadlsvara’s San-

kshiptasam 109.276: ;
the school

receives name ( Jams iam) from
him 108.28 ;

and Basavata)

from his vritti 109.32 : re-

vises Panimya Bhatupui ha for

his own school llO.Sf •

Jupiter, twelve vear cycle of,

61*21, 64,n5.

K

ouO sod on Siltantra
8 i*lt*.

lyyahj quotes from the \voi*i;a

rl Jy-l.vY. i-* 3
,

L0*n2 : :v*nl:ibo Padamaiij^rT
asou on his Pm < !Tpa 40 * 7 < i )*n2 ;

ais ? rad:pa mi eking end of sc*

:o;i
1

povic* :r. the histroy of
v :A:\y j. school § :

: 8 : his pro*

• Ko dare 41*' 9: person;) 1 de-

this abeat him 42*62: quoted
th3 Sarva ; arsana-sangrah-i

,i

r
: I, 42*r-2

;
arkr.ovv’k igos in-

A b-clues 3 to bhactrihari 42*25;
nr At* ' by \ itthalacharya 45*19

;

c»>21 : 7G*n2*/

Ea' hala quoted by Hemaelmidva
76-nL.

Er.lm 7&idyanatha*s conn, on Nu-
gc sms Y»: iyaki- rana-sid obunta-
mahjusha 5-V*l-

r
*.

Kiilupa-uLa Lasutre 90*4.

Kalapa grammar sail to agree with
the A hr kv gvp.v-r. r 10*20

;
also

Cf.llc
'

Aa-: mar; 1 and K a tantra

JW2Z 8.V9?.

Kalispaka quoted by Hemaehandra
76*n2.

E t
.lapayyiikaranotpa tt

:
pra s tava by

Yanamali 82*112."

Kulapin, the vehicle of Kumltra
0^*0.

Kale surname of Nagoiibhatta

EnlhnJ. 36-20.

KnlidSsu 57-22
;
58-n2

;
101-16.

Kaliku-sutra 73 *nl

.

Kalpasutras,Samayasundara ?scom.
on, G3-2, 63*n2.

Ealvana, Prince, patron of Hcsha
kiishna 45*29.

Kalyanasarusvati ’s Laghusarasvaf

a

J03*24f.
Kama mother of Ramahhatia
• Hil-12.

Kamadhcnu by Bopadeva 68*31
;

quotes Yardhamana 88*23; com.
on the author’s Kavikalpadrama
106 -

11 .
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Kamasutra quotes Gonardlya and

Goniksputra 33*5, 33-n3.

Kamboja 1 0*30.

KandarpasiddhantYs com. on the

Saupadma 112-13.

K&rakas, treatises on, 55*28-

Karikavali by NarTtyaiia Chatta-

charya 116-12.

Karttikcyv revealed Aindiv gram-
mar to Saptavarman 10-22

:

see also Kumara.
Kasakritsna, founder of a gramma-

tie il* school, 8-23
;
his grammar

consisted of sulras in three

Adhyayas 10 3, 10*nl
;
Kaiyyata

quotes from his grammar 10-4;

10*n2 ;
quoted by name in Bopa-

deva’s MngdhohoiUi^lO-7, I0*n3.

Kasika gives a rule of Apisali 9-24;

tells that Kasakritsna’s grammar
consisted of sutras in three

Adhyayas 10*3, 10.nl
;
docs not

anywhere mention the Aindra
school 11*30

;
20-8 ; 28-nl

;
its

date 35*20
;
a joint work of JayTi-

difcya and V~mnna §
*23 -.perhaps

same as Vyittisutra meniiorm 1 by
Irsing 35-24

;
quotes Vaky-padi-

ya and so not earlier than 650
xi.D. 35*n2 : Nyas'i on—by Ji-

nendrabuddhi §25,35-n2 rporsona-
lity 0 ? the finthv'c; rf—30. UH’

:

r
illa-IaF.tr *s o ’Vor of r,“*nP :

iv-t" *0 of tlm-- 87-3 V : ovet^s a

rule of lyvAi "T-fO * vQ :

ff.vos a ue’" -r of tlv B ' -

nilgas T-ll its w-Mito-h rss :o

Che.-. 'vr.'Vo ‘‘hr *2 » -2*2
;
*0 9 :

.

as ^s/'Prts.i 1 '

* by E’ ethryp Q l7‘ ej‘ f' r

illr.si
* *to

ri *-
;
! .rf

* ”*'"77- :

kir . <s

'OS in*k\.fvwl^Vc :
'’S

:
*'ci-

Mngdhahodha 108-10*

SasTsvara’s com. on/tie Saupadma
112*13; his Gan^patha to Sau-

padma 113*1
;

z
com. on it by

Raraakanta 113*2.

Ea^yapa mentioned by Panini
12*n2.

Kasyapa author of the Chandra
recast, Bal&vabodha 62*20.

Katantra, closely related to Tolkap-
piyam 11-5

;
absorbs PaninTya

Unadisutras 54-8
;
why so called

Si’26fr; traditional account of

its origin § 64; its date 82-n3,
83 -2 Pdf

;
its two recensions

87-

2513: ; Bengal comm, on—§71:

its study now confined to a few
districts of Bengal 90-32; its

history in Kasnlr §72; in-

corporates Chandra Dhatnpatha
52-19 : takes over most of
the PaninTya paribhiishas 55*11;

81-7
;

interpolations in the

—

Sutra pirtha § 65 ;
87-17ff; its

eorlv history § 67; 93-2
;
93-31

;

106-5
;
110-26.

Katantravistara,Yardhamana ’scom

,

on Durgasimha’s vritti, 88*20

;

’ a sub-com. on it by Prithvldhara

88-

24.

Katantravrittipafijika, Trilochana-
'“sa’s con:, on Durgasimha’s
v;i1u 89-lfT

; sub-commeniavies

_ or. IL 89 7fi\

I
R u

‘

hTTsavit sugars, account about
PlTrini, his predecessors and con-

|

* r. poraWcs 10-lSiT, 19-9ff;28-!2:

i
29-7 : h account about Katya-

;

yr. Pi ?, 81-nl.

K;:.br\: fc Prrfiessor. G3-S.

bVmoss 38' 5. 5”
•
1 '

' II* vn
”

- ttaV
Padanv’.n jarl on tlm Kris:

1

. ~ §2 ‘:

-7.18 : embodies r rniruya r
*ar. -

oath- GO '25 * a**y. --.-mtly knows
the .?*:*> end,-- '** 17 C-i 71

-!-

K :k“kiTr - . • -’ct:
* TTo»- .:el:an-

“3- 3.

>‘yT7sa.

Ka/In "!'ha, -Mtlhor i" -•Tt. . a vor.r

.

or. th' k i'fjd' nyTT'e rn:v. 7 46-ui.

Kyr/nv^'h.:. Ids Brr:-:.?- iU.-'-lrsiiya
r’0* fffE : m s ihhi 1 'r-

Ka4Tsv«ra quoted ; \ P^rg'-lasa

107*31 : his supplement to the

I K:id kakyr- mei ooivd in the Nir-

j

-• saa 8 iti,

i
Kuryayura 7*17

;
7-21

;
7.n2 : alias

;

‘-irani. hi F5.nl, said to have
;

:*-er at first a follow or of the
* 74nd:r - choc] 10-15 : 12‘6 : 14-5 ;

j

r ' ,?! k-owiec-ge of the Yavanas

!

oso,-t than that of Panini
‘6-55 : :7'4 : 17*30 : 18-34

;
said

!
to be a ccmtr-.uporary of Panini

S
4p‘B' ' he preta: lv regarded the

! rpadisutras as Pan ini’s 26-18.

j

-6ml ; he also probably modified
l them 26-27

; mentioned as the
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Sole antbo! of tie. Uniulisutra,

bv Yhmihis^iusv.ui 27*2, 27*nl
;

by Diiig’asiiiib'i 27*4, 27* n2; Yur-

tikaka.a-* b fo.i- him £8*5; cou-

sideiubb* iaioi val bet ween him
and Prii.ii.-i 27*7, 27-nl, 84*10

;

his dat i §17 ;
his relation with

the Nandus 29*6
;
nature of his

work gib
;

his first work, Yaja-

eau’syi 1~ ratisaivhya >-> 9*ao « ex*

ter.t or his criticism on Pauini

30 1 : his criticism also construc-

tive 30*9, but in places unjust

30*13
;
did not uniformly follow

Panini’s terminology 80* 2 iff
;

probably belonging* to a differ-

ent school of grammar from ra-
ni ni 31 3 ; cdLd *i * south Timr ’

by Pataiijs li 31*6, 31 n 2 refers

to Sakatayana 31*ni, Sukalya

51*n4, Vujapyayaua 3i*n5, VyiT-

di 31*nG Panshkarafeubi 31* u7,

an I others 31.n8 : 33*nl : 54 21 :

60.10 : 00-18
;
70 : U.

%

Kaui.ara another tiamo of ifala nIra

^
83 *3 .

Kaumridi 104*11; 6*. e bhlfiiTut -

k.m null, Pr.du’iya-k.nunu-lr, and
Haima-kaiiumdl.

KamnudXkuras ns author.! of mo 1-

<*ru i*;vival of Pil:jin
; 9Y31.

ICanshtuki mentioned in th * YI*r-

ukta 8 *.l.

Kaudki, a Jr-in Tilth i 93 11.

Kfiufcillya 32 .10.

Kautsa mentioned in the Xinikta

^
8*nl.

Kavikalpadru-ua by -Vpaduva *,vith

his own com., Kama Hi nil,

103 lOf, 108-15ff
;
com. by [Tir-

gadasa 107*29.

Kaviraja a Ler>g I rnn. on K:7t Ul-

tra 9'.‘-'3;
*

j
‘ mt *

‘ Yi.‘iIo*.*hiue.diIs

an i is miutmd bv llaririlma

^ 1)0 14.

ai.uvyrtpraku-9 1 4.2*0.

Kerala 10*30-

Kern : Mavr.l of buddhism 59*n2.
Ivcsarl. ariicL* in, by Ah’, bajavad;

17.Off.

Kefav.-i. father of Dona,leva 104.29;

305ml.
FV4 :v t - wku; .a a cl tinamil hid

-

la lurya’s yaka raiuu’mrg'lrj od-
g'h,l;.i on ’./ovlehandra’s com.
1 0 18, llO.n'h

Kcsavavarr.i pupil of Abhayaehan-
dra 72*13

;
author of a com. on

Gomat asara 72*15.

Kluirutara-yaehchha 99*1; If 0.23.

Ividhorn. his ml. of 1 lie liPhabha-
shya 7 : ».2

;
11*31 ; 19-27 : 27. iK

;

30.n2
;
31ml 1 ;

a] to nl Pat ; h j u li

being distinct from Gonardrya
and Gonikuputra 3-3.3

;
on liic

indc’ Led nes i of the KTimka to

Chan kegou.in 37 2lfr
;

a l out

BhartyiliarPs com. on the Mi.hn-

bliashya 41 .

l

2 ;
doubts existence

of Pujyapada aw a real auditor

04* Iff, 0o*22p doubts existence

of Abluuava nakatayana GO. 11! :

Jl-nly 89.n2
;
89*n8.

KirT’irrjiiiiTya quoted by liarad dta

39 n3.

Eirtivijayi.gani teacher of Vinaya'
\ ijayagain! 79*13.

Kondabhatta nephew of BhaUoji
43 13, 48 -nl

;
author of Vbiya-

kararuillmshurja 48’el, 48*14,

55-25.

KviunnrlTivar.t founder of the Jau-
:»:iira sch ;ol 108 ”30: Id-.-. Snnkship-
tasTEra prubutly an abridgment
of Punini l0.vi.2ff

;
Lakes Plnr-

tri hurl's Mahubhilsliy.i dlpikn for

his model 109*8
;

hi;-, illustrations

mostly from Bhattilmvya ! 09 9 ;

his erudition 109.21: h> relation

to Fanini's work 109- mF.

Krishniicharya, fatV*- of 137 m-
ehandra 45*7-

Kridnnasrama leach-’: of Kshem-
en Ira 97.29.

K r :shoa-Yajus-Sa i aid; a an ter it »*.* to

Fanini 14*12,

K'lyTrratuva.unchsiliv of 0 my, -

r.itnasliri 80.1 2 if.

Kshap.inaba’s vrill: Uu7 ,

<] noted by U j j
val a <1 a U/t 54 *14.

Iv hemahkara 102*1 : father of

Lokesakara 102*15.

Kslnumndra of K-l-bYr 97*31.

K«i!i unendvu's co.u. on Sar.

prakriya n eutions X-ren :**a ns

f.mrui'u* of the barasv .t 1
1- “i-I7l*’

c

97*27: i-Crson;.! det.ip- i hbu
! 97.2; h'7

;
quoted by Jagann.uiia

;

97- >3 : eritieised by Pham -j
. ara

9 '-’.‘2, 99 21; his cLte 93 -Of.

* KsheniCudraUppansi-khand a ],y

» Phmesvara 93’ 3.
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KsliTrasvamin aatlior of Dhafcu-

vritti 52- Iff
;
personal iktails

about lum 52* Iff
;
his date 52*4jf

;

his works 52*011:
;
qnotf s Chandra

Dharupiithi 52*10, GO* IS
;
quoted

by il'Mi'iehan dra 76*n2
;

by
Yitthalaeharya 45* 19.

KshTrefcaruhgirn by KshTruavUmin
52*9.

•

Kulaehuiidra quoted by Itamadasa
90*15.

Kumara reveals tin KamaAim or

Kahlua or Ka IanIra grammar

^
SB-Sib.

KumarapaL 75 .2 f1:
;
his conversion

by Hemachandra 75*8, the theme
of Yasuhpilla’s drama Moharaja-
parajaya 759 -if

;
requests Hema-

chandra to write the Yogasastra
75*10

;
his pilgrimage 75*19, and

death 75*25 : HI-

Kumarujalaeliarita by Jinuiimn-

nan l 78* n2.

R mnarusambhava 105* 1 -

Kumarila 27.n5.

Runaravarlava mcnnenod by Pal-

aujail 51 *n10.

Kurd, m or tinned by Putafijnli

51 *nl 0.

Ktii'ik commentator on Katanfcra-

vritti-pLiljika 09*8.

L

LroLubbuyhva on the RtTrasuda, by
dagimn-m.! J- -Hf.

Cagh'.-'.Tr fsvabt of luilylTnasarus-

vati 10.1*24

.

Laglm-shldhiTniachaudrika 1 y IiiT-

acmhariiirm'rama 102*20, i0h ;-2.

Lagim-siddhantakanmmll of ,’a-

radarilja, an abridgment of the

fGddhlrdabnumvidi 51*4
;

coin,

by Jayakrislma 51*11
;

02*2
i ;

72*27.

Laghu vritti by Chhichhnbhutta
Pi-ip;

Laglmvritti-s'd'-daimsasana-ruliasya

another name for abridgment
ol Huuu --hairl a's Prilndvritti

77*11.

Labour same sis ancient Bulnturn,

the native
\
l ic e of Ffinini 19*2.

La ksl unes v a ra -G
5

* G

.

LakshmTdcvl patroness of Yaidya-

nntha 50*0,

1?
Lak'dimldhara fathey of Bhattoji

46*23, 48*nl.
fj

Lakshraldhara son rm Bamabhatta
101*17.

L aksho ldharacharya son of Vitlha-
lacharya 45*28.

Lai shimvalkbha’s UpadesamSla-
karnika 63*3.

Liebich, Bruno, editor of Cbllndra
vyakarana 3G*nl

;
58*9

;
his

paper on the date of Chandra-
gominand Kulidlisa 58*n2

;
59.n2;

C0-11.

LihgakarikiTs or Lihgain is asana of

CLandragoniin 00*12.

LihganusSsana, Paninlya, com. by
Bhattoji 47*10

;
by liamachandra

53*16
;
other writers on—53*20:0:

;

Vllmaiiaehttrya’s — 53*29ff
;
—of

Chandragomin 27*15; 60*12;
referred to by VtrnnmftcditUrya

53*29, Ujjvaladatta, and JiTtya-

liniknta 60*20;—of Sakatlfyana

71*16, basis for Ileirachandra’s

work 71*22, 77*25 ; —of Ilen.a-

chandva77*28,77*nl .with vivarana
or vritti on it 77*31

;
and w itli a

Dnrgapadaprabodha on it 80*2f
;

by DurgTEtma (Kutantra) 85*n2,

88*n3
;
89*29.

Lokananda, drama by Chandra-
gomin (?) 61*6.

Lokesakara’s TattvadlpikiT 011 the

Biddrintachandrikn: 102*14fi: its

date 102*10.

M

Mndlma or Suyana author of the

Dliutu vritti 52-2*8 fi!
;
107*10.

Madhava, a commentator on the

Sarasvata-prakriyti 98*2(47
;

his

date 98*23.

Madhava, a writer on Sarasvata,

103*15, his date 103*17: 108*nl.

Madhaviva-Kbitinv i’i it 1 52*20
;
quo-

tes Ilara datta *39*17
;

quotes

Blraclevu 55* G.

ILidhyamita b*, sieged ly Met un-

der*32*28.

Madhya-siddhuntakaimunii of Vara-*

daraja. an abridgment of the Bid-

dhanta-kanmudf 51*4; com. by
Ramasara.au 51*10.
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Ma&'ha about authorship of Unadi-

sltras 27* b ;
quoted by Haradat-

ta 39*n3. i

Mahabbarata, idushmaparvan, 16*8

-

Mahabhashya ed. of ixielhorn 7*n2
;

9*20 ; does nowhere mention the

Aindra school 11*30; 13*20;

14*n2 :
gives name of Paninx’s

mother 19*8
;

19*23
; »

22-nl; 23-nl
;

24-nl ;
2o-2d ;

2<.u5 : gives a stanza from the

Paninlya Siksha 27*15, 27*n5
,

Bhartrihari’s commentary on •

27*n5, 41*6,41*2B
}

109*r; uientions

ilokavartikakaras28*4;
Kiclhorn s

Notes on 30*n2, 311 *nl : dcsyrioeu

a summary of the Sangraha

of Wadi 31*n9 ;
describes Kat-

yayana as a ‘southerner’ 31 *6,

;il*n2 ;
mentions a number of

Wrtikakaras following Katya-

yana 31*nl0 : 32*5j mentions

(lunardiva and Goinkaputra32*29.

32*n2; detailed exposition of data

in—found in Indisehe Studien

33*10
;
text of the<—*,

traditions

about, 3S-24ff, 41*18 \
does not

notice all suiras of Panini 34 *o
;

fanciful explanation of this fact

34-nl
;
it marks end of the first

period in the history of Paninlya

school §21, 56*13: Ohintamani

on

—

?
hy Dhanesvara 100*2.

Mahabhashya-chintamani of :dia-

nesvara 100*2.

Mahabhlishya-pradlpa as the basis

of Haradatta’s Padamanjarl

40*7, 40*n2 ;
itself indebted to

Bhartrihari 42*24 ;
commentaries

on, it by Nagjibhatta, Narayana,

Isvarananda, and others 43*lf£.^

Mahaldiashva-pradipoddyota of Na-

gojibhatta 43*2
;
49*10

;
a com.

on
J

it by Vaidyanatha, called

Chhava 50*13.

MahadeVa father of Vaidyanatha

Mahadeva, author cf Sabdasiddhi,

on Durgasimha’s vritti 89*10.

Mahadeva the Vadava king of De-

vagiri 105*3.
_

Mahavlra, see Jina.
.

Mahesvara preceptor of Kaivyata

42*7.

MahXdhara 102*1-

Maitreyarakshita 39*nl.

Maitreyarakshita mentioned as a

writer -m roots by Sayana 53*2.

Malayagiri’s ^abdanusasana with

his own com. 80*31ft
;
his date

81*4.

Mallmafcha, his commentary on the

SisiipaUvadha 27*n3
;

quotes

Padamanjarl 39*18
;
quotes Bopa-

cieva in his com. of the Kmnara
104*33f

;
quotes a Chandra rule

57*21, 57*n2.

Mammata 42-8f£
;
42*nl e

Mandu.na commentator on the Saras-

vata-pj akriya 98*2711
;

personal

details about him 98*28ff
;
patro-

nized by Alpasahi of Millva 99*9.

Mangavasa author of a com. on the

Chintamani 72*7.

Mauikyaueva on Paninlya Unadi-

sutras 54*17.

Maniprakasika by Ajitasenaobarya,

a com. on the Chintamani 72*8.

Mankha author of &nkantha-cha«
rita 84 22.

Manoraii a, see Praudhamanovamu.
ManoramakuclianiardinJ of Jagan-

natha gives soum permir-l de

tail-, about
’

' hai :.oji 4t>*28lf,

47*nl.
Mantras, Scots of, 8*nl.

Mann mentioned in the Nirukia

8*nl.

Manual of Buddhism by Kern
59*n2.

Manuals, lesser, § 98 : characteris-

tic of the declining age of a

school 115*11.

Matisagara teacher if Bayapala

72*24.

Mauni family 48*4 *, 51*12.

Mauryas, their financial expedient

mentioned by P atarijaB 32*25.

Maxims of interpretation, ste

Parihhasha.

Max 'duller. History of Ancient

Indian Literature" 4*nl ;
4*n3

;

4*28 ; on inti eduction of art of

writing 4*28
;
9*nl

;
on Panini ’s

klafce j 4*3
;
15*3 : 28*15.

Medes not unknown to Indians be-

fore Alexander’s invasion 15*33.

MedinI lll*n2.

Megha father of Trilochanada^a

89*6.

Meghaduta, Malb nUtha’s com. uc

57*22.
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Megharatna’s Sarasvatavylikarana-

dhundhika or Sarasvatadfpika

99 * 1

*

4 :0:.

Meghavijaya tolls of f hattoji’s in-

cU-bteclnc s s to Hoi .uichanura

46 - 20 .

Meghavijaya author cf Haimakau-
mudl79*18ff.

Menander, his siege mentioned by
Patafrjali 32*24.

Merutungacharya* s Vrabandkachin-

t&'mani 73*n2.

Miscellaneous Essays by Coiebrcoke

68-nl ;
114-nl.

Mitakshara (grammar) A nnamhi.at-

tars corn, mii PaninPs AuhtS-

clhyayl 50-24.

Mitakshara (law) the Vyavahara-

kanda from it commented upon

by Vaidyanfffcha 50*9.

Mitra, PutjemhaM, on the identi-

iication 'of Vavanas with L nian

Greeks 15-21 : shows that Patah-

jali is not same as Uonardlya or

Gonikaputra 33-2.

Mohana Madhusudana brother of

Tiirktitilakabha.ptacharya 102*23.

Moharajaparajaya, drama by Y’asah-

pala, 75*8.

Mngdhahodha quotes by name va-

rious grammarians 10*n3
;
91*28

;

104*23
;
-105*10

;
the object of—

§83 ;
its dom !nation prior to

15hat fcoji 107*12
;

commentaries

on,
‘ 107*24ff

;
supplements to,

108*911' ; accessory treatises to,

108*l5ff
;
110-27.

<

Muhammedan incursions as affect-

ing growth of literature 43-15ff
;

later Muhammedan rulers as

creating a demand for Sanskrit

grammar 43*27, 93*4ff
;
96*7.

Muktuphala by Bopadova 105*11,

105*nl.

Munitrayam 34*12.

N

Nagesa, see Nagoj ibhatta ,

Nagojibhatta speaks of Santanava-

charya *as relatively modern

author 27*n4
;

his Uddyota on

Kaiyyata’s Pradlpa 43*1; his com.

on the PraudhamanoramtE 47*18,

and on the AdhyStma-Ram&yana

47*21
;
his commentary on Bhat-

toji’s &abda-kaustn$ia 47*22; his

pupil, VaidyanatMi P&yagunda
47*23, 48n*l

;
his works §32, 53*3

;

his time 49*24£P: invited by
Savai Jeysimha of Jeypur for an
asvamediia 49*3

;
personal details

about hini 49*33ff
;
55*7.

Naidanas mentioned in the Nim-
kta 8*nl.

Nairuktas mentioned in the Niru-
kta 8*nl

;
21*14

;
their view as to

root-origin of all words 25*26.

Nandas, their relation with Katya-
yana 29*6.

Nandakisorubhatta’s supplement to
’ the Mngdhahodha 108*9

;
his date

108*11.

Nandasumlara 78*17.

Nandisangha Pattavali 64*7. G4n*2.

Naraliari’s B&liJvabodha 116*1 Off.

Narasim-ha father of Rumabhatta
101 * 12 .

Narayana’s vivarapa on Kaiyyata’s
Pradlpa 43*2.

Niirayanabharati 101*35.

Narayana BhattSchurya’s Ksrika-
vali 116*12.

N&rendra or NarendrSehSrya men-
tioned as founder of SfCrasvata

by Kshemendra 95*18, by Amri-
tabharati 95*22; by Yitthala-
charya 95*24.

Nighantu 6*nl
;
commented upon

by Yaska’s Nirukta 8*5.

Nighantu-vritti by KshirasvSrnin,

quoted by, Devaraja 52*10.

Nllakantha Sukla, pupil of Bhattoji

47*n2,' 48-nl.

NipStavyayopasargavritti by Ksbl-

rasvamin 52*8.

Nirukta of Yaska, its date §8; 7*9;

its nature §7; teachers and
schools referred to in it 8*nl;

introduction to, by Pandit Satya-

vrata Sama^raml 14*17; 25*25;

25*n4; quotes {§SkatSyana 68*25;

com. on, by Dixrgaeh&rya 88-14.

Niruktanirvachana by Devaraja
52*10.

Niryukti 73*nl.

Northern school mentioned by
. Psnini 12*n2.

Nrisimhscbsrya father of YHfhala-

charya 45*22.
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SV-tsa on KS'ika by Jincuclrabitcl-

dhi 35*n2, §?5; otherwise known
as Iv asika -vnqarana-pafij iku fJS-0:

not a single edition ora complete

manuscript of ilia existence 39-1,

39* In; said to have been com-

mented upon by Mail :eyarak shi ta

39 *nl; 71 -nr: quoted (?) by

Elemac-handra 7 0- n2

.

Xyasas (three) on Henxichandra's

Brihadvritti, the first: identifies

most of ll euiueliaucira'S quota!: ons

76*n2; second by Udayachaudra
79-2, with an abridgment which
traces most of Henv.okv.dra's

quotations 76*n*2: 79*39’; 76*2!

:

and the third anonymous Nyasa
culled Sabdamalurrava 79*7.

Nyilsa on the Sakatayam-Sabd-TnU’

Husain 39*nl; quoted in Madha-
yiya Dhatuvruli 71*31

;
quoted

by Hemadiandra 70*n2.

Nyasa, ;a com- on the Amogha-vritii

quoted by Prabhachandracharva
72*2.

Nyasa of Ugvabhuti on Jagad-

dhara’s BulahodhinI 91*13.

Nyayapanchanana’s com. on U oyl-

ckandra’s vritti 110*170:.

Nyuyarthamafijusha of Ilemahai'isa-

vijayagani 80*7; its dale 80*n2.

0

Oka, Shastri, editor of Kshlrasva-
niin’s coni, on Araarakosha 52*nl

;

57*n2.

P

Padama brother of Yahada and
minister to Alpasahi 99*6.

Padamanjarl of Haradatta §26

;

quoted in the Madhavlya Dlktu-
vritti and by Mallinatha 39*18;
quotes Magha 39*18, 39*n3

;

quotes Kirata and Bhattikavya
39* n3 ;

based upon Kaiyyata’s
Mahabhashya-pradlna 40*7’, 40*n2,
43*7.

' L '

Padapatha of fiakalya 4*17
; G*nl.

Paclma-(or Itudra-) kumain. faihv
of Haradatta 39*11.

Padmanabhu'uilta founder of the
Saupadma school 111*2

;
personal

d etui’s about him 1 J l*2ff;differcut
frem tlm a uth *r of. the P l*: shock-
radi v ! tti 111*8 ; hi s date'll 1* L 5

;

the ar ungem.' ut of his werk
lll*n4

;
his own coin, on it

cubed Sa; pad oapanjika 1.12*11
;

hi s cth r w «rk 112* 1 Off
,

1 it ml.

PacImauAbliadatln, author of Pri-
shedaradiv rdti, dillert nt from
the founder cf 8amy dma 111*511.

1 hidmup- rana 100*4

.

Paidn: i.c.Uhv of I emaeha*jdra
78*25 : gives hr son over for
religious srrv'co 7i*7.

Palliavas, sac Parthian*.

PiTndy.i king, the Telk:ippiyam runl
lx fore, li*8.

Panehnrantra story about Pruiui’a
death by tiger 19 15 li)*n2.

Panchavasiu, reca.t of: Jainmidia
(57*1411:

;
its hu:o<luufccry part in-

terpolated 67*20.

Panini, 3*nl
;
his terminology pro*

supposed by present Pratisakhyus
5*2

;
—

,
His place in Sanskrit

literature, by G this dicker, 5*nl
;

h ; s ierminol.'gy compared with
that of Yaska G*n2

;
objec fcions

to hi.: bring placed after laska
eons’ dored 7*6 If : his system
based on Yaskrs theory of the
verbal origin of every noun 9*3

;

9* Gif : uses technical words and
formulas of earliar writers, some
of whom came after Yaska
9*14

;
9*n2

;
10*n3

;
said to

have supplanted tha Aindra
school 10*15; as also other schools
62*26

;
dors not any-where

mention Indra by name 10*11,

nor the Aindra school 11*28
;

12*6
;
ths school of—§§10 to 41:

authors quoted by—12*n2
;

his;

date §11 ;
posterior to Yaska

14*14
;
must have known some

form of Grihya and Dharina
Sutras 14*n2

;
placed even before

Yaska by Pandit Satyavrata Sa-
masrami 14*18

;
usually but

without sufficient evidence as-

signed to 350 B.G. §12 ;
lived

prior to Alexander’s invasion
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17-19; lived prior to 700 B. C.
18*3

;
18*16

;
only a negative

conclusion about his date possible

18*27; the known facts about
his life §13 ;

{§alaturXya an alias

of — 18*34
; his mother’s name,

DskshI 19*8,19*nl;h?steachersald

to be Varsha 19*1
1 ;

has the four-

teen pratyahara sutras revealed to

him 19*13, 23-18
;
story about hia

death by a tiger 19*14, 19*n2
;

character of Fan ini’s work §14 ;

his contribution to philology in

the Unadisutraa 21*31 ; the tech-

nical devices used by him §13 ;

his method of indicating adhi-

kara-sutras 24* n2 ;
his Parihha-

shas 25*4 : his Dlmtuplitha
25*143:

;
his Ganaputlia 23*24,

24*2f£, 25*20
;
reasons for assign-

ing most of the Unadisutras to

his authorship 26*711
;

his Varti-

kakaras pp. 28-32
;

considerable

interval separates him fromKatyir-

yana 27*7, 27* nl
;

criticised by
Katyayana first in the Vajasaneyi
Prati4akhya 29*16, and later in

the Vartikas 29*20
;
his termino-

logy not strictly adhered to by
KatySyana 30*24£E

;
38*nl

; Sid-

dhantakauomdl the most popular

introduction to liis grammar
46*11 ; he tacitly employed many
Paribhashas current before him
54*21, 54*nl

;
history of his

school, review of, §41 ;
56 '7 ;

three stages in the later history

of his schoul 50-llif
;

59*9
;

65*28
;

69*nl
;

69*18 ; 69*n3
;

70*nl“5
;
71*1; 75*30; 78*n2 :

81*28; 86*21; 86*28; 88*30;

87*4 ; modern revival of Panini

90*31
;

107*4
;

92*16 ;
93*1 ;

93*27
;
later attempts to improve

upon him 105*17
;
105 22

;
109*1

;

111 * 20
;
112 * 1 .

Panini, the poet, quoted in Valla-

bhadeva’s Subhushituvaii and in-

dent! fied with Panini the gram-

marian 13*10. #

Paribhashas of Papini and of later

grammarians 25*4
;

25*nl
;
no

ancient collection has come down
27*19

;
commonly ascribed to

Vyadi 27*21, 54*23
;
invention of

the system of-—,
35*10

;
Paribha-

18 fSk. Gr.]

shas and JnapaMs elaborated
between 470~05G/ A. D. 35*17,

_
54*27f£, 54*:q2, 'J(y25 ; § 40 : Pa-
nini tacitly employed many —
current before him 54*21, 54*nl ;

Paininlya paribhashas borrow* d
by the Katantra and other non-
Paninlya schools 55*10 : Pari-

bhasha-sutra by feikat&yana
71*14 : of Hemachaudra 77*25,

collected by Hemuh&hsav ijaya*

gani 80*4ff ; none for Saras vata
94*£L 103*8; a c dice! ion of —
by Goylehandra 110*15

;
ox Sau-

padma same as Panini ’e 112*30;

112*19.

Paribhaskavritti (to Mugdhaboda)
by Piainachandra- vidyabhushana
108*21.

Paribhasha vritti ( Sanpadma ) of

PadmanSbliadatta 1 1 2*21 !l.

Paribhasheudusekhnra by Nagoji-
bhafcfa 49*1 Iff, with tit-.* author’s

com. called Sabdendusekhaia
49*14, 55*7; com.on it called (jada

by Vaidyanatha 50*13
;

other

commentaries 55*9.

Parishads, rules for, framed, 4*10. -

Parivritjakas mentioned in the Nir-

ukta 8*nl.

Parshadas mentioned in the Nir-

ukta 8* ill*

Parsus, sec Persians.
Partisans not unknown to Indians

even before Alexander's invasion

15.33.

Patanjula-charita gives a fanciful

explanation of the fact that the

Mahabhashya does not notice all

sutras of Panini 34*nl.

Patanjali 12*6
;
13*2,3

;
14*1

;
H*n2;

17*4
;
13*11

;
gives the name of

Panini’s mother 19*8
; 24*13

;

26*nl ; 27*21
;
quotes certain me-

trical Vartikas preceding those of

Katyayana 28*4 ; mentions a

number of Vaitikakaras follow-

ing Katyayana 3l*nl0 : his date

and* personal history §20 ; main
arguments for assigning him to

150 B.C. 32*19ff
;
speaks of Fu-

shpamitra as his contemporary
32*21 ; refers to a siege of Menan-
der 32*24 *, mentions a financial

expedient of the Mauryas 32.25
;
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a detailed e^oosition of liia time

given in Indiskhe Stadien 33*10
;

3,3*11
;
vindicates P^nini against

the attacks of Katyayana 33-13
;

often unfair to Katyayana 33-20
;

his unparalled style 33-21 ;
his

isktis 33*15 ;
35-3

;
54*22

;
o9*10 ;

69*18; 76*n2 ;
103*3,

Pathak, professor, 10ml ;
14*n2 :

39.nl
;
proves the historical exis-

tence of Pujyapada 64-6ff
;

his

paper on Jaina Sakatayana 64.14;

69-8AE, 76- nl ;
his arguments for

the date of Jainendra 64*162

;

65-n2: 67-24; 72*nl
;

72-n2

;

72 *n3.

Pairapuhja 45.29.

Pauranic accounts of frontier tribes

not mere imaginative fabrica-

tions 16*6.

Paushkarasltdi mentioned by Kat-

yayana 31 -n7.

Payagunda, see. Vuidyanatlia Paya-

gunda.

Persians not unknown to Indians

before Alexander’s invasion

15*33 ;
mentioned as mercenary

fighters by Panini 17**24
;
blotted

out as a political power in 329

Peterson on Panini ’s date 13.off
;

13*n2; 46-n3 ;
5S*n*2

;
54-1

;
65*4 ;

67*n2 ;
79-n5

;
89*u2.

Philology, science of, revolutioniz-

ed by discovery of Sanskrit by

modem Europe 2*24 : its postu-

late Yaska's theory of the root-

origin oi every noun 9-4.

Phitsutras of Santanavacharya

27-12, 27*n4.

Phonetics, manuals on, 412.

Pischel on the identification of

Panini the grammarian and Pa-

nini the poet 13-10.

Plat®® 16-2.
4 _

Prabandhachintamani by Merutun-

gacharya 73 *n2-

Prabandhakosa by Eajasekhara

73*n2.

Prabha, Vaidyanatha’s com. on

Bliattojrs Sabdakaustublia 50*15.

PrabbSebandra quoted by Pujya-

p-Sda 66-n2 ;
attempt to prove that

the name i* fictitious 66*18

;

66*n3.

Prabhachandra author of Prabha-

vakacharitra 73-n2.

Prabhachandracharya author of a

Nyasa on Amoghavritti 72*1.

Prabhavakacharitra by Prabha-

chandra and Pradyumnasuri

73-n2.

Prabodhachandriks by Vijjala-bhu-

pati 115*22ff; com. on it by

GopHlagiri 115-30.

Prabodhaprakatia, a Saiva grammar
bv Balaramapanchanana 11412,
114-1911.

Pradlpa, see Mahabhashya-pradlpa.

Pradyumnasuri reviser of Prabha-

chandra’s Prabhavakacharitra

73-n2.

Prakrit literature, growth of, as

affecting development of Sans-

krit 34-20.

Prakriyakaumud! of Ilamaehandra

§30 ;
the model for Bhattojrs

Siddhanta-kaumudi 45-10
;
com-

mented upon by Vitthalacharya

in the Prasada 45*14 : by Sesha*

krishna in the Prakusa 45-25 :

and by others 46*n 1 ;
an abridg-

ment of it by author’s pupil

51*nl ; 72*21 ; 109-3.

Prakriyamani by Dbaneevara 100*3.

Prakriyaprakasa of Seshakrisbpa

45*25.

Prakriyasangraha of Abhayaehan-

dra, recast of Sakatayana Sab-

danusasana 72-11.

Prasada of Vitthalacharya 45*14
;

its date 4516
;
quotes Narendra-

chsrya 95*24.

Prataparudra of Telangana 101*10.

Pratisakhyas, primitive, presup-

pose art of writing 4*30
;
present

— post-Paninlya 5*2
;
their con-

tribution to science of grammar
5*10ff

;
their technical terms

identified by Dr. Burnell with

those of Aindra school 5-n2,

82*13
;
show Yaska in the making

5*19
;
6*nl

;
9*n2

;
closely related

to Tolkappiyam 11.6, and to RS-
tantra 82*13 ;

12*6
; 86-22, 86*nl

;

Vajasaneyi Prati^Skhya the first

grammatical work of Katyayana,

see under Ysj&saneyi.
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Pr&tyaksra sQtras, fourteen,
,
re-

vealed to Pilnini by God Siva

19.13 ;
22.15 ;

means to produce
brevity and terseness 23.25 ;

Vft-

jasaneyi-Prati^akhya PratySha-

rss same as Plinini’s 29*n2 ;
their

number reduced by Chandrago-
min 59*15

;
Papinlya — retained

by Jainendra 66*3 of $akatg>

yana 70*13;—of Malayagiri 81*6;

— not used by Hemaehandra
81*6; Paninlya — dispensed with
by Kltantra 86*23ff.

;
their use

without its by the SSrasvata
94 :

5 ;
113*23;-— of Bopadeva

106*6, •— called SamShlrasutras
106*23 ;— of Psnlni retained by
Saupadma lll*2i.

Praudha-raanoramS Bhattoji’s own
com. on the Sicldhanta-kaumudl
47.7

;
distinguishes between the

two authors of the Kli4ika 36* nl;

acknowledges indebtedness to Ru-
pamlila 45* nl

;
does scant justice

to the memory of j*k*shakyi-

shna 47*1
;
its abridgment called

Bak-manorama 47*8
;

Jagunna-
tha’s com. on it called the Mano-
ramakuchamardinl 47*18 ; anoth-
er com. on it by Nage^a called

fiahdaratna 47*18, 49*16 ; 107*7.

Prishodaradivritti of PadmanSbha-
datta 111*8; its date 111*9,

111-nt.

Prithvldhara, Maliamahopadhyaya

,

author of sub-corn, on Yardhu-
mana’s Katantra-vistara 88*24.

Pujyapada an alias of Devanandi
63*25

;
64*n2; mentioned as the

founder of a Dravida-sahgha
65*4

;
possibility of other name-

sakes of his 65*10
;
69*20

;
70*8.

Pundarlkaksha writes sub-com. to

Sripati's supplement to Kaiantra
90*21.

PunjarSja the earliest com* on the

Sifras vata-prakriyS 96*15 : .per-

sonal details about him 96*33f£
;

his date 96*16, 97:7 ;
Ms works

97*8f
;
99*nl.

Punyaswndaragan i 79*242.

Punishotlama 97*23.

Purushottamadeva’s vrittion Unadi
quoted by Uijvaladatta 54*15.

Pnshpamitra alluded to as contem-

porary by Patanjali 32*21, and

probably Patanj^fPs own patron

/

R

Races, impact of different, as in-

fluencing study of grammar 2*31.

Raghunandana^iromani 84*25.

Raghunltha author of the Laghu-
bhiTsbya on the S&rasvata 103*1

;

pupil of Bhattoji 103*5.

RaghunEthabhatta father of Jaya-
kvishna 48.4

;
51*11.

PiSjadhanyapura 79*n2.

Rlija^ekliara 7sPrabandhako4a73*n2.
Raj ataranginl account of the vicissi-

tudes in the test of the MahS-
bhashya 13*27, 13*n5 ;

33*25,

41*17.

Rajavade, Vislivanih. K., his paper
on Panini’g date 17*9 ftv

It uj emirate! Mitra cm the identifica-

tion of Y

a

vanas with Ionian

Greeks 15*21
;
shows that Patan-

jali is not the same as GonardXya
or Gon3kaput i a S3 * 2

.

Ramabhaclra-nyayulaiikani 1 07*32.

Ramabhatta’a Vid vat-pradodh in!
101*3

;
personal details about

the author 101*0 if
;

his works
101*16 ff.

Ramabhattl, see VidvafprabodkinT.

Ramaekandra 7

s PralmySkaumudl
§30 ;

his date 45*6
;
personal de-

tails about him 45*6 fL

Ramachandra, commentator on K&-
tantravri ttipanjika 89*8

;
90*16.

Ramachandra’s commentary on the

Saupadma 112*14.

Ramachandra-chakravarti writes

sub-com. to SrlpatPs supplement
to Kaiantra 90*20.

Ramacbandtii^rama’s Siddhfnta-

chandrika 102*11
;
cornujentarieg

on it 102*13 fO
;
the author's own

abridgment of it 102*19.

R^madasa 90*15.

Rlimadeva the Yadava king of

Devagiri 105*4.

Ramakanta’s com. on Saupadma-
Ganapatha 113*2.

Kamakura grandfather of Lokek-
kara 102*14.

Ramakrishuaciiarya grandfather of

Yittlialacharya 45*22.
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Eamlinanda qd&ted by Durgadaga com. on tbo Ash l'5dhy5yT 47*12
;

107*30. \ probably not computed by the

EUmPtianium’s can. on the Madhya- author 47*14, 47*n3
;
com. on it

Siddh-Tntakaumudl 51*10. called VishamT, by Nngesa 49*18
;

Bamasimha patron of Nltgojibiuitta another com. called Prabhis, hy
50*1. *

,
Vaidvauiitha 5015

;
107*7.

Bilraasraaui, see Bhaau dlkshiia. Sabdamakarn a va-nySsa
,
an anony-

11amat a rkavagxsa
,
commentator on mous com. on Hernachandia s

Mugdhabodha 107*24; his supple- Brihadvriiti 79*7.

raent 0 Mugdhubodha 108*10; ^abd^nnsasana of Hemachancha
Ms Uqaclikosa 108*22. presumably utilised by Bhattoji

RangSohlirya’s edition of Sankara’s ,
for bU SiddhSntakaumudl 46 ;22.

Survasiddhlata-sahgraha 105 m3, Sabdanusp-.aoa of Malajagiri

Ra&goji-dlkshita brother of Bhat- 80*31 ha

Ion 43*^4; *18*1x1 . f Babdcinusa&ana or Sakatayana

Easagakgidhara 49*27. (Jaina) not a very ancient' work

Bitsavala another name for the Jan- 20*3
;
later than Jainend ra C8*9;

mara school 109*52; quoted in Bha- meant for ^vetambaras 08*13
;

ratal com. on BhaLi.ikiiv'ya 110*1. mentioned in the Uamiratna-
BasavatT JumaranandT’s vvitti on mahodadhi G8-1G

;
in the Madha-

Kramadisvara’s Sankshiptasara viya-Dhatuvritti G8-17
;

com-
109*31.

_
mentariea on it 68*14

;
accessory

Rashirakata 69* J 3.
j

treatises on it GB* 14; not the same
Eacalama 79*n3.^ as ancient fekatiTyana § 52:
EatnTikara 101*35. proof for this G9 <»1

;
quoted as

Eayamuk la mentions Clttndra
^
ahhinaca by Bopadeva 08*31.

ljinganuhirsana 00 20.
^

Sabh":nusasana-Bril.advritti,Hema-
Recasts of AshtadhyiTyX § 29 : 57*2. chnndia’s conn on his own
Bigveda,^ grammatical speculations &aU < nnu{sasami 70*17

;
three

in 1*25: its S.uhhilS anterior to di/fnent Nvasas on the same
Panted 14-12.

Roman conquest, influencing study
of Greek grammar 2m2.

R-yal Asiatic Society, the Bombay
Branch, Journal of, 35m2.

IIupagosvlEmins HarInitmam ri tam
113*17.

IlnpamULt of Yimalasarasvati men-
tions Vararuchi alias Klttvayana
as author of: UnadiSutras 27*nl :

ii is- a recast of Ashtadhj Kyi
44*2

; its date 44*5, 44* .*<1 . its

arrangement of topics 44*6 If
;
in-

debtedness to it acknowledged by
Bhattoji Drkshita 45-nl.

Bupasiddhi, an, abridgment of Sa-
k atayana SabdanusUsana. by
DayUpala 72*23.

Kapitvali 5i*lG.

Budra-(or Padma- )kum ara, father of
Haradatta 39*11.

S

BabarasvSmxn 53*20.

Aabdakaustubha by Bhattoji, a

!
70*21, 79*2,' 79*7

;
its quota-

!
lions niostty identified by

,
the first NyHsa 70*2

;
contains

|

SiddharXTja’s yras'asti 77*3 if; its

|

abridgment perhaps by Hema-
1 chandra himself 76*8

;
com-

prehends also accessory treatises

of the school 77 * 28 ; Dhundldka
on it 78*6 if

;
a Laghu-nyasa on it

,
79 * 1 .

Sabclaratna, Nagoji’s com. on the

Praudbamanorama 49-16
;
a com.,

BkavaprakSsika, on it by Yaidya*
nxetha 50*15.

Sabdlrthachandrika by Hatisavija-

yagani 100*27.

Sabdasiddhi, Mabadeva’s com. on
Dm-gasirhlia’s vritti 89*10.

Sadananda’s SubodhinX 102* 14f

.

Sages, the three, 34*11

.

Sahajakirti’s SurasvataprakriyUvUr-

txka, 100*21 fE
;
his date 100*24,

lOO-nl.

Snhi Salem, emperor
^
of Delhi,

honours Chandraklrti 98*17 ff
?

98-nl.
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f§aiva grammars 114-10 ff.

6aka 16-31
;
17-31

;
18-12; see also

Scythians 18*12.

Sakalya, Packpatha by, 4*18
;
men-

tioned in the Nirnkta 8*nl
;

mentioned by Pffnini 12*n2
;

quoted by Katyityana 31*n4.

J^kapuni mentioned in the Nirukta

8.nl.

feskatayana (ancient) quoted by

name in Bopadeva’s Mugdhabo-
dba 10*n3

;
mentioned by P&nini

12*n2, 88*25
;
often considered

author of the Unadisutras 25*24
;

no work of the ancient Sakata-

yana now extant 2G-5
;
quoted by

KStyttyana 31 -n3
;
mentioned in

the MahSbbiUshya 25*n5 ^differ-

ent from later ( Jaina ) gsrkatiC-

yana § 52 ;
80 31 ;

81*8; credited

with the authorship of the. Krit-

prakarana as incorporated in the

Ektantra 84*24, 87*20.

^Itkatayana (Jain) Prof. Puthak’s

paper on, 64.14 *,
64 *n4 : his

date 65*1, 6912 ff
;

his
^

in-

debtedness to Jainendra 65*2
;

also author of the Amoghavyitti

69*13
;

was a ^vetffmbara Jain

73*nl
;
nature of bis fiabdJTnn-

4asana §53; draws freely upon

the Jainendra 69*20; many of his

sutras same as Payings 69*22,

C9*n3, or only slightly changed

70*1, 70*nl
;

indebtedness to

Cbandragunin 70*2ff, 70 n2 : t>

Jainendra 70*5, 70*n3, 70 n4

;

quotes Indra 70*7 ; the
.

extent

and arrangement of his Sab-

d7£nu4asana 70*1Off
;
the authors

quoted by him 70.n5
;

bis frantic

effort to secure brevity illustrated

71*6; his technical terminology

71*7 : other works by SakatSyana

§ 54; comm, on his &abd£nu4s-
j

Sana 71-30ff : recasts of it

72*10ff; later ousted by Hema-
chandra’s §abdanusasana 73*3,

which however freely draws

upon it 76*13, 76.nl, 7C*d2.

Ssketa besieged by Menander 32*23.

§akta grammars 114'10ff* !

felatura Pay ink's r/vtive place 191;
identified with JLahaur in Yusuf

-

zai valley 19*2
;
now an obscure

and deserted place 19*6.

6alaturlya an alias of Psyini 18*34
;

18ml.
Salemsbah, Emperor, 93*8.

Samantabbadra quoted by Puiya-
pitda 66*n2.

Samantabbadra ’s Tippayi on the

Chintamani 72*7.

Samssachakra 51*17.

SamasramI, Satyavrata, on PSninPs
date 14*17.

Samayasnndarasuri’s com. on the

Kalpasutras 63*2, 83‘n2.

Saifthits, Taittirfya, grammatical
speculations in, 2*2; the language

of Saihliitss different from that of

Brahmanas, 3 9 ;
the Sam hitas of

Rik, Sama, and Krishna-Yajus
anterior to Payini 14*12.

Sangala, a town destroyed by
Alexander and mentioned by
Payini 17-llff.

Sahghapati or Sanghe^vara 98*29 ;

99*8.

Sangraba, an extensive work of

Yyadi 31*18, and described as

the basis for Mahabhashya 31*n9.

Sanjilis, see Technical terms.

Sankala, see SaBgala.

Sankala, Prince who founded the

city of Sangala 17*13.

hkarachlirya’s Sarvnsiddhunt a-

sangraha edited by Rahgach&rya
105*n3; his ferlra-bhashya 33*22*

^ankhabasti insriptic.n 85*6.

Sankhya-karikas 84*20.

Sankshiptasara of Kramadlavara

308-32
;
its relation to the AshtS-

dhyayT 109*10 ff
;
Jumaranandfs

vrittf on it lG9*27fL

Sanskrit grammar, schools of, near-

ly a dozen 1*10 ; writers on, at

least three hundreds 1*11 ;

treatises on, over a thousand 1*13;

see under schools.

&antanavuebHrya, author of the

Pbitsutras 27*12 ;
mentioned as a

relatively modern writer 27*n4.

Saptasati, coro.cn, by Nage4a49*7.

Saplavarman received revelation of

Aindra grammar from Karttikeya

10-22 ; see also Sarvavamau*
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Sltra by Ka&nSjtha, a com. on the

PrakriyakaumndT 46-nl.

Sarapradlpika by Jagannatha 98*1,

100 * 8 .

Sllra-Siddhantakaumudi of Varada-

rlja, an abridgment of the

SiddhEntakaumuril 51 -4.

SErasvata school 43.29;81*24;its date

§73 ;
its original extent 9 2ml

;

two recensions of its Sutrapatha

92*nl
;
its special features §74 ;

its technical terms 94-lHf ;
no

paribhEshas to it 94-21; and no

UnSdis 94*29
;
the school not

mentioned by Bopadeva 92*4, not

known to Hemacli indra 92 '0 ;

its traditional founder § 75
;

v&rtikasto it 94*31, 95 ‘2; com. on

it by Vitthaia 89.2 ;
most of the

comiiic on it later than 1450 A. D.

92.8, and come from Northern
India 92.14 ; comm, on it in-

dependently of the Sarasvata-

prukriya § 78 ;
the — school

encouraged by Muhammedan
rulers of India 93*411; its abridg-

ments 103.211?; a general review
of its history §80 ; no supple-

ments to it 104.6
;
the school

affected by modern revival of

Panini 92*20 : its present status

104 2!.

Sarasvatabhashya of Kftslnatha

100*91?.

Slrasvata-dipika, see SErasvata-

vytikarana-dhundhika

.

Sarasvata-mulasutxapatha 92.nl

.

Surasvataprakriya of Anubhuti-
svarupacharya 92.nl, §76 ; its

sutrapathamot the original sutra-

patha 92ml
;
commentators on

it 96.201?, §77 ;
commentaries on

Sarasvata independently of this

„ § 78 ;
vartikas imbeded in its

sutrapatha 95‘9ff
;

com. on
it by Kshernendra 95.17 ;

by
Araritabharati 95.20.

Saras vataprakriyavartika by Saha-
jakirti 100-24 ;

its date 100.24.

Sarasvataprasada by Yusudeva-
bhatta 98.24f?

;
its date 98.26,

98,n2*

Sarasvalavvakarana-dImndhika or
Sarasvata-dlpika by Megharatna

Sarasvatl reveals Sarasvata sutras

,
95*5.

SarTra-bhashya 33*22.

Sartha 105 ‘5.

Sarvasiddhantasahgraha of &anka-
racharya, ed. by BaftgachSrya
105*n3.

Sarvavarman 10*3
;
83‘nl

; founder
of the Katantra §64 ;

his patron
Satavahana 82.25, 83.4, 82*n3

;

evidence for later interpolations

in his original sutrapatha §65;
87*17if

;
the Kritprakarana mot

by him 84.18ff, as also certain

other sections 85.5ff, 85.101?

;

nature of his work §65 ;
the ex-

tent of his work 87*31?.

Satabalaksha mentioned in the
Nirukta 8*nl.

Sataslokl by Bopadeva 195.13,

Satavahana, patron of Sarvavarman
82.25, 82.n3.

Sail mother of Nsgetfa 49.35,

Satl-vritti on Unadis quoted by
Ujjvaladatta 54.15

Satvaruja disciple of Bhunudlkshita
48*nl.

Satyananda, teacher of Isvarananda
the author of Mahabhashyapra*
dlpa-vivarana 43.3.

SatyaprabodhabhattEraka 97.18.

Satyavrata Saraasraml on Panini’s

date 14.17.

Satibhava 35.nl
; 4 1.20*

Saunagas mentioned by Patanjali

Sl.nlQ; .one of their vartikas

quoted by the KEsika 37 11.

Saupadma school absorbs Paninlya
Unsdisutras 54-9.

Saupadma school of Padmanabha-
datta §90 ;

its special features

§91 ;
its arrangement lll.n4

;

commentaries on it §92 ;
its pre-

sent status §94.
Saupadma-makaranda by Yishnu-

mi^ra 112*15.

Saupadmapanjika, Padmanabha’s
own com. on the Saupadma
112 * 10 .

Sauryabhagavat mentioned by Pat
anjali 31.nl0.

SavEi Jeysimha invites Nageda for

an a^vamedha 49.29.

Sayana or Madhava author of the

Dhatuvritti 52.281?.
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Schools of Sanskrit
_

grammar,
nearly dozen 1.10; Amelia school

of Grammarians by Dr. Burnell

B.nl
;
the Drkshita school 48 nl,

§33. The school of Panini §§10 to

41 ;
review of its history

§41 ;
three stages in its later his-

tory 56.11ff . Chandra school §42
to §46; its branching off from
the Paninlya school 56.27; its

later history §46 ;
why dis-

appeared from India 61.28ft*.

The Jainendra school §47—§50 ;

its later history § 50. The

school of Sakatayana §51—§55; its

later history §55- Early secta-

rian schools §§42—62. Bise of

popular schools of grammar
56.34

;
§63-§80. Hemachandra

scliool §56-§62 ;
its later history

§62 ;
limited influence 80*22if.

The Katantra school §63—§72; its

early history §67 ;
its history

in Bengal §71 ;
in Kasmlr §72.

The Sarasvata school §73—§80 ;

general review of its history §80.
The school of Bopadeva §§81-85 ;

its later history §84. The Janmara
school §86-89

;
its present status

§89, The 'Saupadma school

§§90—94 ;
its pres'ent status §94.

Later sectarian schools §95—§97.
Scythian invasions as affecting de-
velopment of Sanskrit 34.20

;

the people not unknown to Indians
before Alexander’s invasion

15.33 ;
17-32

;
their first king

Deioces 18.1.

Sectarian schools, early §§42-62 ;

later §§95-97.
'

Senaka mentioned by Panini 12.n2.

6esha-Krishna author of PrakSs'a
on Bamachandra’s Prakriyakau-
mud! 45.25

;
personal details

about him 45.27ff
;
the precep-

tor of Bbattoji 46.3, who is how-
ever not grateful to his memory
46.29

;
his date cir. 1600 A. D.

46.4
;
Jagannatha his son’s pupil

47.2, 48-nl.

Besha-Nrisimhasuri father of Sesha-

Krishna 45*26.

Seeharaja, see Patanjali.

Seshah'arman’s com. on the Pari-

bhftshendusekhara 55*9*

Shahajahan patron*of Jagannatha
46-27. 4

Sheshagiri Bhastri 39.n2; 40 nl.

Siddhanandr quoted by Sakatayana
70*n5.

Siddhantachandrika by Eanrn-
chandrasrama 102.10

;
its com-

mentaries 102*13ff
;
the author’s

own abridgment of it called

Lagb u-Siddhantachanchika with
a com. 102T9ff.

Siddliantakaumu dl of Bhattoji

modelled upon Kamachandra’s
Prakriyakaumndl 45 10 ;

im-
portance of the Siddhantakau-
mudl §31 ;

its presumed indebted-

ness to Hemachandra’ s jSabdann-

&isana 46.22 ;
author’s own com.

on it in two recensions 47.7ff
;

com. TattvabodhinI by Jn£nea-
drasarasvati 47-25, with a sup-

plement by Jayakrislma 48.4
;

com. on it by Nagojibhatta 49.15;

its abridgments §34 : its relation

to the HaimakauinudT 79.2 If
;

109.3.

Siddhantaratua by Jinendu alias

Jinaratna 102*27.

SiddbarSja, see Jayasimha.

Siddhasena quoted by Pujyapuda
66*n2 ;

not a grammarian at all

according to Hemachandra 66.22.

Siksha (of Panini) not a very an-

cient work 27*12
;
a stanza from

it found in the Mahabhashya
27*15. 27*u5

;
the «amc com-

mented upon by Bkartrihari

27- n5 ;
and quoted by Kumarila

27*n5
;
60*30.

&lsh5ra 67*4.

Singarour, see Sringaverapura*

Slradeva’s treatise on Paribhashas

quoted in the Madhavlya-Dhatu-

vritti 55*6.

Sishyalekha, poem by Chandra-

gomin (?) 61*6.

Sisupalavadha 27 -n3.

feSuprabodha by Punjaraja 97*8.

Biva revealed the pratyshara sutras

to Pacini 19*13
;
23*18 83*6 :

(= vowels) 114-22.

Bivabhatta father of Nagojibhatta

,
49*34*

SivSnanda 5M0* *
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v
&iv&r5ma Ckakfavarti writes sub-

com. to SrlpatVs supplement to

Klitantra 90*21.

Siwairaj alias Surasimha of JodUa-
pur 80* If, 80* nl.

Skandagupta 58*27.

Sloka-vartikas, their number SI *23;

their authorship discussed

31-nll.

Smith, Vincent, Early History of

India, 17*5
;
17*16

;
82*n3

;
91-nl.

Sornachandra, second name of He-
maehandra 74*12.

Somadeva’s version of Jainendra
65*18

; his fiabdarnavachandrika

65.19, 67*2
;
his version earlier

and truer 65*21ff, G5*n2
;
personal

details? about him 67*2ff.

Speeches, contact of different, as

influencing studv of grammar
2 * 21 .

Sphotayana mentioned bv Panini

12* n2.

Srauta-sutras of Katyayaua 29*nl.

Sravana Belgola 39*nl ; 71*nl.

SrTdatta quoted by Pujyapada

,
66*n2.

Srldatta grandfather of Padmana-
bhadatta 111*5.

Sridhara Chakravarti’s com. on the

Saupadma 112*13.

Srlkanthacharita by Mankha 84*22.

Primula family 96*33.

Sringaverapura 50*1.

6rIpati J

s supplement to the Ka-
tantra 90-18 *, sub-commentaries
on it 90*20f

;
further supplement

to the supplement 90*24.

&rlpati grandfather _of Padmana-
bhadatta 111*7.

Srirahga teacher of Msdhava 98*20.

Srldesha, see Patanjali.

6rTvallabha-vachanachSrya's com

.

on Hemachandra's Linganusa-
sana 79*28ff.

Srutapula quoted by Hemaehandra
76*n2

;
also in the Amogbavritti

76*n2.
'

Sthaulsshtlvi mentioned in the
Nirnkta 8*nl-

Slhavira-Jinendra, see Jinendra-
buddlii-

St l *iramati, translator of Chandra
tests in Tibetan language 61*19.

Subanclhu 13*22
;
14*1.

Subhashitavali of Vallabbadsva
quotes Paid ni the poet 13*7,

13-n3.

Subodhika, Arnritabharati’s com.
on the Sarasvataprakriya 97*14

;

also ascribed to VitfvotSvarSbdhi,
to Satya

\
»rub .dhabhattaraka, etc.

97- 17ft.

Subodhika or Dq/ka by Chandra-
kliii with an important pras'asti
at the end 98*7if.

Subodhinl of Sadunanda 102*14f.
Subodhinl l y Gopalagiri on Vij-

jalabliupati ’s Prabodbaprakasa

t

115*30.

Sudarsana an alias of Haradatfa
40*nl

.

SudhalalnirL com. on, by Nasreria

,

49 '?-

Surasiiiiha alias Siwairaj of Jodlia-
pur 80* If

;
80 *nl.

Sutra-form not new to Panini 13*nl
;

possibly due to scarcity of writ-
ing material 23*6.

Svapna-Vasavadatlam of Bhasa
13-28.

Syadisamuchclurs a of Amarachan-
dra 80*10f.

*

T

Taitiki mentioned in the Nirukta
8*nl.

Taittinya Aranyaka, 4*n2.
Tnittirlya Samhita, grammatical

speculations in 2*2 ; speaks of
Indra as the first of grammarians
10*24, 10*n4.

Takakusu 64*20.

Tantra-vartika 2*nl
; 27*n5.

Taranatha, his account about the
Aindra school 10*17.

Tarangint, Harshaklrti's com. on
his own Dhatupatha for Saras-
vata 103*9.

Tarkasafigralia 50*23.

Tarkatilakabhaitacharya ?

s com. on
the Slirasvata 102-22: his date
102*26.
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Tattvabodhinl by Jfmn endrasarag-
vati, a com. on Siddiiantakau-

mudl 47*25
;

supplemented by
Jayakrislma 48*4

;
its nature

48*2$, and date 48*8.

Tattvaclmndra, Jayanta’s abridg-

ment of the Prakriyakaumudi
51 *nl.

Tattvadlpika by Lokesakara 102*15.

Tattvartharajavartika C3*n4

.

Technical devices used by Parnni

§13.
Technical terms (Sari

j
has) of primi-

tive Pratisakhyas 5*13
;
identified

with those of Aindra school by
Dr. Burnell 5*n2; — of Yaska
and Panini compared G*n2 ;

pre-

PffninXya — not all necessarily of
the Aindra school 11*25

;
those

of Kfttyayana not always the same
as those of Panint ' 30*24$

;
of

Devanandl 86*5. 66*nl; of &aka-
tityana 71*85; of the Katantra
86*20

;
of the Sarasvata 94*6,

94* tiff
;
of later sectarian schools

106*16
;

of Bopadeva 106*20,
10G*n2

;
of Saupdma, same as of

j

Partini 111*20, lP2*2ff
; of the

j

TlarinUmamrita 113*28$
;
of Pra-

^
bodliaprakasla 114*22$.

Tibetan translations of Chandra
treatises 58*11; 6M8; of the
Kalapx-Dhatusutra 90*5-

Todn I02*n2.
Tolkappiyara, the Tamil grammar,

full of Aindra terminology 11*3,
82*12 ; read in the Pundya King’s
assembly 11*4

;
is closely related

to Katantra to Kaehchayana’s
Pali grammar, and to tho Pratiga-
khyas 11*7.

Trikandasesha lll*n2.
Trilochana

( not=: Triloehanadusa )
author of the Uttaraparisishla to
Srlpati's supplement to Katantra I

90*22f. !

Trilochaiiadusa quoted by Vitthula- 1

charya 45*19; his Katantravritti-
|

*>an;jika 89*1$
: quoted by Bopa-

i

deva and Vitthahi 89*2f ; per-
j

sonal details about 1 i;n 89*5f ; sub- I

coin, on his work 89- 7iT, 19-16
;

'

distinct from the author of the
j

Katantrottaraparisifdita 89*nl ; 1

quoted by Kaviraja 90*14 : differ-
\

ent from Trilochana 90-22. *

i9 [Sk. Gt.]

13 /

Udayachandra aujhor of an expen-
sive JSyusa on H< mach&ndja's
B:i hadvritti 79*2, 79

*

11 1 : belongs
to Chaudraaachi hha 78*83.

Uduyana or Uddana court pandit of

^

Prataparndra 101*11.

UdayasaubhSgya author of the
pfmndhika on the Piakrit chap-
ter of Beirachandia’s Brihadvritii

^
78*25.

Udayashtg of Udepnr 93*13.
Uddana, see Uduyana.
U ddyota, see Mahubha&hyapradlpod

dyota.

Udyana same as Y'usufzai valley
19 *3 .

Ugrabhuti author of Nyasa on Ja-
gaddhara's Bslabodhinl 91* 14;
his probable identification with
Ins namesake of cir. 1000 A. D.
9i*38.

Ugrabhuli teacher of Anandapula
and probably the same as the
author of the Nyasa 91*15.

Ujjvakdaita’s vritti cm Paninlya
Unadisutras 54*11

;
edited by

Aufrecht 54*12
;

quotes eai liter

vrittis 54*14
;
mentions Chandra-

Lingami&isana 60-20
;
quoted by

PadmanSbhadatta 11M3. Ill*n2
;

112*29.

Unadikosa (to Mugdhabodha) by
Pwamatark avaglsa 168*22.

Unadipatha §3y, see Upadiautras.
Unadisutras of Pan ini 21*81

;
com-

monly ascribed to fekatayana
25*24$, 25*n4

; their technical
terms and anubandhas same as
Panini’s 28*10

;
probably regard-

ed as Panini's by Kiltyavana
26*18, 26* ni

;
not all beh-nging to

PSnini 28*23
; probably revised

by Katyuyana 26*27 : tradi-

tionally assigned to Vararuehi
alias Kittyayana 27*6

;
Panini’s

Unadi sutras absorbed by other
schools 54*8; UjjvaJadatta'g vriui
on them 54*11 ;cxher e' tumentators
54*14$; Chandra Unadi 60*10,
i ts mod ft of prese ntalion C0 * j 4

:

that of Sakatayana 71*15; of Ho-
machandra 77*23, with vi varan a
or vritti on it 77*31

; of Katantra
in two recensions: that of Dcrgu-
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sixhha 90*1,* sand that current in

flvAmir 85*ij2 : rune for Slim'
v.-ita 04*29, 103*8 : of GoyXchan-
dra 110*14 : of Padmanabhadafcta
the founder of Saupadma 112*19*

Ui/ldivriiti (Saupadma) of Padma-
uSbhidatta 1 12*24 ; its arrange-

ment; 112*25$.

Upadesama! a karnika of LakshmX-
vollabha 63*3.

Upadbyaya quoted by Hemachan-
dra T6*n2 : see Eaivyata.

I Inula quoted by Ilemaohandra
76*n2.

TJ pasargavritti of Ohandragorain
<>0*12

;
found in Tibetan version

only 60*26*

Krasgalu 101 *9.

V
i

Vsldava mentioned by Patanjali

31 *n10*

VadiiSja alias Jay&sixnha If,

fellovr-stndcnt of Dayapalu 72*24,

and a Chalukya emperor 72*25.

VsThada father of Maruiana and
brother of the minister Padama
99*7.

Vaidva community of Bengal as

produci ng many writers on Ka-
tautra 90*25*

Yaidyanftiha Payagunda, pupil of
Nagesa 48* nl

;
comments upon

§abda-kaustnbha 47*23; his works*

§32, 50*3ff, 55*9
;
personal de-

tails about him 50*5$.

Yaishn&va grammars 113*15, 114*3
;

now current only in Bengal 114*9*

Yaiyakaranas, mentioned in the
Nirukta 8*nl.

Vaiyakaran as iddhantabhushaha of

Kon < Iabhatta 48 *nl
,
48*14* 55*24

;

com* on it by Nagesa 55*26.

Vaiyakaranasiddhaniamanjushlt of

Nagesa 49*20
;
a com* on it by

Yaidyanatha, called Kala 50*14*

VSjapySyana mentioned by KstyS-
yana 3l*n5*

Yiljasaneyi PrStisakhya, the first

grammatical work of Katyayana
29*11

;
posterior to and based

upon Psnini 29*n2 ;
some of its

rules repeated in an emended
form as vartikas 30*5, SO nl ; re-

fers to ^Skatayana 31*n3, and

Sakalya 31*n4.

Vajasaoeyi Samhita 29*14.

Vajrata 42*13.

Vakyapadiya account of vicissitude*

in the Mah&bhashya test 13*26,
13*n4, 33*5 41*15

; states that
Mahahhashya was a summary
of Vyadi’s iSahgraha 31*n9

;
men-

tions Baiji and others 35*nl
;

by Bli&rtrihari §27 ;
its nature

41 Tiff:
;

gives the earliest re-

ference to Chandra and men-
tions his predecessors 41* 19tf,

57*20
;
42*n3 ;

55*23
;
59*nl.

Vallabhadeva in the Sulhashita-
vali quotes Panini the poet, 13 7.

Yalinlki-Itamayana, commentary

.

on, by Nagesa 49*6.

Varnamt, one of the authors of the

Kasika 35*n2, 36*8, ; his contri-

bution to the Kasika distin-

guished from that of Jayadiiya
36*4, 36*nl

;
minister of Jaya-

pi'la of KasmXr, sometimes iden-
tified with JaySditya 36*21

;

quoted by Vitthalacharya 45-20 ;

identified with the author of a

Linganu&tsana 54*2, quoted by
Hemachandra 76* n2 ;

and by
Bhattoji 107*9

;
see Jayaditya.

Vamanfcharya author of a Linga-
nu4asana 53*28

;
identified with

author of the Kasika 54*2
;

ear-

lier writers, mentioned by him
53*30f

;
mentions Chandra Lin-

gSmi4asana 60*20.

Vamanemdra-sarasvati 47*26.

Vamslvadana’s com* on GoyXchand-
ra 7

s vritti 110*20.

Vanam al
I
’s Kalapavyakaranotpatti -

prastava 82*n2.

Varadaraja author of abridgments
of the Siddhantakaurmidl 51*4 ;

62*21
;
104*11.

Yaranavanesa author of Amrita-
sriti, a com. on the Prakriya-

kammidT 46*nl.

Yararuchi (alias KatySyana) said

to have been at first a follower

of the Aindra school 10*15

;

mentioned by Vimalasarasvati as,

author of the Unadisutras 27.nl,

27*6; 111ml; 53*24; 53*30; 53m2
85‘nl ; credited with authorship

of the Katsuntra-kritprakarana
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84*26, 87*23, 'with a com. cm
the game 85ml.

VardhamiXna author of Ganarat-
namahodadfai 52*12; quotes Kshl-
rasvamin 52*4

; his date 53*15,
88*n4

;
not same as the author of

Katantravistara 88*205:.

Vardhamana author of Katantra-
vistara 88*20

;
quoted by Bopa-

deya 88*23
; his probable date

88*22
; distinct from author of

Ganaratnamabodadhi 88*n4; 89*4.
Yarnasutras of Chandragomin

60*13, 60*29, 60-n2, Appendix i.

Varaha, said to be the teacher of
Panini 19*11.

Yarshyaganya an alias of Isvara-
krishna 64* n4.

Yarshyayani mentioned in the Nir*
ukta 8*nl.

Yartikas of Kafcyayana 14*5
;
their

number 30*1
;
some— an emend-

ed statement of Vajasaneyi PrS-
tisakhya rules 30*5, 30*nl

;
prose

and metrical — 30*15.

Yartikakara quoted by Hemachan-
dra 76*n2

;
see Katyayana.

Vartikakaras before Katyayana es-
pecially the Sloka-vartikakaras
28*4

;
the question about the

authorship of these last, discussed
31 *nl 1 ;—after Kstyayana31*2GfL
31*nl0.

Yasavadatta, an akhyayika men-
tioned in the Mahabhashya 13*20-

Vasudevabhatta’s Sarssvataprasada
98*24££

;
his date 98*26, 98*n2.

YasuratS preceptor of Bhartrihari
and disciple of Chandra 59 : 1.

VstsySyana quotes Gonardlya and
Gonikaputra 33*4.

Vgyadagachcbha 80*9.

Vedangas, 6*nl
; 12*n2.

Vedas, grammatical speculations
in, §2; Ai’otxc Home in the —
3*n2

; collected into family-
books 4*9

; 6*nl ;
lists of difficult

words from them collected 8*7;

nature and utility of their study
8*17.

Veclic Gods, their names 8*9; their

cosmological functions 8*18.

Yen! mother of Vaidvanatha 50*6.

Yidvatprabodhinl or Bamabhattl
of Eamabhatta 101*3

;
the many

pras'astis embodiedin it 101*5ff;
1 01 *24fL

Vidyavaglsa quotes Durgadasa
107*32.

#
Vidyavinoda, father of Nyava
jpanekanana 110*17.

Yijayananda teacher of Hansavija-
yagani 100-29.

Yijjala-bhupati’s Prabodhachan-
drika 11 5*225:

; personal details
about him 115*27ff.

Vikraraa, father of Yijjala-bhupfrti
115*27.

Vikramaditya lll*nl.
Vimalasarasvati mentions Yararu-

chi alias Katyayana as author of
Unadisutrus 27*2; 27*nl; author
of BupamaljS 44*2

;
his date 44*5:

44*nl
;
quoted by Amritabharati

44-nl.

Yinayaka, father of Itaghunatha
103*4.

Vinayasundara, teacher of Megha-
ratna 99*15.

Viuayavijayagani author of Haima-
laghnprakriya 79*12

; pupil of:

Klrtivijayagani 79*13
;

his date
79*13, 79 *d2.

Vincent Smith, Early History of
India, 17*5

;
17*16.

Viresvara, preceptor of Jagannatha
47*nl, and son of £>eshkrishna
48*nl.

Yisham! by Nagoybhatta, a com.

on Bbattojl’s Sabda-kaustubba
49:18 .

b

Yishnumisra’s com. Saupadmama-
karanda 112*15.

Yishnu-purana 16*7.

Yi^rantavidyadhara quoted by He-
macbandra 76*n2.

Vi4vakarma, author of VySkriti, a
com. on Prakriyakaumudr46*nl.

Yisvaprakasa lll*n2.
Yi4vesvara-d!kshita, see Bhamx-

dikshita.

Yi4ve^varabdhi 97*17.

Yitthala, com. on Sarasvata, quotes
Trilochanadasa 89*2.

Yitthalaeharya author of Prasada
the best com. on the Prakriyl-
kaumudl 45*14, 45*n2

;
his date

45*16
;

disparaged by Bhattoji
45*17

;
the authors quoted by

him 45*19:6;
;

personal details
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about him 45*21 ft:; quotes Naren-

drachUrva 05*24.

Vivarana of Isvarananda. a coin,

on Maliilbhlls^vapr y dlpa 43*3.

Yivarana of Kareyana* a com. on
MahribhashyapradTpa 43*3.

yivarana on Xlemachandra’s Lihga-

nusasana and on Unadisuti*as

77*3 1 if.

VrittiaStra mentioned by lining and
peihaps same as the Kasika

35*20, 35*n2.

Yyadi said to have been at first a

follower of the Aindra school

10*16
; said to be a contemporary

of Panini 19*10
;
commonly re-

garded author of the Paribhashas

27*20
;
comes between Panini

and Patahjali 27*21
;
mentioned

by Kiltyayana 31 'n6 ;
author of

the Sahgraha 31*18, 3l*n9 ;
men-

tioned by Vamanacharya 53*30,

53 n2.

Vyakaraijadurghatodghata by Ke-
savadeva 1 10 n3-

Vyakhyana-prakriyS 82*1.

Yyakriti by Visvakarraan, com. on
the PrakriyakaumudI 46’nl.

W
Weber on Fanini’s date 14*3; his

History of Indian literature 82*7.

Westergaard’s Radices Lingua
Sanscrit^ 25*n3.

Wilkin’s Sanskrit Grammar 104*18.

Writing, art of, when introduced
4*26

;
presupposed by the primi-

tive Pratisakhyas 4*30.

X, Y» %

Yadavas of Devagiri 104*32, 105*3.

Yajmtvalkya looked upon by Kat-
yayana as a very ancient writer
27* nl.

Yajhikas mentioned in the Nirukta
8’nl.

Yajurvedasarhhita-bhashya 42*13.

Yajus, Krisna, Samhita anterior to

Panini 14*12.

Yakshavarman’s com. called Chin-
tamani on §akatayana Sabdanu-
iasana 72*3.

Y'asaliklrti 84* n 2.

Yasrfhpala writes the drama Moha-
ruja-parajaya 75*11.

Yaska, predecessors of, §5; he knew
fourfold classification of words
5*19; 8*25; shows Panini in mak-
ing 5*19, as primitive Pratisakh-
yas show Yaska in making* 5*19;
Ya.-ka, mainiy a philologist 5*2G;
forms link between primitive
Pratisakhyas and Panini 5-28

;

calls his work a complement to

grammar 5*n3
;
his Wirukta, its

date §6 ;
bis* account of course

of development of Vedic studies
6*nl

;
mentions three periods

of Vedic studies 6*nl
;
his date

depending upon that of Panini
6*14

;
h!s technical terms com-

pared with those of Panini 6*n2;
Yaska comes between 800 to 700
before Christ 7*5

;
objections to

bis being placed before Panini
considered 7*6ff

;
nature of his

Niiukta §7 ; teachers and schools
mentioned by him8*nl; his theory
that every noun is derived from
verbal root 9*1, being basis for
Panini and postulate of modern
philology 9*4

;
Yaska’s succes-

sors § 8 ; 9*n2 ;
12*5; 12*n2

;
he

preceded Panini 14*13
;
made

posterior to Panini by Pandit
Satyavrata Ssina^rami 14*17 ;56*4

.

Yasobhadra quoted by Pujyapada
66*n2.

Yasodharma 58*29.

YasonandT 64*n2,

Yavanas mentioned by PiTnini 15*13;

not always to be Identified with
Ionian Gieeks 15*23; Pan ini’s

knowledge of them less than that

of Kafcyayana 16*23; 16*33; 18*12;
18*22

; Menander, called Yavana
32*23.

Yogavibhaga 37*25, 37*31
;
38*nl,

Yusufzai valley 19*2
;
known as

CJdyana in tbe days of Hiuen
Tsang 19*3-


